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Abstract
As the electrical infrastructure is rapidly reaching its maximum capacity, the smart grid
becomes a promising solution. The essential elements of smart grid, such as advanced me-
tering infrastructure (AMI) and renewable energy resources, challenge existing energy man-
agerial approaches. The operation of electric grid is no longer unidirectional and top-down
oriented. Although traditional power systems have been well-developed to address the vari-
able nature of load demands, the additional variability and uncertainty by high penetration
renewable integration could pose a significant threat to the stability of power grid.
The work in this thesis focuses on the feasibility of improving the management strategy
of smart grids which could be harnessed by a power system operator. The work can be
broadly categorised into four parts by the problems from the demand side to the supply
side.
First, the problem of residential demand-side management (DSM) is formulated as a
game theoretical model with sparse constraints that are largely associated with relieving
customers’ discomfort from load shifting or interrupting. A sparse approximation is used
to convexify the objective function, which generates a nonsmooth optimisation problem. A
bidirectional framework for solving the demand-side management game model is developed
in a distributed manner, where efficient computational algorithms are designed to seek a
Nash equilibrium of DSM game.
Second, a plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) charging strategy is studied by considering the
risk of transformer aging. A data analysis is utilized to characterise the PEV charging pat-
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tern, including driving behaviour, which has a significant impact on the charging demand.
A stochastic game is proposed for PEV charging, where the risk of the transformer ag-
ing is measured by Conditional value at risk (CVaR). The existence of generalised Nash
equilibrium (GNE) is studied while the corresponding seeking algorithm is developed. The
sample average approximation (SAA) is applied to capture a SAA Nash equilibrium of the
stochastic game which results in an optimal risk-averse charging strategy.
Third, a novel energy trading model is investigated for microgrid operations, where
a risk-averse optimal trading strategy is optimised by the consideration of the risk from
uncertainty. To maximise each microgrids’ profit from energy trading while minising the
risk of overbidding, a two-stage stochastic game with Cournot Nash pricing mechanism is
introduced to model the payoff function of each microgrid, where the risk of overcommitting
energy supply is characterised by CVaR measurement. Combined with SAA technique,
an alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) based algorithm for solving the
stochastic game model is developed.
Fourth, after developing a fully distributed optimisation for solving economic dispatch
problem, an event-trigger scheme is proposed which could significantly reduce the commu-
nication cost. The θ -logarithmic barrier is employed to handle the capacity constraint of the
economic dispatch problem which is referred to as a distributed interior point method. The
minimum connected dominating set (CDS) based resource allocation algorithm is presented
for initialising the supply-demand balance constraint which can be guaranteed by using a
Laplacian graph based updating during the whole procedure of the algorithm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of Power Systems
The power systems were built by the electrical engineering pioneers over a century. Power
system became a academic subject in the late 17th century. And then, a large number
of great technical inventions have been reached after the discovery of Michael Faraday’s
law in which the principle of electromagnetic induction is established in 1831. In the past
decades, power systems have experienced significant transforms through the foundation
built by Thomas Edison and Nikola Tesla. The conventional structure of a power system
produces electricity by a small number of high-capacity and centralised power plants, and
then delivered by the transmission and distribution networks to serve industrial, commercial
and residential customers. In this structure, power generation, transmission system and dis-
tribution system are operated by large vertically integrated utilities. The main concern of the
power system is to supply electrical energy to different consumers through the transmission
and the distributed system in a reliable, stable and economic manner.
As shown in Figure 1.1, electricity produced by generation is injected into high-voltage
transmission lines through generator step-up transformers. After transmission, electrcity
is delivered by medium- and low-voltage distribution systems from substation step-down
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Fig. 1.1 The overview of power system.
transformers. The advantages of this vertical structure are economic benefits of scalability
in power generation, improved stability and reliability, a reduction of reserve electric gen-
erating capacity, and less base load variation. Specifically, a large scale power plant is less
expensive to build and much easier to manage than many small power plants. High-voltage
transmission lines are applied to deliver electricity over long distances. The power loss in
transmission lines which is dissipated in the form of heat due to the wire resistance of trans-
mission lines could be significantly reduced. Some imbalance, for example, a sudden loss
of generators can be simply controlled by requiring a reserve electric generating capacity.
In addition, the aggregate base load is relatively stable.
1.1.1 Conventional Power Generation
Concerning the power generation, the major energy sources are fossil fuel based, that is coal
and natural gas, amounting to 41% and 21% around the world in 2009, respectively [1]. The
fossil fuels are combusted to boil water, through which the steam is generated. The thermal
energy of the steam is converted into mechanical energy by the rotary generator in the steam
turbine, which transforms energy in the form of heat into electricity. Note that it produces a
significant amount of greenhouse gases.
Nuclear power is another energy source which accounts for 13% in 2009. In fact, 450
commercial nuclear power stations have been built by 2016 in 31 countries [2]. Similar
to fossil fuel plant, nuclear power plant also transforms thermal energy into electric power
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where in this case nuclear fission is used to generate heat. Similar large power generators
can be found in hydro power, where potential energy reserved in large reservoirs is drive
hydro turbines into mechanical energy, which in turn drive power generators.
Traditionally, these three categories of power stations are controllable, which brings
about significant economic benefits. Indeed, large-scale and centralised power generators
for producing electricity can be fully controlled to balance the energy supply and the load
demand. Since the demand load can vary from one hour to another during the day, a suf-
ficient generation capacity is required to match the total load demand at all times, which
could guarantee a reliable and stable operation of the power system. Thus, a relatively
small number of large-scale and centralised power generators are sufficient to achieve the
power balance for the entire power system. To integrate a large amount of renewable en-
ergy resources in the conventional power system, conventional power generation needs to
guarantee a safe and reliable power supply-demand balance.
1.1.2 Transmission and Distribution Systems
In general, electric power transmission is to deliver electrical energy at high voltage from a
small number of high-capacity and centralised power plants to the load demand of different
customers. The interconnected transmission lines that help this power delivery are consid-
ered as the transmission system, where high-voltage three-phase alternating current (AC) is
widely used in power transmission. Additionally, high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) tech-
nology is applied for high efficiency over a great long distance. Electric power is usually
transmitted at a high voltage to reduce the power loss which is caused by the resistance of
a conductor. Owing to commercial unavailability of large-scale energy storage in power
systems, electricity has to be generated at least at the equal amount to the summation of
consumption and loss. A hierarchical managerial framework is established to guarantee the
supply-demand balance in the operation of a power system. If the load demand is changed to
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exceed the power supply, failure protection enables generators and transmission systems to
automatically disconnect and shut down to avoid further damage. Historically, the capacity
of power generation and the transmission system was planned based on the long-term load
forecasting. With the liberalisation of electricity sectors in recent decades, the planning of
power generation is independent of transmission planning. The investments in large-scale
power generation can be electricity companies whereas transmission system is developed by
transmission system operators (TSOs). To guarantee the security of the electricity market,
TSOs are responsible for ensuring that the capacity of the transmission system is sufficient
for the power delivery of projected generation capacity.
The interconnected wires between high-voltage substations and end users are referred
to as the distribution system, which is the final stage in the electric power delivery. Distri-
bution substations carry out electric power from the transmission system. By using power
transformers, distribution systems transform the high voltage of the transmission system
to lower voltage levels which are directly connected to different customers. Previously, a
distribution system was designed without direct connections of power generators. With the
development of renewable energy technology there are increasing numbers of small gener-
ators that are connected in the distribution network near the load demand. This change has
a significant impact on the operation of distribution systems where the power flows tend to
be more diverse. Distributed generation is expected to increase more than 100% by the year
of 2020 [3].
1.1.3 The Wholesale Electricity Market
To better manage the energy supply and demand, a common wholesale market for the supply
of electricity to retailers and end users has been established for different regions in Australia.
Generally, the wholesale market participants include electric power generators, electricity
retailers, end-users, traders, special participants, transmission network service providers and
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distribution network service providers. The ownership of power generation has partially
been privatised from transmission and distribution system. Power plants have transitioned
to be managed by commercial company which aims to maximise its profit. Thus, electricity
is more like a commodity that can be bought, sold, and traded on electricity markets.
Since electricity could not be stored in a large amount for future demand, a hierarchical
managerial structure has been established for different timescales which ranges from long-
term to hour-ahead. Hence, a TSO is required to coordinate the bid-based and security-
constrained economic dispatch to satisfy the predictive electricity demand across the whole
power grid. In real-time market, a TSO can use the reserved capacity of power generation to
maintain the supply-demand balance which is organised as a reserve market. Taking the Na-
tional Electricity Market (NEM) in Australia as an example, the NEM manages all aspects
of the operation of the electricity market in accordance with the National Electricity Rules
(NER). Regarding the NER, there are the economic dispatch rules for power generation to
maintain the supply -demand balance. The provision terms of obligations on power delivery
service providers and market participants are also a part of rules. The power system opera-
tor and the Australia Electricity Market Operator (AEMO) are responsible for considering
network losses and constraints which are related with the risk management.
An overview of the procedure among the market participants [4], the market regulators
and AEMO is shown in Figure 1.2.
In the NEM, coal-fired power generation, which constantly injects power flows into the
power grid, is the main source for base load. Usually, gas-fired power generation is applied
as a peaking plant to supply requirements in peak demand periods on a daily basis. AMEO
has a responsibility to schedule power generators according to the characterisation of their
capacity. Power delivery service providers transport power via high voltage transmission
lines from power generation to end users. Electricity retailers are recognised as the inter-
mediary between power generation and end users. The electricity is from the NEM pool
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Fig. 1.2 The national electricity market (NEM) in Australia.
and sold to end users at a retailer price that indicates the operation cost of power generation,
transmission and distribution systems.
The wholesale electricity market has a large influence on the operation of conventional
power systems. The planning and the operation of power generation largely depends on
market prices while each power company pursues the profit maximisation driven by the
market. Additionally, an increasingly number of electric energy transactions take place not
only on a local market but also on a national level.
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1.2 Emerging Era of Smart Grids
As a critical infrastructure, the electric power grid is transformed from the conventional
power network to smart grid which includes integrity of the existing conventional facil-
ities and advanced power engineering, sophisticated sensors and monitoring technology,
distributed storage (DS) and distributed generation (DG) units. In order to provide energy
efficiency and environmental benefit [5], electric power utilities are showing great interest
in cutting-edge technology of the smart grid that incorporates DG and DS, cyber-physical
framework with effective communication and control.
Fig. 1.3 The overview of smart grid [7].
As illustrated in Figure 1.3, bi-directional flows of power energy and information go
through the smart grid infrastructure from power generation and end users to the control
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centre. Indeed, these two bi-directional flows enable all elements of smart grid communicat-
ing with each other, which promotes active end users to participate into the decision-making
of demand response. For instance, end users could have an impact on the operation of re-
tailer market by installing distributed generation, such as photovoltaic (PV) panels and small
wind turbine, and interacting with pricing signals. Plug-in Electric Vehicle charging should
be scheduled to avoid distribution congestion, where the charging strategy is peak shaving
and valley filling using vehicle-to-grid systems. New smart grid technologies improve the
potential to better predict electricity produced by distributed generators according to the
weather information and load demand at specific regions in the wholesale market, continu-
ously estimating the state of the infrastructure in power grid, while dynamically managing
the configuration of the transmission and distribution networks.
The key elements of smart grid play a significant role in improving energy efficiency
and environmental sustainablility, which are listed as following.
Smart Meter
Traditional electrical meters can only record total power consumption, where no details
about when electricity is consumed for each customer can be provided. By contrast, smart
meters use various sensors to collect power consumption, voltage and temperature informa-
tion, notify power outage, and monitor power quality in real-time or near real-time. More-
over, by using an information technology based website, customers and utility companies
are able to access accurate and detailed information about power consumption. The deploy-
ment of AMI aims to improve energy efficiency through various ancillary services and build
a self-healing reliable protection against natural disasters. In Australia, smart meters have
been upgraded by two-way communication systems that measure information about power
consumption and automatically sends this information to customers’ electricity distributor
for each 30 minute period.
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Smart meters not only provide a way of measuring information about power consump-
tion for customers, but also allow utility companies to design different tariffs for power
consumption according to different market situations. Taking up new flexible tariffs, con-
necting or disconnecting electricity, or feeding electricity back into the main power grid
from distributed generation, are easily implementable. For customers, it is not necessary to
wait for the next scheduled electricity meter reading when making a decision for switching
to another electricity company. This helps consumers find out the best option of saving
money and electricity, thereby reducing the total energy costs and improving the social wel-
fare.
Distributed Generation
In general, distributed generation is small-scale power generation which is strategically de-
ployed for improving grid reliability as a backup supplier. The typical distributed gen-
erations include combined heat and power (CHP), fuel cells, microturbines, photovoltaic
systems, reciprocating engines, small wind power systems and stirling engines. The cru-
cial advantage of DG technologies is low pollution which permits a DG to be installed near
enough to a city for heating and cooling supply. By this way, the amount of energy loss
in transmitting electricity could be significantly reduced in comparison to the operation of
the conventional power system. This also could postpone the expensive investment on the
infrastructure of power transmission and distribution systems.
Apart from the small diesel-/gas-fired generator, wind turbine and rooftop solar genera-
tors are proliferating across not just Australia but on each continent of developed countries.
Owing to the fact that DG is fairly controllable, DG technologies are being developed for
a smarter grid. For instance, accommodating increased rooftop photovoltaic systems which
converse solar energy into electricity, would be easily controlled in a smart grid.
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Distributed Storage
Distributed storage of the smart grid is referred to as a device that stores electrical energy
during the period when electricity supply exceeds the power demand, and returns to end
users when the supply falls below the demand. One of the main drawbacks of renewable
energy resources is uncertainty which impedes the dispatchability when it is needed. The
idea of using distributed storage is to store excess energy from intermittent distributed gen-
eration, that is solar power and wind power and rapidly feed it back when needed.
It is usually recommended that distributed storage and distributed generation can form a
natural combination. This integration of distributed storage and distributed generation has
the following advantages:
• Electricity produced by distributed generation can be stored in advance and used when
required.
• Power generation and transmission capacity for peak load demand can be reduced or
postponed in terms of investment on infrastructure by the total potential of distributed
storage plus controllable loads.
• More flexible pricing can be achieved, where the cost of the storage is included in
pricing. Hence less variance in power rates would be charged to customers. Indeed,
when peak load demand needs to be matched by imported wholesale power, the loss
from the expensive power rate would be reduced during the peak hours.
• The large scale power generation for base load, that is coal and natural gas, could be
more efficiently and easily controlled at a constant output.
• Fast emergency responding can be reachable, where distributed storage could provide
backup electricity for the increasing reliability requirement.
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Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEV)
A PEV is driven by electricity that can be recharged by different power sources, where the
power is stored in its rechargeable battery. PEV has both the advantages of a conventional
hybrid electric vehicle and an all-electric vehicle. The operating and maintenance costs of
a PEV is relatively low while air pollution produced by a PEV is also small. Because it is
driven by electricity, the dependence on petroleum is reduced. Typically, only 15–20% of
the fuel energy is effectively used to drive the vehicle while on-board efficiencies of electric
vehicles have around 80% [6]. Electric vehicles are able to both take electricity from and
give back-up power back to the grid.
1.3 Motivation
Injecting intermittent renewable energy resources into the power grid would cause a much
more complicated energy management. As known, it is problematic to precisely predict
the output of a wind turbine or PV generation for the day-ahead market, or even the hour-
ahead one, in order to retain the balance of supply and demand. There are a large amount
of technical and economic issues existing in the integration of these resources into a grid,
where the dominant ones occur in power quality, harmonics, voltage stability, reliability and
devices protection.
First, a large number of distributed generations would have a significant impact on grid-
wide power system operation at the market level, that is, electricity bidding, unit commit-
ment, active power dispatch, and the requirement of reserves. Energy storage has a potential
to fix these issues at the market level if large scale storages could be widely installed. By
utilising high-capacity batteries at a large number of uses, the uncertainty and fluctuation of
renewable energy can be reduced and the voltage and frequency profiles can be maintained.
The peak load also can be flatten. However, the financial cost is a major limiting factor for
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the deployment of energy storage at a large number of sites.
Second, the integration of distributed generation also brings a challenge on ancillary
services, including load frequency control, voltage control and demand response. The inte-
gration of each individual distributed generator could lead to many issues in load frequency
control. For example, solar PV system and wind power generation are both intermittent and
unpredictable which create many stability problems for local frequency as well as voltage.
Concerning voltage issues, it will have a negative influence on the voltage stability of power
system, resulting in a much more frequent response than anticipated.
Third, status of the monitoring device and behaviour of the protective equipment are re-
quired to be examined in real-time or near real-time, where advanced information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) infrastructure is responsible for communication connectivity
and information transmission among the monitoring device, the protective equipment, dis-
tributed generation and the main grid. However, the efficiency and security of ICT will be
difficult issues. In addition, from a cyber-physical system perspective [7], the combination
of these devices and distributed generators will create a large scale and complex networked
energy system. Therefore, computational efficiency in the energy management of smart grid
would be another challenging issue.
1.4 Research Scope
In this thesis, the planning and operational problems of energy management in a smart grid
environment are considered, where the thesis is divided into two major parts in terms of
electricity market. The energy management problems of the supply side mainly contain:
unit commitment, economic dispatch, optimal energy bidding and risk management. At
demand side, they are PEV charging management, PEV charging station sitting and sizing,
demand-side management, optimal sizing and placement of distributed storage, feed-in tariff
design for distributed generation and so forth.
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Fig. 1.4 The research scope.
As shown in Figure 1.4, the problems about ancillary services are mainly concerned at
demand side while the issues associated with the wholesale market schedule and trade are
considered. The first part of this research is dedicated to studying the operational problem at
demand side, which includes demand side management problem. The second part is about
the problem of PEV charging strategy in smart grid. The third part is devoted to investigate
the optimal energy trading problems at supply side. The fourth part is the study of economic
dispatch which is a part of wholesale market scheduling.
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1.5 Thesis Objective and Contribution
The research of this thesis is a part of the Sustainable Urban Precincts Program [8] which
aims to reduce energy and water use in all buildings around three RMIT university cam-
puses. The academic goal of this research is to improve the performance of energy manage-
ment in the context of smart grid. Specifically, the individual goals can be categorised into
four topics:
1. Demand- side management: Develop a bidirectional framework for solving the
demand-side management problem in a distributed way to substantially improve the
search efficiency, where a distributed algorithm for sparse load shifting in demand-
side management with a focus on the scheduling problem of residential smart appli-
ances is required.
2. Optimal PEV charging: Establish a framework of data driven risk-averse PEV
charging strategy, where driving behaviours of taxis and load profiles of buildings
are characterised by data analysis to make the risk-averse decision-making on PEV
charging.
3. Energy trading: Investigate a risk-averse energy trading problem of the microgrids
by considering the risk from uncertainty.
4. Event triggered economic dispatch: Design an event-triggered communication based
distributed optimisation for economic dispatch to reduce information exchange re-
quirements in smart grids.
Note that the problems of demand- side management, optimal PEV charging and are
derived from the demand side while the risk-averse energy trading and event triggered eco-
nomic dispatch problems are proposed for the supply side.
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1.5.1 Contributions
The contributions of the research involved in the thesis are summarised as following:
1. The sparse load shifting based demand side management is studied, where the schedul-
ing problem of residential smart appliances is modelled by a deterministic game. De-
tailed results from illustrative case studies are presented and discussed which showing
the reduced costs of both incurred for energy consumption and daily peak demand by
the newly developed algorithm:
(a) l1 regularisation is applied to remodel the demand-side management for improv-
ing the sparsity, which aims at minimising the number and duration of interrup-
tions. The regularised term also plays a significant role in peak smoothing.
(b) A bidirectional framework for seeking the Nash equilibrium in the demand-side
management is proposed. The Newton method is employed to accelerate the
convergence of coordination updates on the supply side.
(c) A fast gradient method is designed for demand side optimisation, which greatly
improves the performance of smart meters in terms of quickly solving each cus-
tomer’s best response problem.
2. The optimal PEV charging strategy is investigated through a data analytic approach.
Driving behaviours of taxis and load profiles of buildings are characterised to make
the risk-averse decision on PEV charging:
(a) A data driven stochastic game model for the day-ahead decision-making on PEV
charging strategy is proposed, while the objective function via both the charging
cost of PEV and the aging risk of local transformer is formulated.
(b) A pricing function is defined to limit the new peak hour that may appear in a
time-of-use (TOU) pricing mechanism and a conditional value-at-risk (CVaR)
measurement is employed to quantise the transformer aging risk.
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(c) The existence of generalised Nash equilibrium is studied while its distributed
seeking algorithm is pursued by the Nikaido-Isoda function based framework.
(d) The charging patterns of all PEV based taxis in this work are characterised through
GPS information and the trip meter data. Moreover, through the clustering all
taxis are divided into six groups in terms of charging pattern. Meanwhile the
load profile of commercial buildings is also analysed by data analytic techniques,
that is, artificial neural network (ANN) and matrix factorisation.
3. The new energy trading model is established in a two-settle market that includes the
day-ahead market and the real-time market among various microgrids. The energy
resource trading problem is modelled from a deterministic game to a stochastic one
which is better to characterise the practical situation.
(a) In the model, the aggregator could collect the bids from each microgrid opera-
tor and determine a market clearing price via a double auction mechanism in
the day-ahead market. Then, uncertainty from the generation capacity of the
renewable energy and the demand response could be taken into account in the
real-time market. The aggregator aims to maximise the quantity of the energy
trading and minimise the risk of overbidding through the stochastic game and
risk measurement.
(b) The corresponding distributed optimisation algorithm is proposed to solve the
energy trading game, where the sampling average approximation technique is
utilised to approximate the stochastic Nash equilibrium.
4. In light of economic dispatch over a network environment, it is necessary to develop
an event triggered scheme to solve the problem while reducing the communication
burden. To achieve the goal, the problem of economic dispatch is reformulated via the
θ -logarithmic barrier which is able to guarantee all the outputs under their capacity as
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well as exchange information about incremental cost in a completely distributed way.
Then, the reformulated problem is divided into two procedures.
(a) In the first procedure, the output of all generators is initialised in accordance with
the predicted demand. A minimum connected dominating set based distributed
algorithm is applied to allocate the task at the initial stage of economic dispatch
through the generators in different levels. By this algorithm, the supply-demand
balance can always be satisfied.
(b) In the next procedure, a distributed consensus based optimisation algorithm is
proposed and the corresponding event-triggered distributed optimisation is de-
rived with the event-triggering criteria. Our event-triggering criteria are based
on asynchronous communication that plays a significant role in reducing the re-
quirements of data exchange in smart grids. Self-triggered and event-triggered
mechanisms can be developed to avoid the continuous communication amongst
neighbour generators.
1.6 Structure of Thesis
The thesis is organised into eight chapters.
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the conventional power system and the essence of
smart grid. Then, the motivation and the scope of research are proposed. Afterwards, the
objectives and contributions of this research are emphasised.
Chapter 2 presents a literature review on various convex optimisation methods and the
preliminary mathematical tools. Conventional numerical optimisation algorithms are sum-
marised while the distributed optimization methods are investigated. In addition, the widely
applied mathematical model, that is, game theoretical model, is reviewed.
Chapter 3 presents a literature review on energy management problems in smart grid.
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The problems of demand side management, PEVs charging, energy trading and economic
dispatch are studied. Recent advances of different models and methods can be found in this
section. Moreover, the gaps between the existing results and future needs are identified.
Chapter 4 studies the problem of DSM for residential customers in smart grid. A bidi-
rectional framework for solving this problem is introduced where a game theoretic model
is formulated to implement sparse load shifting in demand-side management. In this game
model, l1 regularisation is employed to improve the sparsity of the optimal solution, which
brings about a difficulty on optimisation. Computational efficient algorithms are developed
for solving the optimisation problems at the control centre and the customer side in a dis-
tributed way.
Chapter 5 introduces the data analytic framework for PEV charging strategy. By con-
sidering transformer aging risk, a risk-averse stochastic game is proposed to schedule PEV
charging in 24 time slots. To begin with, by characterising driving behaviours of taxis and
load profiles of buildings, the taxis are divided into 6 groups by which the pricing mecha-
nism is designed to make the risk averse decision on PEV charging. Moreover, the existence
of Nash equilibrium in a stochastic game is studied. The distributed optimisation algorithms
of fast ADMM and the best response are also developed.
Chapter 6 develops a two-stage stochastic game approach for the risk-averse energy
trading of the microgrids. By utilizing the Cournot Nash pricing mechanism and the condi-
tional value-at-risk measurement, the payoff function of each microgrid is obtained, where
the risk from uncertainty is quantised as a partial cost. A sample average approximated
(SAA) Nash equilibrium is introduced and its existence is also studied. The distributed op-
timisation algorithm is proposed to seek the SAA Nash equilibrium that corresponds to the
optimal energy trading strategy.
Chapter 7 investigates an event-triggered scheme for the distributed computation of eco-
nomic dispatch to reduce the communication requirement in a smart grid scenery. The
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standard economic dispatch problem is reformulated by logarithmic barrier penalty, which
can be solved in a fully distributed way. The supply-demand balance is satisfied by the min-
imum connected dominating set based algorithm that is a distributed routing method. An
event-triggering mechanism is designed to reduce the number of communications between
the generator and its neighbours. A fast gradient-based method is also proposed to improve
the performance of the distributed algorithm.
Chapter 8 draws a conclusion on the research of this thesis. Further extension to the
study is suggested as well as possible directions for the future research.
Apart from the main text, the bibliography of this thesis is presented, where the cited
articles and sources information are provided. In addition, publications during the PhD
study are listed which include journal and conference papers.
1.7 Summary
This chapter has introduced the background of a conventional power system and the essen-
tial elements of smart grid. The motivation and research scope of this thesis also have been
presented. In addition, the objective and contributions are shown. Finally, the organization
and the main content of each chapter have been briefly summarised.
Chapter 2
Literature Review: Mathematical
Techniques
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the preliminary of the mathematical tools on which this research is
built. To begin with, convex optimisation techniques are introduced in Section 2.2 from a
classic mathematical viewpoint in terms of unconstrained and constrained optimisations.
Then, two main distributed optimisation methods are presented in Section 2.3, includ-
ing consensus based approach and alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
method. Moreover, the mathematical background of the stochastic programming is studied
in Section 2.4. In addition, the game theory, Nash equilibrium and related seeking algorithm
are investigated in Section 2.5. Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 2.6.
2.2 Convex Optimisation
The convex optimisation problem can be solved by numerous methods, ranging from La-
grange dual approach to complicated interior-point methods [9]. In this section, the un-
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constrained, the nonsmooth and the constrained optimisation problems are briefly reviewed.
The classic results on these topics are presented as well. The important notations, defini-
tions and results about convex optimisation are introduced, where the details can be found
in [10].
2.2.1 Unconstrained Optimisation
In the preliminary, Rn¯ is an n¯-dimensional Euclidean space. 〈ui,vi〉 = ∑ξi=1 uivi is an inner
product in Rn¯ and ‖ · ‖ is the norm in Euclidean space. S1 = {x ∈ Rn¯ : ‖x‖= 1} is the unit
ball and Bε = {y ∈ Rn¯ : ‖y− x‖< ε} is the open ball centred at x with the radius ε > 0.
Consider the unconstrained optimisation problem, such that
minimisex∈Rn¯ f (x), (2.1)
where f : Rn¯ → R is convex.
Before the main result on this problem, some explanation of notation is used in this
chapter as follows.
Definition 1. A function, f : X ⊆ Rn¯ →R, where the domain X is a convex set, is convex
if
f (αx+(1−α)y)≤ α f (x)+(1−α) f (y) (2.2)
for all x and y in X and α ∈ [0,1]. If f (x) is convex, then − f (x) is concave.
If a convex function is minimised over its convex feasible domain, then it is referred to as
a convex optimisation problem. By this definition, the maximisation of a concave function
over a convex feasible set also can be called as a convex optimisation problem.
The elementary result of First-Order Necessary Conditions for Optimality in the convex
minimisation problem (2.1) is given as follows.
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Theorem 1. Let f : Rn¯ → R be differentiable at a point x∗ ∈ Rn¯. If x∗ is a local solution to
the minimisation problem, then ∇ f (x∗) = 0.
A local minimum of a convex optimisation problem is the global solution.
Nonsmooth Optimisation
The following definitions and theorems are generalisation of convex optimisation. Note that
the generalised derivative always exists for Lipschitz functions which means that function
f (x) is not necessarily differentiable any more.
Definition 2. ([11]). Let f : Rn¯ →R be locally Lipschitz at a point x ∈Rn¯. The generalized
directional derivative of f at x in the direction of v ∈ Rn¯ is defined by
f ◦(x;v) = limsup
y→ x
t ↓ 0
f (y+ tv)− f (y)
t
.
The following summarises some basic properties of the generalised directional deriva-
tive.
Theorem 2. ([11]) Let f be locally Lipschitz at x with constant K. Then
(a) the function v 7−→ f ◦(x;v) is positively homogeneous and subadditive on Rn¯ with
f ◦(x;v)≤ K ‖ v ‖,
(b) f ◦(x;v) is upper semicontinuous as a function of (x;v) and Lipschitz with constant K as
a function of v on Rn¯,
(c) f ◦(x;−v) = (− f )◦(x;v).
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Definition 3. ([11]) Let f : Rn¯ → R be locally Lipschitz at x ∈ Rn¯. Then the generalised
subdifferential of f at x is the set
∂ f (x) = {ξ ∈ Rn¯| f ◦(x;v)≥ ξ T v for all v ∈ Rn¯}.
Each element ξ ∈ ∂ f (x) is called a generalised subgradient of f at x.
Theorem 3. ([11]) Let f be locally Lipschitz at x with constant K. Then
(a) ∂ f (x) is a nonempty, convex, compact set such that ∂ f (x) ⊂ B(0;K),
(b) f ◦(x;v) = max{ξ T v| ξ ∈ ∂ f (x)} for all v ∈ Rn¯,
(c) the mapping ∂ f (·) : Rn¯ → P(Rn¯) is upper semicontinuous.
To greatly facilitate the calculation of subdifferential in practice, the derivation rules are
generalisations of classical rules for differentiable functions. However, in the nonsmooth
case, it has to contend with inclusions instead of equalities.
Let f : Rn¯ → R be locally Lipschitz at a point x ∈ Rn¯. If x∗ ∈ Rn¯ is a critical point, then
0 ∈ ∂ f (x∗).
2.2.2 Constrained Optimisation
Consider a class of the nonlinear optimisation problem with constraints,
minimisex∈Rn¯ f (x) (2.3)
st. gr(x)≤ 0, r = 1,2, ..., r¯. (2.4)
hm(x) = 0, m = 1,2, ..., m¯. (2.5)
where f :Rn¯ →R is an objective function and convex, gr(x)(r = 1,2, ..., r¯) are the inequality
constraint functions, hm(x)(m = 1,2, ...m¯) are the equality constraint functions, and r¯ and m¯
are the number of these constraints.
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The Lagrangian is defined by
L(x,u,v) = f (x)+
r¯
∑
r=1
urgr(x)+
m¯
∑
m=1
vmhm(x) (2.6)
and the Lagrange dual function is
d(u,v) = min
x∈Rn¯
L(x,u,v). (2.7)
Dual problem is always concave in terms of dual variables (u,v) even if primal problem is
nonconvex.
Given f (x), gr(x) and hm(x) are convex and there is a x, such that
gr(x)< 0, hm(x) = 0,
for all r and m, then strong duality holds, and f ∗ = d∗. f ∗ and d∗ are the minimum of primal
problem and the maximum of the dual problem, respectively.
The general Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [10] are given by:
0 ∈ ∂ f (x)+
r¯
∑
r=1
ur∂gr(x)+
m¯
∑
m=1
vm∂hm(x), (2.8)
urgr(x) = 0, for all r = 1,2, ..., r¯, (2.9)
gr ≤ 0, for all r = 1,2, ..., r¯, (2.10)
ur ≥ 0, for all r = 1,2, ..., r¯, (2.11)
hm(x) = 0, for all m = 1,2, ..., m¯. (2.12)
If x∗ and u∗, v∗ satisfy the KKT conditions, then x∗ and u∗, v∗ are primal and dual solutions
for the problem (2.3)-(2.5).
To handle the constraints, the alternative is the penalty method. The quadratic penalty
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function of the optimisation problem (2.3) can be defined as
Q(x; µp) = f (x)+ µp2
r¯
∑
r=1
max{0,gr(x)}2 + µq2
m¯
∑
m=1
h2m(x), (2.13)
where µq is a parameter as the weight of constraints functions and normally should be
sufficient large. The penalised objective function Q(x; µq) may not be as smooth as the
original objective and constraint functions.
The general framework for this penalty method can be specified as follows.
Quadratic Penalty Method
step0 Initialisation, set k = 1, an initial point x0, µq,0 > 0 and ε > 0.
step1 Iteration, compute an approximate minimiser xk of Q(·; µq,k), starting at xk and ter-
minating when ‖∇xQ(x; µq,k)‖ ≤ ε;
step2 Stop criterion, check the condition for terminating loops, if it is satisfied, then stop
and xk is the optimal solution; otherwise, choose a new µq,k+1, that is µq,k+1 > µq,k.
let k = k+1, and go to step1.
When the penalty parameter sequence {µq,k} is adaptively increased, the sequence of
the approximate minimiser {xk} will converge to the true optimal solution.
If the optimisation problem in (2.3) only has inequality constraints, then another alter-
native penalty method can be defined by
P(x; µp) = f (x)−
r¯
∑
r=1
log(−gr(x)), (2.14)
where µp is the penalty parameter of the logarithmic barrier function. Note that the pe-
nalised objective function is always differentiable at any fixed µp > 0. The gradient and the
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hessian can be obtained as
∇xP(x; µp) = ∇ f (x)−
r¯
∑
r=1
µp
gr(x)
∇gr(x), (2.15)
∇xxP(x; µp) = ∇2 f (x)+µp
r¯
∑
r=1
[
1
g2r (x)
(∇gr(x))2− 1gr(x)∇
2gr(x)
]
. (2.16)
Thus, the minimiser sequence xk can be updated by Newton direction, that is
−(∇xxP(x; µp))−1∇xP(x; µp).
Similar to the quadratic penalty method, the framework for the penalised objective func-
tion can be specified as follow.
Logarithmic Barrier Method
step0 Initialisation, set k = 1, µp,0 > 0 and ε > 0.
An initial point x0 is an interior point.
step1 Iteration, compute an approximate minimiser xk of P(·; µp,k) via Newton direction,
starting at xk and terminating when ‖∇xP(x; µp,k)‖ ≤ ε;
step2 Stop criterion, check the condition for terminating loops, if it is satisfied, then stop
and xk is the optimal solution; otherwise, choose a new µp,k+1, i.e. µp,k+1 > µp,k.
let k = k+1, and go to step1.
Note that the penalty parameter µp should be decreased to 0 in this algorithm. Finally,
the sequence of the minimiser xk will converge to the true optimal solution.
The difference between these two methods is the starting point by which the logarithmic
barrier method could work properly.
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2.3 Distributed Optimisation
This section presents a fundamental overview of distributed optimisation. Distributed opti-
mization is referred to as parallel and distributed computation over multiple processors [12]
or networks [13], where each agent can only access local information from their immedi-
ate neighbors and cooperatively optimize a global separable cost function. In comparison
with conventional centralised optimisation methods, this new approach brings about many
benefits, i.e., reliability [14], scalability [15] and privacy protection [16].
2.3.1 Consensus Based Approach
One of popular optimisation techniques is the consensus based approach. Earlier researches
mainly concentrate on the distributed algorithms in a discrete-time manner. A consensus
protocol for information diffusion [13] is firstly employed to optimise problems where mul-
tiple agents have different objective functions and are coupled by a common vector decision
variable. To handle various network conditions, time-varying communication graphs [17,
18], noisy and unreliable connectivity [19], time delay communication [20], asynchronous
information exchanging and updating schemes [21] are studied. Moreover, an important ex-
tension of consensus based algorithm to the constrained cases can be found in [22, 23] where
distributed primal-dual subgradient algorithms are developed to asymptotically converge to
the saddle point of the Lagrange function.
Consider a network of N multi-agents aiming at the minimisation of a separable objec-
tive function, such that,
minimisex∈Rn
N
∑
i=1
fi(x), (2.17)
where fi : Rn →R is convex and only known by the i-th agent. All agents will cooperatively
estimate the optimal solution x ∈ Rn, where each individual agent updates its estimation via
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the gradient of its local objective function and the information from its neighbour.
For each agent, xi(k) is the estimation of the optimal solution and gi(k) is the subgradient
of local objective function at the k-th iteration.
Assumption 1. ([13]). The following claims are true for all i:
(a) The optimal set Xopt is nonempty.
(b) The subgradient are uniformly bounded by G, that is ‖gi(·)‖2 ≤ G.
(c) The distance from the initial points to the optimal set is bounded by R, that is
Distance(xi(0),Xopt)≤ R.
(d) The initial values are bounded by αG, where α = maxi{αi(0)}.
Thus, at each iteration, each agent is updated by the combination of its local gradient
information and a weighted average of its neighbours’ estimation as follows.
xi(k+1) =−αki gi(k)+
N
∑
j=1
w ji(k)x j(k), (2.18)
where w ji(k) is a weight and nonzero that implies there is a directed communication link
from agent j to i at iteration k. To better understand this mechanism, the graph algebra is
introduced to model the communication topology. Given a directed graph (V ,εk), the node
set and the edge set are denoted by V and εk = {( j, i) |w ji 6= 0}.
This method is known as consensus protocol. The following assumptions present the
significant properties regarding the update of consensus.
Assumption 2. ([13]). The following claims are true for all k:
(a) There exists a real number η ∈ (0,1) such that
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(i) wii(k)≥ η for all i and k.
(ii) w ji ≥ η for all i, j,k in any communication link.
(iii) w ji = 0 for no communication.
(b) The transpose of the weight matrix, W T , is stochastic.
To further enhance the connectivity of the graph, the weight matrix W (k) is assumed
to be doubly stochastic for all k ∈ N. To define a weight matrix, a specified weight Pji(k)
is defined to calculate the weight w ji. If there is a communication link at the k-th iteration
from agent j to i, agent i is able to receive a current estimation x j(k) and Pji(k) of agent j.
The actual weight matrix is determined by
w ji(k) =


1−∑m 6=i wmi(k), if i = j;
min(Pi j(k),Pji(k)), if i 6= j and ( j, i) ∈ εk;
0, otherwise.
(2.19)
Assumption 3. ([13]). The following claims are true for all k:
(a) There exists a real number η ∈ (0,1) such that
(i) Pji(k)≥ η for all i and k.
(ii) ∑Nj=1 w ji(k) = 1.
(b) The actual weight matrix is defined by (2.19).
Thus, the weight matrix is doubly stochastic. If the stepsize αki is constant and the same
to all agents, that is αki ≡ α , then the update rule (2.18) for xi(k+1) is recursively expanded
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by xi(s), ...,xN(s) for any s ≤ k, such that
xi(k+1) =
N
∑
k=1
[W (s)W(s+1) · · ·W(k−1)W (k)] jix j(s)
−
N
∑
k=1
[W (s+1) · · ·W(k−1)W(k)] jiαg j(s)
· · ·
−
N
∑
k=1
[W (k−1)W (k)] jiαg j(k−2)
−
N
∑
k=1
[W (k)] jiαg j(k−1)−αgi(k). (2.20)
By introducing the matrices
Φ(k,s) =W (s)W(s+1) · · ·W(k−1)W(k), (2.21)
the characteristic of the matrices can be obtained.
Lemma 1. ([13]). Under the Assumptions 2 and 3, the following statements are true for
any fixed s.
(a) The limit ¯Φ(s) = limk→∞ Φ(k,s) exists for each k.
(b) The limit matrix ¯Φ(s) has identical columns and the columns are stochastic,
¯Φ(s) = φ(s)1T ,
where φ(s) is a stochastic vector.
(c) The columns converge to φ(s) with a geometric rate,
|[Φ(k,s)]i j− [φ(s)]i| ≤ 21+η
− ¯B
1−η− ¯B (1−η
− ¯B)
k−s
¯B , (2.22)
for all i, j and k ≥ s.
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To reformulate the updating equation (2.20), the expanding rule becomes
xi(k+1) =
N
∑
j=1
[Φ(k,s)] jix j(s)−α
k
∑
r=s+1
(
N
∑
j=1
[Φ(k,r)] jig j(r−1)
)
−αgi(k). (2.23)
Assume that the update will stop at ˆk and for k > ˆk, gi(k) = 0. Denote for k≤ ˆk,xˆi(k)= xi(k).
For k > ˆk, one has
xˆi(k) =
N
∑
j=1
[Φ(k−1,0)] jix j(0)−α
ˆk
∑
r=1
(
N
∑
j=1
[Φ(k−1,r)] jig j(r−1)
)
. (2.24)
Note that the limit of xˆi(k) always exists which is denoted by y(ˆk) = limk→∞ xˆi(k). By
Lemma 1, it gives
y(ˆk) = 1
N
N
∑
j=1
x j(0)−α
ˆk
∑
r=1
(
N
∑
j=1
g j(r−1)
)
. (2.25)
y(ˆk+1) = y(ˆk)− α
N
N
∑
j=1
g j(ˆk). (2.26)
The main convergence analysis of the update rule (2.18) can be summarised as follows.
Theorem 4. ([13]). Let Assumptions 2 and 3 hold, then it gives
(a) For every agent i, a uniform upper bound on ‖y(k)− x j(k)‖2 is given by
‖y(k)− xi(k)‖2 ≤ 2αGC1, for all k ≥ 0 (2.27)
where
C1 = 1+
N
1− (1−η ¯B) 1¯B
1+η− ¯B
1−η ¯B . (2.28)
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(b) An upper bound on the objective function for the average values f (yavg(k)) is given by
f (yavg(k))≤ f ∗+ NR
2 +G2α2Ck
2αk for all k ≥ 1, (2.29)
and an upper bound on the objective function for each agent i is given by
f (xi,avg(k))≤ f ∗+ NR
2
2αk +
αG2C
2
+2αNG2C1 for all k ≥ 1, (2.30)
where C = 1+8NC1, yavg(k) = 1k ∑k−1t=0 y(t) and xi,avg(k) = 1k ∑t=k−1t=0 xi(t).
In this theorem, the error between y(k) and xi(k) is measured by a constant that is re-
lated to the stepsize α . The second part of this theorem shows the value of the objective
function will converge to the neighbourhood of the optimal solution, where the bound of the
neighbourhood depends on the stepsize α .
If the gradient information of each agent can be exchanged over the network, then a new
consensus approach can be implemented. Denote a weighted undirected communication
network as G = (V ,E ) with the set of vertices V = v1,v2, · · ·,vN and the set of undirected
edges E ⊆ V ×V . Define N = {1,2, ...,N}. If there is a communication link between vi
and v j(i, j ∈N ), an undirected edge Ei, j is defined by the elements of adjacency matrixes
A , i.e. ai j = a ji > 0. The degree of vertex vi is di = ∑Nj=1, j 6=i ai j, which is the total of the
weights between this vertex and all the other vertices. An undirected graph G is connected
if an undirected path between vertices vi and v j(i, j ∈N ) exists.
Assume that the communication network is always connected. The elements of a graph
Laplacian W associated with the graph G are defined by wi j =−ai j, , i 6= j;wii = di, which
implies ∑Nj=1 wi j = 0(i ∈N ).
By this algebraic graph representation of a network, the update of each agent is the sum
of the weighted gradient. Once the weighted gradient reaches a consensus, the algorithm
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will stop at the optimal solution [24].
2.3.2 Alternating Direction Method of Multiplers (ADMM)
ADMM method is another popular category of distributed optimisation, where a typical op-
erator splitting method is utilised. Consider a convex optimisation problem with constraints
as follows,
minimise f (x), (2.31)
s.t. x ∈ C , (2.32)
where f : Rn → R is a convex function and C is a convex feasible domain. In order to
develop an ADMM framework, this optimisation problem can be rewritten as
minimise f (x)+g(y), (2.33)
s.t. x− y = 0, (2.34)
where g is the indicator function of feasible domain C . The augmented Lagrangian can be
defined as
Lρ(x,y,u) = f (x)+g(y)+ ρ2 ‖x− y+u‖
2
2, (2.35)
which gives the scaled form of ADMM for the optimisation problem (2.39) as following.
X-update : x(k+1) = argmin
x
f (x)+ ρ
2
‖x− y(k)+u(k)‖22; (2.36)
Y-update : y(k+1) = ΠC (x(k+1)+u(k)); (2.37)
U-update : u(k+1) = u(k)+ x(k+1)− y(k+1); (2.38)
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where k is the index of iteration. ρ is a stepsize parameter and u is the scaled dual variable
associated with the equality constraint x− y = 0.
In X-update, the objective function is strongly convex which contains the proximal
operator associated with f . In Y-update, the Euclidean projection over the feasible domain
C is implemented. U-update is the updating of Lagrange multipliers.
In fact, the problem studied in (2.17) also can be solved by this ADMM framework
where the optimisation problem can be reformulated as
minimise
N
∑
i=1
fi(xi), (2.39)
s.t. xi− y = 0, (2.40)
where xi is a local decision variable and y is the global variable. Once the constraint xi−y =
0 is satisfied, all local variables xi reach a consensus. The Lagrangian can be defined as
Lρ(x,y,u) =
N
∑
i=1
( fi(xi)+uTi (xi− y)+
ρ
2
‖xi− y‖22), (2.41)
which gives the form of ADMM as following:
X-update : xi(k+1) :=
argmin
xi
fi(xi)+uTi (k)(xi− y(k))+
ρ
2
‖xi− y(k)‖22; (2.42)
Y-update : y(k+1) = 1
N
N
∑
i=1
(xi(k+1)+
1
ρ ui(k)); (2.43)
U-update : ui(k+1) = ui(k)+ρ(xi(k+1)− y(k+1)). (2.44)
This algorithm has a linear convergence rate where the convergence analysis can be found
in [25]. ADMM method converges to a solution of the optimisation problem (2.39). Specif-
ically, f (x(k))+g(x(k)) converges to the optimal value while u(k) converges to an optimal
dual variable. In addition, the equality constraint residual ‖x(k)− y(k)‖ also converges to
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0. Applications of ADMM method can be found in control engineering [26] and power
system [27].
2.4 Stochastic Programming
In this section, another important category of optimisation is introduced, namely stochas-
tic programming [28]. The classic deterministic optimisation problems are formulated by
known parameters without the stochastic disturbance. However, most of real world prob-
lems invariably involve uncertainty. The solution is assumed that the unknown parameters
obey some distributions. And then an optimal decision can be made for all possible parame-
ter choices, which optimise the given objective function. The definition and the algorithmic
aspects of this notion are described as follows.
Consider the optimisation problems of the form
min
x∈S
{g(x) := EPG(x, ¯W )}, (2.45)
where ¯W is a random vector having probability distribution P, S is a finite set, G(x, ¯W ) is
a real valued function of two variables x and w, and EPG(x, ¯W ) =
´
G(x, ¯W )P(dw) is the
corresponding expected value. In general, the expected value function g(x) := EPG(x, ¯W )
is not easily obtained in a closed form or computed by an approximated method. Thus, the
stochastic programming problems are difficult [29].
To solve the stochastic programming problem in (2.45), the sample average approxi-
mation (SAA) method is applied. Let ¯W1, ¯W2,..., ¯WN be an independently and identically
distributed random sample by a N-realisation of the random vector ¯W . The sample average
function is given by
gˆN(x) :=
1
N
N
∑
j=1
G(x, ¯W j) (2.46)
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and the corresponding optimisation problem is
min
x∈S
gˆN(x), (2.47)
where E[gˆN(x)] = g(x). (2.46) and (2.47) are refered to as the “true" and the SAA problems,
respectively. Let S ∗ and ¯SN denote the feasible sets of the “true" and the SAA problems.
Let ν∗ and ¯νN be the optimal solutions of the “true" and the SAA problems,
ν = min
x∈S
g(x), (2.48)
¯νN = min
x∈ ¯SN
gˆN(x). (2.49)
For the computational purpose, an ε-optimal solution of (2.46) is defined as x¯ ∈ S for
g(x¯) ≤ ν∗+ ε . Thus, the feasible sets S ε,∗ and ¯S εN are defined as all ε-optimal solutions
of the “true" and the SAA problems.
Proposition 1. ([29]) The following two properties hold:
1. ¯νN → ν∗ with probability one as N → ∞,
2. for any ε ≥ 0, the event { ¯S εN ⊂ S ε,∗} happens with probability one for N large
enough.
This proposition implies if the “true" problem (2.46) has a unique optimal solution, the
approximation value x¯N also has a unique solution and x¯N = x∗. The convergence rate of the
SAA method can be found in [29].
2.5 Game Theory
Game theory is a discipline that studies the mathematical mode of conflictive and coopera-
tive strategies among rational players. It is widely used in economics, politics, psychology,
logic, engineering and biology [30].
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A non-cooperative game is a model for all players who cannot reach an agreement be-
cause of self-interest. This model is more general in that it focuses on the prediction of
individual players’ actions and payoffs. Once no player can obtain more benefit from the
change of his action, the action set of all players is a Nash equilibrium [31].
In this thesis, the generalised Nash equilibrium problem (GNEP) is considered, which
extends the classic Nash equilibrium via common constraints [32]. The payoff function and
the costraints of the N-player game are given by θi : Rn → R and gi : Rn →Rmi . The GNEP
is to seek the generalised Nash equilibrium (GNE) such that, for all i = 1, ...,N, x∗i solves
the subproblem Pi
min
xi∈Rni
θi(xi,x∗−i), (2.50)
s.t gi(xi,x∗−i)≤ 0, (2.51)
where (xi,x∗−i) denots the vector (x1, ...,xi, ...,xN) ∈ Rn with the total number of decision
variables n = ∑Ni ni and constraints m = ∑Ni=1 mi. If all constraints are convex and satisfy
g1 = · · ·= gN = g, the GNEP becomes a jointly convex GNEP.
If a constraint qualification is satisfied for all players, there exists a Lagrange multiplier
λ i,∗j ∈ Rmi . Then the KKT conditions of N optimisation subproblems can be formulated by
∇xiθi(x∗)+
mi∑
j=1
λ i,∗j ∇xigij(x∗) = 0, (xi ∈ Rni ), (2.52)
0 ≤ λ i,∗j ⊥−gij(x∗)≥ 0, (λ i,∗j ∈ Rmi ), (2.53)
where the Lagrange function Li(x,λ i) = θi(x)+gi(x)⊤λ i is defined for the ith subproblem.
Theorem 5. ([33]) Let a GNEP with twice continuity and differentiability of objective and
constraint functions.
1. If x∗ solves the GNEP at which all the player’s subproblems satisfy a constraint qual-
ification, then there exists λ ∗ ∈ Rm such that x∗, λ ∗ solve (2.52) and (2.53).
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2. If x∗, λ ∗ solve (2.52) and (2.53) and the payoff functions θi’s are convex and {yi,gi(yi,x−i)≤
0)} are closed sets, then x∗ solves the original GNEP.
In general, the GNE is not unique. To seek a GNE, the Nikaido-Isoda reformulation is
introduced.
Definition 4. ([34]) Given a game with objective function θi, the Nikaido-Isoda function is
defined as the function φ from R2n to R by
φNI(x,y) =
N
∑
i=1
[θi(xi,x−i)−θi(yi,x−i)], (2.54)
which represents the sum of unilateral objective improvements between actions x and y.
The Nikaido-Isoda reformulation based gap function can be given by
VNI(x) = sup
y∈X(x)
φNI(x,y), (2.55)
which provides a measurement for the GNE.
Theorem 6. ([33]) The function VNI is such that ∀x ∈ X(x), VNI(x) ≥ 0. If objective func-
tions θi are continuous, then x∗ solves the GNEP if and only if x∗ is a minimum of VNI
with
VNI(x∗) = 0 and x∗ ∈ X(x∗), (2.56)
where the set X(x) = {y ∈ Rn,∀i,gi(yi,x−i)≤ 0} and VNI is defined in (2.56).
By this theorem, the algorithm can be designed by the best response.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the fundamental mathematics of traditional numerical optimisation has been
presented, including convex optimisation problems and the numerical algorithms. A com-
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prehensive review of distributed optimisation has been discussed for both consensus-based
approach and ADMM method. Then, an investigation of the stochastic programming, in-
cluding mathematical foundations and the algorithmic aspects, has been proposed. More-
over, the preliminary of game theory and its solution have been given. The next chapter will
focus on the overview of four typical energy management problems, including DSM, PEVs
charging, energy trading, and economic dispatch.
Chapter 3
Literature Review: Energy Management
Problems
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the existing literature of typical energy management problems in
smart grid.
Firstly, demand-side management is introduced in Section 3.2 from a smart grid view-
point. Secondly, the PEV charging problems are presented in Section 3.3, including math-
ematical models and their solutions. Thirdly, the problems of energy trading are discussed
in the consequent section Section 3.4. Moreover, the economic dispatch problem is studied.
In addition, the key issues of these energy management problems are also identified in the
corresponding Section 3.5. Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 3.6.
3.2 Demand Side Management
In this section, the problems of demand side management are discussed. Demand side man-
agement has been studied and implemented more than three decades. As shown in Figure
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Management
Strategic Conservation
Strategic Load Growth
Strategic Load Shape
Peak Clipping
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Fig. 3.1 Basic load shaping techniques.
3.1, the implementations of demand-side management strategy include peak clipping, valley
filling, load shifting, strategic conservation, strategic load growth and load shape [35]. At
present, the emergence of smart grid technology has pushed the demand side management
toward a new climax and its advantage is becoming more and more obvious [36].
Peak load refers to a period of highest energy demand. With ever increasing energy
demand, new capital investment for network infrastructure is required to deliver the power
for peak demands. This expensive investment is only needed to satisfy a very little number
of hours that are the time slots of peak loads in each year. Therefore, it is imperative to
develop effective technologies for reducing the peak load [37, 38].
As a critical infrastructure, the electric power grid is transformed from the conventional
power network to a smart grid [39]. In order to address the peak load problems, elec-
tric power utilities are showing great interest in cutting-edge technology of the smart grid
that incorporates distributed storage (DS), cyber-physical framework with communication
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and control signals [40]. Given that the information about demand and generation comes
from a variety of sources and at multiple time-scales, demand side management [36] could
shift load to off-peak hours by using distributed optimisation and control solutions which
can minimise costs, and ultimately alleviate peak load on power grids. A larger Peak-to-
Average-Ratio (PAR) indicates a higher peak load over the time horizon. Thus, a demand
side management mechanism should be designed to reduce the PAR, which is likely to bring
out more economical benefits.
Concerning home energy management, smart meters recording load profiles can facili-
tate the option to shift electricity consumption of appropriate appliances to off-peak hours.
Smart appliances, such as air conditioners and refrigerators, could shutdown during times of
peak electricity demand as well as execute intelligent strategies to shift energy consumption
without customer’s intervention. These changes may be insignificant to an individual. But,
the aggregated energy saving could add up at large, which may be used to accommodate
increased energy [41].
Air conditioners probably run on slightly low frequency because smart temperature sens-
ing could predict the weather and give a more accurate instruction to control the thermostat.
For instance, to avoid the conflict of electricity demand, the defrost cycle of refrigerators
could be postponed until the middle of the night. If utility charges cut time-based rates
for electricity in the middle of the night, the customer could save on utility bills. These
changes may be insignificant to an individual. But, they could add up to significant savings
for the customers in the community at large. Thus, aggregated savings can benefit the whole
community.
Simply shifting loads to certain off-peak hours may not have much influence on the
financial benefit to the utility and customers. However, it could create a new peak load at
a new period, which invalidates the load shifting strategy. In fact, load shifting is useful
when peak load can be spread over several off-peak hours. In other words, the costs of
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energy are diluted over the period, which would avoid a new peak load. Previous work [42]
proposed a game theory based energy consumption scheduling model for residential energy
management in smart grids. By assuming customers were selfish and self-interested, the
authors examined a distributed algorithm for solving the game model via the best response
dynamics, which enables information exchange amongst all residential customers to reduce
the PAR. However, customers may be discomforted by load shifting, whereas minimisation
of billing cost and PAR are the main focus in [43–46]. These approaches are considered as
the traditional techniques.
Key Issues of DSM
Customers’ discomfort is mainly caused by frequent interruption of appliances and a long
waiting time for completing a task [47]. Thus, the solution of energy consumption strat-
egy should be sparse enough, because fewer interruptions and short waiting times could
be guaranteed. The minimal number of interruptions to the consumers can be explicitly
modeled by certain constraints [48, 49], such as minimal on/off time. Nonetheless, the
methodology employed is involved with 0-1 variables to define the constraints, which are
difficult to use in a game theory framework. Intuitively, the cardinality minimisation has to
be taken into account for improving customers’ user experience. Moreover, the generalised
Nash equilibrium of a game model could be multiple. The existing algorithms can merely
find one of them which minimises the aggregated energy consumption. These equilibria are
equally good in terms of minimising the aggregated energy consumption without another
objective. To smooth the PAR overtime, some Nash equilibria searched by the traditional
techniques [42], [43] may fail to minimise the PAR, which could result in peak shifting
rather than peak smoothing. In some extreme cases, the traditional models could cause a
new peak by load shifting. In other words, though the traditional methods aim to reduce the
peak load, the inherent formulation has the risk of creating a new peak at another hour of
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the considered time period [50].
On the other hand, convex optimisation methods [51, 52] are widely used to improve the
energy efficiency in smart grids. The convergence rate of distributed algorithms [42, 52]
is likely to be linear, which means it may not be an effective method. In the meantime,
interactions among customers may lead to privacy issues that discourage them from report-
ing their true demands, although it may accelerate the convergence rate. In [43], demand
side management (DSM) including distributed generation and storage was studied, where
noncooperative and cooperative games were considered respectively in order to improve the
performances of these distinct demand-side management strategies. It is worth noting that
the variational inequality based distributed optimisation method has only showed a linear
convergence rate. Similar results can be found in [46], where robust game theory was used
to model the load uncertainty. In [44], noncooperative day-ahead bidding strategies with
jointly convex constraints were utilised to minimise the demand-side expected cost. Again,
the distributed optimisation technique, that is, asynchronous proximal decomposition al-
gorithm (PDA), requires a centralized coordination update to linearly converge to a Nash
equilibrium. Owing to some customers who may not abide by the day-ahead schedule, the
energy consumption strategy may need changing. Immediate adjustments are needed to
maintain a desirable demand-side management strategy. All these algorithms belong to the
school of thought that favours best response dynamics, which merely updates the coordina-
tion via convex combination of the consumption strategies. Consequently, this strategy may
lead to a slow convergence rate.
3.3 PEV Charging Management
In this section, the PEV charging management is considered, which aims to coordinate the
charging/discharging strategy of PEV in a distributed network level. As a promising demand
response program [7, 53, 54], controlling the PEV to defer the charging demand or discharge
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power back into the main grid has drawn much attention recently. Due to the mobility of
PEV, the demand response of PEV charging can easily facilitate the main grid to absorb
the high variability from the integration of renewable energy and the uncertainty from the
instantaneous load profile. As shown in [55], this demand response program overall has no
effect in curbing the demand of electricity for the customers. However, when the demand
response program for PEV charging is established, it is able to promote all customers to
achieve energy efficiency on PEV charging/discharging.
The existing research of PEV based demand response mainly focuses on two parts. One
category is the optimal charging schedule problem, that is, the investigation on how to con-
trol the PEV’s charging strategy to economically achieve the goal of charging demand shift-
ing, which could help to defer the infrastructure investment of the power grid. An optimal
cooperative charging strategy with the dynamic electricity price is studied by P. You et
al [56], where the charging problem is modelled as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP)
and the algorithm for solving the problem is also proposed. In [57], a consensus based
cooperative algorithm is developed for PEV charging according to Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions. By considering distribution network constraints, the optimal charging
problems are studied from a market perspective [58], where a deterministic game model is
proposed for market-based charging under fairness constraints. To handle the uncertainty, a
risk averse charging strategy is investigated in [59]. A CVaR-based model [60] is employed
to capture the expected value of aggregation and flexibility in this thesis. In addition, to
improve the charging efficiency of the charging station [61], a single output multiple cable
charging spot model is proposed, where a two-stage stochastic programming method is used
to plan a public charging station. The other category is the provision of the load frequency
control via PEV [62]. In this scheme, PEV can be considered as a large energy storage to
participate in load frequency control through discharging power into the main grid. In [63],
a multiple model predictive control (MMPC) method is studied for microgrid frequency
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stabilisation via a PEV charging/discharging strategy.
However, actual PEV charging patterns largely depend on the detail of trips which differ
from one driver to another on a daily basis. Most research merely utilise simple statistic in-
formation on the characteristic of PEV’s daily trips, that is trip distance and arrival/departure
time [58], although some early works pay attention to a stochastic programming based
model [59, 61] to mitigate the risk of uncertainty. Particularly, the uncertainty of local
base load from commercial buildings also has a significant impact on the distribution sys-
tem [64]. If the total power consumption contributed by the charging of PEV and base load
during the peak hours is greater than the local transformer capacity, the transformer will be
fast aging although it may not cause device fault, see details in [65] and [66]. Moreover,
if the charging strategy of PEVs is conservative to avoid the risk, the whole system would
suffer from the social welfare loss.
The ongoing deployment of new smart grid enabling systems, that is advanced meter-
ing infrastructure (AMI), presents a tremendous amount of information which has a great
potential to improve energy efficiency through big data analytics [7]. In [67], Kwac et
al investigates a stochastic knapsack problem with forecast customer responses by using
real smart meter data from 58,000 residential houses. Given a specific data set, this thesis
presents an approximation algorithm to efficiently solve the stochastic knapsack problem.
Key Issues of PEV Charging
Concerning the PEV charging problem, different groups of data for PEV’s GPS information
and the historical load profile will result in different charging demands and distribution
network constraints, respectively. Indeed, for the practical implementation of the charging
strategy, the key issue is to account for the intrinsic randomness of driving behavior and
the local base load. Unfortunately, the PEV charging problem based on data analysis has
received less attention.
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3.4 Energy Trading in Microgrids
Recently, the energy trading problem in microgrids has drawn much attention from the com-
munity of smart grid. Conventional power grids, gas networks, electrified transportation sys-
tems, heating systems and cooling systems are very well prepared to be integrated into the
energy trading market. Moreover, advances in solar-to-fuel technology [68] provides an op-
portunity to create a smart grid with multiple energy conversions. Given that the information
about demand and generation comes from a variety of sources and at multiple time-scales in
microgrid based energy trading market, new technologies are required that use distributed
optimisation and control solutions which can further minimise costs, and ultimately achieve
more economical and environmental benefits. These new technologies have a potential to
reduce the intermittency of renewable energy through different demand response programs
with DS, DG, combined cooling, heat and power (CHP), solar-to-fuel devices and electric
vehicles. In previous work [69] by Gregoratti et al, a distributed optimisation framework
is studied for the energy trading amongst islanded microgrids. Mohsenian-Rad et al pro-
posed a game theory based energy consumption scheduling model for residential energy
management in smart grids [42]. By assuming customers were selfish and self-interested,
the authors examined a distributed algorithm for solving the game model via the best re-
sponse dynamics, which enables information exchange amongst all residential customers to
reduce the peak-to-average ratio [70]. In [71], Xu et al designed a new demand response
program by using a linear supply function for bidding, where an operator collects the bids
of demand response capacity for each customer and facilitates them achieving a competitive
equilibrium. This competitive equilibrium can maximise the social welfare and match the
energy supply. In fact, demand response capacity can be considered as an energy resource
that could be used for energy trading. The operator can collect the bids in the day-ahead
market and determine the market clearing price for demand response capacity. In [72], Lam
et al proposed a multi-layer energy trading market for multiple electric vehicles, where a
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double auction mechanism was used to determine the trading price and the quantity of the
energy to trade. A similar model was studied by Wang et al [73], where nonsmooth payoff
function is used.
Key Issues of Energy Trading
Nevertheless, the intermittency of renewable energy and the uncertainty of demand are heav-
ily neglected by the aforementioned work, which places a high risk on the system reliability.
For instance, if participants of energy trading cannot offer the promised quantity of energy
or demand response capacity, the operator will confront a risk of supply-demand unbalance
that may cause system failure or outages. Moreover, the system operation will become more
complicated and may be susceptible to this risk. Thus, it is essential to solve the problem
by considering randomness. The stochastic game [74] is a dynamical model with certain
probabilistic transitions which can be played by one or more players. The new energy trad-
ing model is established in a two-settlement market that includes the day-ahead market and
the real-time market. The aggregator could collect the bids from each microgrid operator
and determine a market clearing price via a double auction mechanism in the day-ahead
market. Then, uncertainty from the generation capacity of the renewable energy and the
demand response could be taken into account in the real-time market. The aggregator aims
to maximise the quantity of the energy trading and minimise the risk of overbidding through
the stochastic game and risk measurement. Eventually, the energy resource trading problem
is modelled from a deterministic game to a stochastic one which is better to characterise the
practical situation.
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3.5 Economic Dispatch
The economic dispatch is formulated as an optimisation problem with constraints which
could be either convex or non-convex. Economic dispatch is about short-term power system
operation of a number of electricity generation facilities, to meet the predicted total loads at
the lowest cost, subject to the operational constraints [75]. In a power grid, the cost function
of power generation is modelled by
ci(Pi) = αiP2i +βiPi + γi, (3.1)
where Pi is the output of the i-th power generator. αi, βi and γi are parameters for the i-th
power generator. By assuming a N-generator power grid, the goal of optimal power output
dispatch is to minimise the entire cost of the power grid,
min
Pi
N
∑
i=1
ci(Pi), (3.2)
s.t.
N
∑
i=1
Pi = PD,
Pi,m ≤ Pi ≤ Pi,M,
where PD is the predicted total power demand of load in this power grid. Pi,m and Pi,M
correspond to the minimal and maximal capacities of the i-th power generator. Intrinsically,
each power generator should be operated under its capacity constraint, i.e. Pi ∈Pi, where
Pi denotes [Pi,m,Pi,M].
Various methods have been developed to solve the problem. Convex optimisation tech-
niques including the Newton method and dual variable maximisation are studied in [76].
Heuristic algorithms involving genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimisation are suc-
cessfully designed to solve the non-convex cases. However, these two categories of method-
ologies involve an intense centralized computation that requires global information over the
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entire power grid. Undoubtedly, robustness and scalability of the centralised methods would
fail to meet the increasing demand in our modern society. A distributed methodology can
provide power operators with many benefits. For instance, the plug and play operation of
new generators can be added or removed easily and individual generator failures have no
negative impact on economic dispatch. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new method-
ology to tackle this problem in a distributed way which only utilises local information to
update itself.
Regarding the distributed approach for solving the economic dispatch problem, commu-
nication between spatial connected generators is utilised and computations are locally per-
formed. A distributed dynamical programming based method is developed in [77], where
dynamical constraints of the ramp rate limits are considered. By considering the valve-
point loading effect and prohibited operating zones, a distributed auction based algorithm
and a heuristic technique to search for a better solution [78] are designed to address the
non-convex case. Consensus based distributed approaches for economic dispatch are inves-
tigated in [51], [79] and [80]. Zhang et al formulate the economic dispatch as an incremental
cost consensus problem [79], where a penalty-like method is used to update the Lagrange
multiplier. The updating rule needs global information about the incremental cost of each
generator. In [80], Binettia et al similar upgrade rule is developed for economic dispatch
with transmission losses. It is worth noting that, after the projection operation on box con-
straints, the Lagrange multiplier may converge to a stable state which does not yield an
optimal solution.
Concerning the large scale deployment of IT infrastructure in smart grids, the tremen-
dous data exchange would rapidly make the network load imbalanced and exhaust the net-
work resources [81]. The power network operators have to face the communication bottle-
necks which lead to unreliable operations, especially for energy dispatch. If the commu-
nication network is congested, the distributed consensus based optimisation of economic
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dispatch would fail to converge. To address this issue, an event-triggered methodology is an
option providing good potential to reduce the message passing complexity over a network
environment [82], where distributed optimisation is studied for the problem of network util-
ity maximisation. An event-triggered control scheme for sampled data control systems and
the multi-agent systems are investigated in [83], [84] and [85]. For the networked con-
trol system, the optimisation technique is used to balance the performance-security trade-
off in [86] and a generalised predictive control with actuator deadband is applied to an
event based control structure in [87]. Different triggering communications are considered
in [88], where Zeno behaviour of event-triggered communication is eliminated. Note that
Zeno behaviour may invalidate these distributed optimisation algorithms and deteriorate the
communication network. Concerning on the event-triggered asynchronous communication,
the synchronisation problem of complex dynamical networks is studied in [89] by Li et al
In the smart grid scenario, event triggering load frequency control is developed for multi-
area power systems with communication delays in [90]. To further reduce the communi-
cation burden, self-triggered communication enabled control is employed to synchronise
distributed generation in micro-grids.
Key Issues of Economic Dispatch
Previous work on economic dispatch fails to take the communication issue into account
which has the risk of producing a unreliable solution once the link is congested, see [77–
80]. In light of economic dispatch over a network environment, it is necessary to develop
an event-triggered scheme to solve the problem while reducing the communication burden.
To achieve the goal, the economic dispatch problem is reformulated by the θ -logarithmic
barrier which is able to guarantee all the outputs under their capacity as well as exchange
information about incremental cost in a completely distributed way. Then, the reformulated
problem is divided into two procedures. In the first procedure, the output of all generators
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is initialised in accordance with the predicted demand. A minimum connected dominating
set based distributed algorithm is applied to allocate the task at the initial stage of economic
dispatch through the generators in different levels. By this algorithm, the supply-demand
balance can always be satisfied. In the second procedure, a distributed consensus based
optimisation algorithm is proposed and the corresponding event-triggered distributed opti-
misation is derived with the event-triggering criteria. The event-triggering criteria are based
on asynchronous communication that plays a significant role in reducing the requirements
of data exchange in smart grids. Self-triggered and event-triggered mechanisms can be de-
veloped to avoid the continuous communication amongst neighbour generators. As pointed
out in [82] and [88], event-triggered mechanisms could have a negative impact on the con-
vergence rate, where the longer time intermittence between two events leads to a slower
convergence. Therefore, a fast gradient based method is designed to accelerate the conver-
gence rate of event-triggered distributed optimisation. It is noticeable that even though the
unexpected link failure appears, the result produced by the proposed approach is still a fea-
sible solution. Besides, the accuracy of the solution is adjustable according to the network
resource condition.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, an overview of four typical energy management problems, including DSM,
PEVs charging, energy trading, and economic dispatch, has been proposed. Moreover, the
corresponding key issues of these energy management problems have been identified. The
rest chapters will focus on the solutions of these key issues through different mathematical
models and distributed optimisation algorithms.
Chapter 4
Efficient Computation for Sparse Load
Shifting in Demand Side Management
4.1 Introduction
As a preliminary step toward solving the problems presented in Section 4.2, this chapter
introduces a distributed algorithm for sparse load shifting in demand-side management with
a focus on the scheduling problem of residential smart appliances. This work is founded
on concepts from the game theory, which involves the interaction between residential cus-
tomers and the control centre.
Although there are many game theoretic models for the demand-side management prob-
lem, the computational efficiency of finding Nash equilibrium that globally minimises the
total energy consumption cost and the peak-to-average ratio is still an outstanding issue.
Specifically, a bidirectional framework for solving the demand-side management problem
is developed in a distributed way to substantially improve the search efficiency. A Newton
method is employed to accelerate the centralised coordination of demand side management
strategies that superlinearly converge to a better Nash equilibrium minimizing the peak-to-
average ratio. Furthermore, dual fast gradient and convex relaxation are applied to tackle
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the sub-problem for customers’ best response, which is able to relieve customers’ discom-
fort from load shifting or interrupting. The analysis of the convergence rate on these two
algorithms is given in Theorem 5 and 6. Detailed results from illustrative case studies
are presented and discussed, which shows the costs of energy consumption and daily peak
demand by proposed algorithm are reduced. Finally, some summaries are drawn.
Fig. 4.1 Smart home based DSM
4.2 Sparse Load Shifting Based Demand Side Management
The smart grid infrastructure contains two major components, as shown in Figure 4.1, which
has one energy provider and multiple residential consumers. The energy provider has a
control center which is able to collect information on electricity demands from residential
consumers on a day ahead basis and send control commands to them in real time. On
the residential consumer side, there is a smart meter that is installed in each house, through
which smart appliances can be scheduled in advance to reduce the demand at the peak power
demand times. Both sides are connected by the Internet for information exchange.
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Fig. 4.2 Comparison of traditional solution and sparse solution regarding demand-side man-
agement strategy. A: traditional strategy. B: new strategy with sparse pattern (sparse load
shifting)
Assume that there is a set of customers N supplied by power company via the smart
grid system. Denote each time slot by h ∈H and H , {1,2, ...,H} for a whole day. For
each customer n ∈N , let An denote the set of household appliances. For each appliance of
customer n, an energy consumption scheduling strategy is
xn,a =
[
x1n,a,x
2
n,a, ...,x
H
n,a
]
, (4.1)
where the corresponding power level is constrained by the minimum standby power level
γminn,a and the maximum power level γmaxn,a . The daily energy demand is En,a. The availability
of a scheduling strategy should coincide with customers’ preference. In other words, users
can easily make a decision at the beginning and/or end time instants for each appliance
according to their demand, e.g., a washing machine is required to finish the washing task
between 14:00 and 17:00. Therefore, the set of constraints is defined as follows:
Xn = {xn |
βn,a
∑
h=αn,a
xhn,a = En,a;
0 ≤ xhn,a ≤ γmaxn,a , ∀h ∈Hn,a;
xhn,a = 0, ∀h ∈H \Hn,a;}, (4.2)
where Hn,a is the operating time for appliance a with respect to customer n, such that
Hn,a = {αn,a, ... ,βn,a}. At each time slot h ∈H , the cost of power generation generally is
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a quadratic function with the total load Lh = ∑n∈N ∑a∈An xhn,a.
Consider the noncooperative game-theoretic based demand side management model as
follows:
min
xn
fn(xn, l−n)
s.t. xn ∈Xn (4.3)
where fn(·, ·) represents the payoff function of the n−th customer with his/her strategy vec-
tor xn and l−n denotes the aggregate per-slot energy load of all customers except customer
n, i.e. l−n = ∑m∈N \{n} lhm.
Assume that, for a day with 24 time slots, the time slots from 10:00 to 17:00 are mid-
peak hours while the period from 17:00 to 21:00 are peak hours. During these two time
intervals, the price of billing is much higher than any others. As shown in Figure 4.2, the
demand-side management strategy A is an optimal solution of a smart appliance in terms of
minimal energy cost, where a task is equally split into every time slot except peak hours, see
details in [42–44]. However, it will take 20 time slots, that is nearly a whole day, to finish the
task. It is unacceptable for most people suffering from frequent interruptions to complete
a task, even though there are some monetary benefits. Therefore, an alternative optimal
solution is required in terms of sparsity in a prescribed period of time. As interpreted in Fig-
ure 4.2, the demand-side management strategy B only takes 7 time slots to complete the task
and possess the same performance in terms of the optimal cost. Consequently, the sparse
pattern of the solution provides an effective way to reduce the time slots of completing a
task. Therefore, the cardinality minimisation for demand-side management is introduced.
Autonomous demand-side management strategy is firstly introduced in [42], which can
be reformulated as a new payoff function
fn(xn, l−n) =
H
∑
h=1
Ch
(
∑
a∈An
xhn,a + ∑
m∈N \{n}
lhm
)
+η‖xn‖0 (4.4)
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with a widely used quadratic cost function
Ch(Lh) = ah(Lh)2 +bhLh + ch, (4.5)
where ah > 0 and bh,ch ≥ 0 at each hour h ∈H . η is the parameter for l1-approximation.
The cardinality minimisation ‖xn‖0 plays a significant role in modeling sparsity of the
solution. ‖xn‖1 is employed to approximate the cardinality minimisation that is nonconvex
and unsolvable in polynomial time. l1 regularization provides a desirable convex relaxation
for the cardinality minimisation, see [91]. Generally, if a running appliance is interrupted
by a demand response event, it still consumes minimal electricity for reactivation again.
In addition, people prefer to finish a task as quickly as possible so they want to restart an
appliance in least time. Waiting longer to complete a task is unacceptable to most of people.
Thus, it is necessary to derive an optimal solution that is sparse enough. As a consequence,
the number of interruption an appliance receives would be reduced, which improves the user
experience of residential customers.
4.3 Distributed Optimisation Framework for Demand-Side
Management Game Model
In this section, the main solution for the demand-side management game model will be
examined, which includes the distributed optimization algorithms.
4.3.1 Nikaido-Isoda Function Based Relaxation Algorithm
For the solution of demand-side management game, the framework of distributed optimisa-
tion algorithm is proposed as shown in Figure 4.3.
(a) Control Center (Supply Side): There is a Control Center that collects the energy con-
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Control Center: NashEquSeeking(X,Y)
Ɣ Collect information about customers’ demand
Ɣ Broadcast information about sum of energy consumption to specified customer
Ɣ Request best response from customers
Ɣ Update coordination of load scheduling by Newton Descend/ Steepest Descend
Customer n: BestResponse(l-n)
Ɣ Receive information about sum of energy consumption
Ɣ Update load scheduling by dual ascend method involving fast gradient
Private Information
Fig. 4.3 The framework of distributed optimization method.
sumption scheduling strategy xn from customer n(n∈N ) and coordinates the update
of schedule for each appliance. Meanwhile, the Control Center can broadcast the ag-
gregated energy consumption l−n to each customer n(n∈N ). In the Control Center,
the Newton method is used to accelerate the convergence rate, which simultaneously
accelerates the procedure of solving the fixed point equation (4.12).
(b) Residential Customer (Demand Side): Each smart meter receives the aggregated en-
ergy consumption l−n (n ∈N ) and asynchronously performs the fast gradient based
method to solve the optimization problem (4.3) in a distributed way, which corre-
sponds to the Customer’s best response to others. Once the smart meter completes the
procedures of optimization, they send new strategy xn back to the Control Center.
Given the aggregated strategy converges to a Nash equilibrium, the distributed optimi-
sation algorithm will stop here. Remarkably, information exchange of energy consumption
strategy x−n (n = 1,2, ...,N ) among customers is prohibited so that customers’ privacy can
be protected. In addition, the cost of communication is also reduced due to this fact.
To seek a Nash equilibrium for a game, a Nikaido-Isoda function based relaxation
algorithm is a popular tool, see [92, 93]. Let Rd denote the d-dimensional Euclidean
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space and ‖ • ‖ be the Euclidean norm in Rd . The corresponding Nikaido-Isoda function
Ψ : (X ×X )→ R is defined as
Ψ(x,y) :=
N
∑
n=1
{fn(xn, l−n)− fn(yn, l−n)}
=
N
∑
n=1
{
H
∑
h=1
{Ch
(
∑
a∈An
xhn,a + ∑
m∈N \{n}
lhm
)
−Ch
(
∑
a∈An
yhn,a + ∑
m∈N \{n}
lhm
)
}
}
+η (‖ xn ‖1 − ‖ yn ‖1) (4.6)
where X = X1×X2 · · ·×XN are the jointly constraints from (4.2), x = [x1,x2, ...,xN]⊤ ∈
R
ω×1
, y = [y1,y2, ...,yN ]⊤ ∈ Rω×1, ω = An ·H ·N.
Generally, the Nikaido-Isoda function can be considered as a measure through which it
indicates how much a player gains if, at a given stage of the game, the player changes his
strategy into a new vector yn while all other players continue strategy xn.
A point x∗ ∈X is defined as a normalized Nash equilibrium point if maxy∈X Ψ(x∗,y) =
0 holds.
Firstly, the regularised Nikaido-Isoda function is introduced
Ψρ(x,y) :=
N
∑
n=1
{
fn(xn, l−n)− fn(yn, l−n)−
ρ
2
‖xn−yn‖2
}
(4.7)
which is uniformly concave with respect to y for ρ ≥ 0 as a fixed parameter. Moreover, the
solution function defined by
yρ(x) := maxy∈X
Ψρ(x∗,y)
has a unique solution for feasible domain defined in (4.2), which is not differentiable.
The Nikaido-Isoda function based relaxation algorithm aims to seek the Nash equilib-
rium in noncooperative games, which is a classic method to solve noncooperative games.
Obviously, to solve this demand-side management game, it requires a large scale optimisa-
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tion. The existing algorithms for demand-side management of smart homes, [42–44, 46] re-
ferred to as the traditional algorithms, need a centralised coordination for customers’ strate-
gies and present a linear convergence. However, this approach suffers from poor perfor-
mance as the number of customers increases. Therefore, desirable techniques are required
to tackle this difficulty in an efficient way.
4.3.2 Newton Method Toward Centralised Coordination
In order to accelerate the coordination update of each customer’s strategy, the Newton
method is employed to minimise the aggregated energy consumption. For computational
simplicity, an indicator is defined as
pihn,a =


1 ∀h ∈Hn,a,
0 ∀h 6∈Hn,a.
which gives pin,a = [pi1n,a,pi2n,a, ...,piHn,a] for each appliance a of the customer n.
Dividing the constraints (4.2) into two parts such that
Ωn =
{
xn | pihn,aγminn,a ≤ xhn,a ≤ pihn,aγmaxn,a , ∀h ∈H
}
(4.8)
and
Θn =
{
xn |
H
∑
h=1
pihn,ax
h
n,a = En,a, ∀h ∈H
}
. (4.9)
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Meanwhile, the equality constraints can be denoted by
g(xn) =


∑Hh=1 pihn,1xhn,1−En,1
∑Hh=1 pihn,2xhn,2−En,2
...
∑Hh=1 pihn,Sxhn,S−En,S


,
and, for two different fixed parameters β > α > 0, define
Vαβ (x) =Vα(x)−Vβ (x)+µ‖x−PΩ[x]‖2, (4.10)
where PΩ[x] is the projection of x on Ω. Obviously, x∗ is a normalized Nash equilibrium,
which is equivalent to the minimum solution of the optimisation problem
arg min
x∈Rω
Vαβ (x). (4.11)
Given the cost function in (4.5), the unique normalized Nash equilibrium of demand-side
management strategy in (4.4) is determined by a fixed point of the mapping
F(x∗) := yρ(x∗)−x∗ = 0, (4.12)
where x∗ is a Nash equilibrium. In general, the function yρ(x) is not differentiable. To get
the first order information about the fixed point equation, the concept of Clark generalised
gradient [11] will be used.
The corresponding generalised Jacobian at x, defined by
∂F(x) :=
{
∇yρ(x)⊤− Iω
}
, (4.13)
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is nonsingular, where
∇yρ(x)⊤ = D−1K−D−1G(G⊤D−1G)−1G⊤D−1K,
D : = −∇2yyΨρ(x,yρ(x))
= (2A⊗1⊤S 1S)⊗ IN +ρIω ,
K : = ∇2yxΨρ(x,yρ(x))
= ρIω ,
G : = ∇g(yρ(x)),
A : =


a1
a2
· · ·
aH


, 1S is a vector with 1 and ⊗ represents Kronecker product.
Theorem 7. The sequence {xk} generated by Algorithm 1 converges to a normalised Nash
Equilibrium. Moreover, if the condition
Vαβ (xk +dk)≤ τVαβ (xk) (4.14)
in Algorithm 1 always holds, the convergence rate is superlinear.
Proof. First of all, the first claim is proved. Assume that x∗ is a normalised Nash equilib-
rium. Hence, we have Vαβ (x∗) = 0 and Vαβ (x)≥ 0 for all x ∈ Rω .
Note that ∂F(xk) :=
{
∇yρ(xk)⊤− Iω
}
is nonsingular. By the review of Step 12 in
Algorithm 1, one has
∆Vαβ (xk) = Vαβ (xk +dk)−Vαβ (xk)
≤ (1− τ)Vαβ (xk),
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Algorithm 1 Seeking Nash Equilibrium by Newton Method
1: procedure NASHEQUSEEKING(x,y)
2: for Each player’s strategy xi ∈Xi do
3: Initialize the strategy xi;
4: Randomly initialize yi;
5: end for
6: k = 1;
7: Initialize ε > 0;ξ > 0;κ > 0;τ ∈ (0,1);σ ∈ (0,1);
8: repeat
9: Solving optimisation problem:
yk := argminy∈X
N
∑
n=1
{
fn(yn, l−n)+
ρ
2
‖xn−yn‖2
}
;
10: Jk = ∇yρ(xk)⊤− Iω ;
11: dk =−J−1k (yk−xk); /* Newton direction*/
12: if Vαβ (xk +dk)≤ τVαβ (xk) then
13: xk+1 = xk +dk;
14: k = k+1;
15: continue;
16: else
17: if ∇Vαβ (xk)⊤dk ≥−ξ ‖ dk ‖2 then
18: dk =−∇Vαβ (xk); /*steepest descent*/
19: end if
20: end if
21: Line search for maximal κ to ensure a better descent direction.
22: xk+1 = xk +κdk;
23: k = k+1;
24: until ‖ yk−xk ‖≤ ε
25: return xk.
26: end procedure
which implies Vαβ (xk) converge to 0 if it always holds. Consequently, there exist a sub-
sequence of {xk} that converge to x∗k , i.e. Vαβ (x∗) = 0. Otherwise, the descent direction
would satisfy the condition
∇Vαβ (xk)⊤dk ≤−ξ ‖ dk ‖2, (4.15)
which indicates that ‖ dk ‖ is bounded and converges to ‖ ˆd ‖.
In order to complete the proof, mathematical induction will be utilized to prove the
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result. To begin with, the statement is that ‖ ˆd ‖6= 0. Noticeably, in Step 17, it always gives
Vαβ (xk +κdk)−Vαβ (xk)≤ 0.
For certain κ > 0 is sufficiently small, it is obtained that
Vαβ (xk +2κdk)−Vαβ (xk)> 2κσ∇Vαβ (xk)⊤dk.
Because the sequence xk and ‖ dk ‖ are bounded to xˆ and ‖ ˆd ‖, respectively. For k is
sufficiently large, it yields
∇Vαβ (xˆ)⊤ ˆd > σ∇Vαβ (xˆ)⊤ ˆd,
which implies ∇Vαβ (xˆ)⊤ ˆd > 0. Correspondingly, there is a contradiction with (4.15).
Therefore, ‖ ˆd ‖ will vanish to 0. Since dk := −J−1k (yk − xk), and Jk is nonsingular, it
indicates that yk − xk will converge to 0. Therefore, the limit xˆ of the sequence xk is a
normalized Nash equilibrium x∗.
If (4.15) could not be satisfied, one has ∇Vαβ (xk) = −dk. Vαβ (xk) and dk are always
able to vanish at 0 for a sufficiently large k. Hence, the limit of the sequence xk satisfying
Vαβ (xk) = 0 is a normalized Nash equilibrium.
The proof is completed.
It is noticeable that the Newton method in the proposed algorithm is able to significantly
reduce the number of iterations that involves coordination updates of all the customers’
strategies, which implies less communication and broadcast are required to seek a desirable
demand-side management strategy, refer to Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
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4.3.3 Fast Gradient Method Toward the Distributed Implementation
of Customer’s Best Response
In this section, the sub-problem involved in demand-side management strategy is concen-
trated. Consider that, in Algorithm 1, each iteration requires solving an optimisation prob-
lem in Step 9. Due to the fact that the constraints of all customers are completely decoupled,
the distributed optimisation algorithm is intrinsically able to be implemented in each smart
meter. Therefore, the optimisation problem for the customer n is only focused as following
minyn∈Ωn
{
fn(yn, l−n)+
ρ
2
‖xn−yn‖2
}
.
s.t. g(yn) = 0. (4.16)
Obviously, the corresponding Lagrange function is formulated by
L (yn,λ )
= fn(yn, l−n)+
ρ
2
‖xn−yn‖2−λ⊤g(yn)
=
H
∑
h=1
{
Ch
(
S
∑
a=1
yhn,a + lh−n
)
+η
S
∑
a=1
|yhn,a|
}
+
ρ
2
H
∑
h=1
S
∑
a=1
(
yhn,a− xhn,a
)2
−
S
∑
a=1
λa
(
H
∑
h=1
pihn,ay
h
n,a−En,a
)
, (4.17)
where λ ∈ RS.
The dual problem of (4.16) is
maxλ≥0 d(λ ), (4.18)
where d(λ )= infyn∈Ωn L (yn,λ ). ∇d(λ ) is Lipschitz continuous with the Lipschitz constant
‖pin‖2
minh∈H 2ah+ρ . Thus, the fast gradient based algorithm can be developed in Algorithm 2.
Using the preliminary result, it gives
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Algorithm 2 Dual Ascent Method by Fast Gradient
1: procedure BESTRESPONSE(l−n )
2: Initialize t1 = 1, Λ1 = λ1, ζ > 0.
3: k = 1.
4: repeat
5: yΛk := argminy∈Ωn {L (y,Λk)}.
6: λk = Λk−ζ g(yΛk );
7: tk+1 =
1+
√
1+4t2k
2 ;
8: Λk+1 = λk + tk−1tk+1 (λk−λk−1).
9: k = k+1;
10: until ‖ λk−λk−1 ‖≤ ε
11: yn = yk;
12: return yn.
13: end procedure
Theorem 8. For the sequences {λk}∞k=1 generated by the fast gradient based dual ascent
method, the Lagrange function of demand-side management strategy (4.16) with respect to
each customer will converge to the ε-optimal solution and satisfy the following bound
L (y∗,λ ∗)−L (yk+1,λk+1)≤ 2 ‖ λ1−λ
∗ ‖2
ζ (k+1)2 , (4.19)
where the convergence rate is O( 1k2 ).
Proof. By Algorithm 2, let ζ ∈ (0, minh∈H 2ah+ρ‖pin‖2 ]. It gives
L (yk+1,λk+1)−L (y,λ )≥ 12ζ ‖ λk+1−Λk ‖
2 +
1
ζ (λk+1−Λk)
⊤(Λk−λ ), (4.20)
which implies that
L (yk+2,λk+2)−L (yk+1,λk+1)
≥ 1
2ζ ‖ λk+2−Λk+1 ‖
2 +
1
ζ (λk+2−Λk+1)
⊤(Λk+1−λk+1), (4.21)
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and
L (yk+2,λk+2)−L (y∗,λ ∗)
≥ 1
2ζ ‖ λk+2−Λk+1 ‖
2 +
1
ζ (λk+2−Λk+1)
⊤(Λk+1−λ ∗). (4.22)
Denote ∆k = L (y∗,λ ∗)−L (yk+1,λk+1).
By reviewing (4.21), one has
L (yk+2,λk+2)−L (y∗,λ ∗)+L (y∗,λ ∗)−L (yk+1,λk+1)
=−∆k+1 +∆k
≥ 1
2ζ ‖ λk+2−Λk+1 ‖
2 +
1
ζ (λk+2−Λk+1)
⊤(Λk+1−λk+1). (4.23)
Let (4.23) multiplied by tk+1−1, and then substitute into (4.22), it yields
t2k ∆k− t2k+1∆k+1
≥ 1
2ζ ‖ tk+1(λk+2−Λk+1) ‖
2 +
tk+1
ζ (λk+2−Λk+1)
⊤(tk+1Λk+1− (tk+1−1)λk+1−λ ∗),
where the relation tk+1 =
1+
√
1+4t2k
2 is used. Note that the three vectors identity satisfies
‖ b−a ‖2 +2〈b−a,a− c〉= ‖b− c‖2−‖a− c‖2
with a = tk+1λk+2, b = tk+1Λk+1, c = (tk+1−1)λk+1 +λ ∗. Therefore,
2ζ t2k ∆k−2ζ t2k+1∆k+1
≥‖ tk+1λk+2− (tk+1−1)λk+1−λ ∗ ‖ − ‖ tk+1Λk+1− (tk+1−1)λk+1−λ ∗ ‖(4.24)
Denote ηk = tkλk+1− (tk−1)λk−λ ∗. Finally, it gives
‖ ηk+1 ‖2 − ‖ ηk ‖2≤ 2ζ t2k ∆k−2ζ t2k+1∆k+1. (4.25)
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To reorder (4.25), it gives
2ζ t2k+1∆k+1+ ‖ ηk+1 ‖2≤ 2ζ t2k ∆k+ ‖ ηk ‖2 . (4.26)
Note that tk ≥ k+12 and t1 = 1. Hence, it is obtained that
∆k+1 ≤ 4ζ t
2
1∆1 +2 ‖ η1 ‖2
ζ (k+2)2
=
4ζ ∆1+2 ‖ λ2−λ ∗ ‖2
ζ (k+2)2 . (4.27)
According to the Algorithm 2, one has
2ζ (L(y2,λ2)−L(y∗,λ ∗))
≥ ‖ λ2−λ1 ‖2 +2(λ2−Λ1)⊤(Λ1−λ∗)
= ‖ λ2−λ∗ ‖2 − ‖ λ 1−λ∗ ‖2 . (4.28)
Thus, it gives
∆k+1 ≤ 2 ‖ λ1−λ∗ ‖
2
ζ (k+2)2 , (4.29)
which implies
L (y∗,λ ∗)−L (yk+1,λk+1)≤ 2 ‖ λ1−λ
∗ ‖2
ζ (k+1)2 . (4.30)
Thus, the proof is completed.
In this algorithm, it is necessary to solve another sub-problem as follows
yΛk := arg miny∈Ωn
{L (y,Λk)} ,
which helps develop a sparse pattern for the solution of (4.16). If the sparsity could be
guaranteed in this sub-problem, it eventually promotes the sparse pattern for demand-side
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management strategies so that customers’ comfort is improved. Finally, consumers are
willing to adopt the schedule of demand-side management strategies, where the cost of
aggregated energy consumption will be significantly reduced.
4.4 Simulations
In this section, the performance of algorithms described in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 are
numerically illustrated. Particularly, the scalability analysis between the Newton method
and the traditional algorithm is presented. Then, the global minimisation of PAR and sparse
pattern are discussed.
In the simulation, the daily peak demand usually appears during the period from 17:00
to 21:00, when people return home for the day and switch on energy-hungry appliances si-
multaneously. As indicated in [94], most household energy is consumed by electric heater,
central air conditioning, clothes dryer and washing machine. Fortunately, most of them
are controllable and shiftable at present and in the foreseeable future as smart appliances.
Washing machine, dishwashers, air conditioners and refrigerators could be typical smart
appliances. The differences between the smart appliance and the normal one include more
energy efficiency and more intelligence to response to the controller. Assume that the pro-
posed algorithms can be implemented based on these appliances. The characteristics of the
power rates for the smart appliances are assumed in Table 4.1.
Also, assumed is that the higher aggregated energy consumption happens from 10:00 to
17:00 as h ∈ H2 while the peak hours appear from 17:00 to 21:00 as h ∈ H3. Others are
off peak hours and h ∈H1. With respect to the cost of aggregated energy consumption, the
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Table 4.1 Typical daily energy consumption
Item
Controllable Appliances Power Rating (kW) Consumption (hrs)
Clothes Washer 0.4 0.5∼3
Clothes Dryer 2.5 1∼2
Dishwasher 2.4 0.5∼1
Dehumidifier 0.78 1∼3
Clothes Iron 1.5 0.5∼1
Refrigerator 0.7 2∼5
Vacuum Cleaner 1.3 0.5∼1
Water Heater 5.5 2∼6
PHEV 9.9 2∼6
Air Conditioner 2.5 2∼4
data are used as follows
Ch(Lh) =


0.0024(Lh)2 +8.3391Lh +6.78, h ∈H1,
0.0036(Lh)2 +16.670Lh +10.2, h ∈H2,
0.0048(Lh)2 +33.010Lh +15.0, h ∈H3,
which are the costs to the energy provider. Let ε = 10−6, η = 0.1 and µ = 103. The basic
price rate 0.15 $/kWh is assumed [42].
4.4.1 Performance Comparison of Coordination Update Algorithms
As shown in Theorem 5, the proposed algorithm to seek the Nash equilibrium of demand-
side management game is able to achieve a superlinear convergence rate that is much faster
than the traditional algorithm proposed in [44]. To demonstrate the faster convergence rate
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Fig. 4.4 The trajectory of aggregated energy consumption.
of the proposed algorithm, a smart grid of N = 50,100,150,200 customers is designed,
respectively. Each customer randomly has 1 ∼ 5 smart appliances and 1 ∼ 3 uncontrollable
appliances. Via 100 Monte Carlo simulations, the minimal, mean, maximal number of
iterations and the average computational time are interpreted in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Note
that for the coordination update algorithm, there is no stepsize involved in the procedure
of the proposed algorithm and the traditional algorithm, where the descent direction of the
proposed algorithm is calculated by either Newton direction or line search. However, each
iteration of the proposed algorithm requires computation of the matrix inversion for the
Hessian, which could be costly if the number of the customers is large. If the number of
iterations is more than 20, it is considered as failing to converge quickly. It can be seen
that the average number of iterations by the proposed algorithm is less than 10, whereas this
number by the traditional algorithm is significantly larger with the increasing number of the
customers.
In Figure 4.4, the aggregated load of N = 200 by the proposed algorithm is much flatter
than the one by the traditional algorithm after 20 iterations. Also, denote PAR = H maxh∈H L
h
∑Hh=1 Lh
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Fig. 4.5 Aggregated load of 200 customers with respect to 24 time slots.
Table 4.2 Iterations required by proposed algorithm
N Min Iter Mean Iter Max Iter Avg Cmp Time (Sec)
50 2 3.4901 15 62.48
100 2 4.6287 17 155.82
150 2 6.8110 18 406.37
200 2 7.5379 18 781.19
Table 4.3 Iterations required by traditional algorithm
N Min Iter Mean Iter Max Iter Avg Cmp Time (Sec)
50 2 10.2582 18 101.95
100 2 32.0196 57 871.38
150 2 51.7239 92 3724.58
200 2 88.6937 155 11629.27
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with 24 time slots. The peak loads from the 18th to the 20th time slot are shifted to off-peak
time slots. The corresponding PAR is significantly reduced from 2.7 to 1.988, which attains
the goal of demand-side management strategy. The proposed algorithm converges to the
optimal energy cost at $89,761 within 10 steps while the traditional algorithm attains the
optimality at $89,773 of the energy consumption at the 10th step.
Examining the accuracy of the algorithms, as illustrated in Figure 4.5 for the scenario
of N = 200, the performance of the proposed algorithm is clearly much better than the
traditional algorithm.
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Fig. 4.6 Aggregated load of 4 customers before load shifting.
4.4.2 New Peak Load Avoidance
In this simulation, it shows that load profile by the traditional models in [42, 44, 46] are
likely to create new peak demand levels, which results in a minor decrease of PAR. On the
other hand, load profile by the proposed model can always avoid this drawback.
To highlight the drawback, a more extreme case is constructed. A smart grid with 4
customers, where each customer has one smart appliance from Table 4.1 are organized with
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Fig. 4.7 Comparative studies of aggregated loads, PAR and energy consumption: (a) Ag-
gregated load of 4 customers by proposed model. (b) Aggregated load of 4 customers by
traditional model. (c) Trajectory of PAR by two models. (d) Trajectory of energy consump-
tion by two models
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Fig. 4.8 Comparative studies by two algorithms in 100 scenarios: (a) Cumulative load errors.
(b) PAR.
load profiles shown in Figure 4.6. The green, red and blue bars represent the loads con-
suming in mid-peak hours, peak hours and off-peak hours respectively. The corresponding
peak load, the total cost and the PAR are 7kW, $227.40 and 2.692, respectively. Energy
consumption and load shifting are only allowed to occur during 9:00 to 24:00.
After applying the load shifting strategy, the peak load by the proposed method is 4.4kW
at time slots from 17:00 to 23:00 while the peak load by the traditional method is 5.58kW at
time slot 13 as shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b). The inefficient load shifting strategy creates
a new peak load through which these 4 customers simultaneously shift loads to the same
time slot pursuing a cheaper energy cost. In Figure 4.7 (c) and (d), It can be seen that the
PAR obtained by the traditional algorithm only decreases to 2.301 while the PAR searched
by the proposed algorithm is minimised at 1.813, although both algorithms can minimise the
energy cost at $194.20 within the second iteration. Remarkably, the PAR by the proposed
method is 26.91% less than the one by the traditional method in this case.
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Fig. 4.9 Sparse pattern of 10 smart appliances with respect to demand-side management
strategy.
4.4.3 Global Minimisation of Peak-to-Average Ratio
Furthermore, to evaluate the effectiveness of the two algorithms in terms of minimising
PAR, let define
Error =
H
∑
i=1
H
∑
j=i
|Li−L j|, (4.31)
which indicates the smoothness of energy consumption over the whole period. The smaller
the error, the flatter the load. If the differences of aggregated loads among 24 time slots are
small, the utility will find it much easier to bid for cheap electricity.
It will show the proposed algorithm can always achieve a better PAR. By the Monte
Carlo simulation, 100 different cases are randomly created. In each case, there are 4 cus-
tomers with an appliance. Two algorithms start with the same parameters and initial values.
As shown in Figure 4.8 (a) and (b), the red circles and blue triangles indicate the values
obtained by our proposed algorithm and the traditional algorithm respectively. Both the
cumulative error and the PAR computed by our proposed algorithm are much less than
the counterpart. It is noticeable that the means of the cumulative error and the PAR are
590.8092 and 1.8202, respectively. Compared with counterpart means of the cumulative er-
ror (628.1023) and the PAR (2.2417) obtained by the traditional algorithm, our results attain
6.31% and 23.16% less, respectively.
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Fig. 4.10 Comparative studies by different DR themes: (a) Aggregated loads of 2 customers.
(b) Aggregated loads of 2 customers by the mixed integer programming based DR. (c)
Aggregated loads of 2 customers by the sparse load shifting based DR. (d) Trajectories
of PAR by the mixed integer programming based DR, the sparse load shifting based DR and
the direct load control based DR.
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The results of the comparison tests indicate that utilities are allowed to better manage
their PAR and customers to avoid setting new demand levels by the proposed method.
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Fig. 4.11 Comparative case study of accelerated and ordinary gradient methods: (a) The
trajectories of the Lagrange function by two algorithms with ζ = 0.01. (b) The trajectories
of the Lagrange function by two algorithms with ζ = 5.1667×10−4.
4.4.4 Sparse Pattern of Customer’s Comfort
In this section, the performance of the proposed approach is evaluated by developing a
sparse pattern for customer’s comfort. As explained in Section 4.2, the fewer interruptions,
the greater customers’ comfort. Hence, if the solution of (4.16) is sparse, the Nash equilib-
rium of demand-side management strategy will satisfy all customers in the sense of comfort
and the minimal cost.
Consider, for example, one customer’s energy consumption schedule, there are 10 con-
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trollable appliances and 5 uncontrollable ones in the house. To reveal the sparse pattern
more precisely, 30 minutes are used as a time slot, i.e., 48 time slots per day. To evaluate
the sparse load shifting strategy, let define the sparsity level (SL) as
SL = H
∗
n− ‖ xn ‖0
H∗n
,
where ‖ xn ‖0 is the cardinality of the load shifting strategy and H∗ is the total feasible
time slots for customer n. As shown in Fig 4.9, each blue square manifests when the
appliance is being used in the time slot. By applying sparse load shifting, only 175 time
slots are used to minimise the energy consumption, whereas 288 time slots are occupied
by an equally distributive approach [44]. Thus, the sparsity level is 39.2%. Obviously, all
smart appliances will experience fewer interruptions and this customer will be less disrupted
via the sparse pattern approach. Note that the total cost of energy consumption by the
equally distributive approach is $28.80 while the total cost of energy consumption is $36.48
if there was no demand-side management strategy applied. However, for the sparse pattern
approach, the total cost to this customer is $31.51, which merely brings a 8.59% extra cost
for this customer. Indeed, the sparse pattern still saves $4.97 per day.
The mixed integer programming (MIP) based demand response program enjoys a great
popularity, which has a least number of interruptions, i.e. real time pricing (RTP) [95] strat-
egy and time of use (TOU) pricing. Thus, the MIP based method brings more customers’
comfort while it is able to minimise the cost. However, in a game theoretic model [96], if
each payoff function is a MIP based problem, the existence of a Nash Equilibrium may not
be guaranteed. Moreover, at the demand side, a MIP is a NP-hard problem where scalability
will suffer.
To compare with the MIP based demand response program, assume that there are 2 cus-
tomers where each customer has 2 controllable appliances and 2 uncontrollable appliances.
The aggregated loads are given in Figure 4.10 (a), where the peak load is 22.5kW at time
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slot 20. According to the MIP, the constraints (4.2) of each appliance are changed to
Xn = {xn |
βn,a
∑
h=αn,a
γmaxn,a xhn,a = En,a;
xhn,a ∈ {0,1}, ∀h ∈Hn,a;
xhn,a = 0, ∀h ∈H \Hn,a;}.
Through the best response, the payoff function of each customer is solved by YALMIP
[97] instead of Algorithm 2. The total number of binary variables regarding Nikaido-Isoda
function in each iteration are 58. As shown in Figures 4.10 (b) and (c), the aggregated
load by the proposed algorithm is much smoother than the MIP based demand response.
Nevertheless, the load shifting of the MIP based demand response only uses 12 time slots
while the sparse load shifting based demand response needs 31 time slots. It is noticeable
that the MIP based demand response fails to converge to a Nash equilibrium, where the
corresponding PAR oscillates between 2.245 and 2.302, see Figure 4.10 (d). Additionally,
compared with the PAR (1.81) by direct load control based demand response [49], the PAR
(1.846) by the proposed method is slightly larger. But the proposed method brings more
customers comfort via the sparse load shifting strategy. Also, it is more acceptable for
residential customers in terms of fewer interruptions and less energy costs.
4.4.5 Performance Evaluation at Demand Side
In this section, the proposed algorithm for sub-problem (4.16) is evaluated via the com-
parison with the algorithms for solving the problem at the demand side in [53] and [98].
More specifically, dual decomposition method is employed to build the framework of the
algorithms in these paper . The difference between the Algortihm 2 and the algorithms
of [53] and [98] is that the momentum is used to accelerate the convergence rate with the
computational complexity O(
√
‖λ1−λ ∗‖2
ζε ). ε is the computational accuracy.
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Owing to the dual decomposition method enabling the algorithm to update in parallel,
the number of smart appliances will not increase the computational time. To fairly verify the
performance, a customer with a PHEV at the demand side is considered, where the energy
constraint E1,1 = 39.6kWh in the whole time horizon, i.e., H = 48. Thus, there is only
one dual variable and 48 primal variables. Due to the fact that the nonsmooth function is
involved in the Lagrange function, the stepsize of the update cannot be large. Otherwise, it
either fails to converge or results in a undesired accuracy. By the condition in convergence
analysis of Algorithm 2, it gives ζmax = 5.1667×10−4. The optimal value of the Lagrange
function is 791.5. Each algorithm runs as many as 5000 iterations.
In Figure 4.11, the red and blue dash lines are results for the Lagrange function by the
fast gradient method based dual ascent method and the first-order gradient based method
[98]. As pointed out in [99], the stepsize has an important impact on the convergence and
the accuracy for l1 norm minimisation. In Figure 4.11 (a), the stepsize ζ = 0.01 is set
for two algorithms. Although it is fast to converge within 300 iterations, both algorithms
are unable to converge within a desirable accuracy. Indeed, the computational error of
the Lagrange function is as large as 101, which is unacceptable. Therefore, the stepsize
ζ = 5.1667× 10−4 is set to obtain a more accurate result. As illustrated in Figure 4.11
(b), the proposed proposed algorithm shows a more efficient performance on the number of
iterations (about 500) and a better accuracy (10−1).
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the demand-side management problem has been reformulated in a game
model in terms of cardinality optimisation, which is able to develop a sparse pattern for the
Nash equilibrium. With the sparse pattern of the optimal solution, customers’ discomfort
can be significantly decreased, which addresses the problem widely neglected in the existing
literature.
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By l1 regularization, the existence of a Nash equilibrium has been guaranteed and the
corresponding algorithm has been proposed by the Newton method that presents a superlin-
ear convergence rate. Additionally, the distributed optimisation approach has been devel-
oped by a dual ascent method in terms of fast gradient. Compared with traditional models
and their corresponding algorithms, the proposed approach can achieve a superlinear con-
vergence rate which is critical to build a real system. Meanwhile, the proposed algorithm
can always find a better Nash equilibrium that minimises the PAR. Therefore, the proposed
method presents a promising performance that has a good potential for real applications.
Chapter 5
Data-Driven Charging Strategy of PEV
under Transformer Aging Risk
5.1 Introduction
The methodology proposed in Chapter 4 presents an acceptable strategy of sparse load
shifting for DSM among residential customers. However, when uncertainty is involved,
customer’s demand response is no long deterministic. New technique is required to handle
the uncertainty which brings various risks for the energy management. Especially for the
PEV charging problem, the randomness widely exists in the driving behavior and local base
load.
In this chapter, uncertainty from the maximum capacity of the transformer that serves the
PEV charging is accounted for a part of the payoff function. The driving behaviour of PEVs
is analytically characterised. The game theoretical model is transitioned from deterministic
one to stochastic one which solves the key issues raised in Section 3.3.
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5.2 PEV Charging Problem
Against the challenge of transformer aging, a data-driven framework of PEV charging under
transformer aging risk is proposed. The procedure of data analysis regarding four data
sources collected by two groups is shown in Figure 5.1.
In respect of PEV data, GPS information is mainly analysed to obtain the statistical dis-
tribution of the distance for each individual PEV on daily basis. Meanwhile, the trip meter
data is used to characterise the driving behaviour. These two factors make an important
contribution to the charging demand of an individual PEV. If a PEV has a longer distance
trip on a day, it will need more electricity. A trip-to-range number is defined as the quantity
of power consumption for one kilometer. Conversely, if a PEV has a smaller trip-to-range
number that indicates this PEV needs more electricity for the same distance, it will charge
more power. According to the estimated charging demand, all PEVs have been divided into
different clusters. Moreover, for the load profile of the buildings, there are some faults and
missing data. To clean the load data, the matrix factorisation method is used to fix the errors
and fill missing data. Then, a specified artificial neural network is employed to predict the
load profile through the historical load data and the predictive weather conditions. Finally,
by applying the stochastic charging game, the optimal charging strategy for PEV would be
obtained.
5.3 PEV Charging Model
Consider that a plug-in electric vehicle charging station is located at a commercial area,
where an aggregator coordinates with a finite set N := {1, . . . ,N} of PEV scheduling the
charging plan in advance (e.g., a day-ahead based schedule) over a distribution network
level. The charging period of a day comprises a set T := {1,2, . . . ,T} of time slots, e.g.,
T = 24. Let Bt denote the base load (non-PEV demand) over this entire distribution network,
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Fig. 5.1 The framework of data analysis on PEV risk-aversion charging strategy.
and xn,t is the power consumption of PEV n with units of kW at time slot t, for all t ∈T . The
PEV charging consumption en,t are decision variables which are determined by minimising
their charging cost.
5.3.1 Linear Supply Function Based Pricing
To obtain a better charging strategy, a linear supply function based pricing method is applied
to dynamical adjust the charging strategy according to the different levels of the charging
demand.
pt = αt +βtqt , (5.1)
where qt = ∑Nn=1 en,t is the aggregated charging strategy. αt and βt are the charging service
price for the charging station and the electricity consumption price for the local utility com-
pany at time slot t, respectively. With the increase of total power consumption, the price
will be raised up, which will prevent the charging strategy from congesting at one time slot.
Note that αt can be interpreted as the price related with the cost of the charging station while
βt can be considered as the Time-Of-Use pricing rate.
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5.3.2 Charging Strategy by Stochastic Game
Given a distribution network in the commercial area, the additional PEV charging load
could have a significant impact on the local distribution transformer than on the distribution
substation system as a whole. The exceeding load on the local distribution transformer may
not necessarily cause a device failure. However, it will effectively reduce the lifespan of the
transformer. Thus, the PEV charging service should take this risk into account.
As pointed out by [65], the transformer insulation aging is dynamically determined by
the highest temperature. In particular, this highest temperature is largely contributed by the
total loads on the transformer. To measure the risk of the transformer life-cycle loss, this
thesis mainly focuses on the total load consisting of the PEV aggregated charging and the
base load. Noticeably, the real base loads of a commercial area vary from time to time in a
day although they have a similar pattern on the peak-hour in the morning and the evening.
We introduce stochastic variables to present the base load Bω,t kWh, where ω ∈ Ω is the
specified scenario in the set of Ω and Bω,t : Ω→R is defined in probability space (Ω,F ,P).
Assume that the transformer power rate is L0 kVA for each time slot. The rest capacity
Lω,t can be allocated for the PEV charging service, i.e. Lω,t = γtL0−Bω,t , where γt is the
proportion of active power.
Let the vector en = (en,1, . . . ,en,T )⊤ ∈ RT denote the charging strategy of PEV n over
the charging period and the vector e = (e1, . . . ,eN) ∈ RT×N be the charging profile of all
the PEVs. The conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) measurement [60] is used to estimate the
degree of the overload on the transformer, such that
CVaRθ (X(Lω,t,qt)) := argmin
ct≥0
{
ct +
E[X(Lω,t,qt)− ct ]+
1−θ
}
, (5.2)
where X(Lω,t,qt) = max{0,qt − Lω,t} is the loss function for the day-ahead aggregated
charging strategy qt under a given capacity constraint Lω,t of the real-time situation. ct is
the threshhold associated with the maximum tolerable loss in CVaR based cost. θ is CVaR
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probability level as the transformer is safely operated. [x]+ is the projector of max(0,x). To
simplify the computation, sampled average approximation method is used and CVaR can be
relaxed as
CVaRθ (X(Lω,t,qt)) = arg min
ct ,rω ,t
{
ct +
∑Kk=1 rωk,t
K(1−θ)
}
, (5.3)
s.t. rωk,t ≥max{0,qt −Lωk,t}− ct , (5.4)
rωk,t ≥ 0, k ∈K , (5.5)
ct ≥ 0, (5.6)
where the expectation of the overload is approximated by K average samplings and rωk,t is
the relaxation variable corresponding to the overload in the scenario ω . The sampling set is
defined as K = {1,2, . . . ,K}. If K is sufficient large, the true value of the function will be
approached.
The charging cost of PEV n can be formulated as
f (xn,xc) =
T
∑
t=1
{pten,t + γCVaRθ (X(Lω,t,qt))} , (5.7)
where γ is the weight of the overload risk measurement. The corresponding constraints are
as follow.
∑
t∈Tn
en,t = Dn, Tn = [T sn ,T
e
n ], (5.8)
is the demand constraint, where Dn is the charging demand predicted from historical data.
T sn and T en are the starting and the ending times of the charging strategy regarding PEV n.
0 ≤ en,t ≤ En, (5.9)
is the charging power rate constraint, where En is the charging power rate of the battery
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regarding PEV n.
sn,t = sn,t−1 +ηnen,t , (5.10)
SOCn,min ≤ sn,t ≤ SOCn,max, t ∈ Tn, (5.11)
are the SOC dynamics and the SOC constraint. sn,t and ηn are the state of charging value
and the battery charging efficiency.
Define the constraint set
Xn = {en, sn | ∑
t∈Tn
en,t = Dn;
en,t = 0, ∀t /∈Tn;
0 ≤ en,t ≤ En, t ∈Tn;
sn,t = sn,t−1 +ηnen,t ,
SOCn,min ≤ sn,t ≤ SOCn,max, t ∈Tn,}.
Xc = {r, c | rωk,t ≥max{0,qt −Lωk,t}− ct ;
rωk,t ≥ 0,k ∈K ;
ct ≥ 0}, (5.12)
where xn = (en,sn) ⊆ R2T and xc = (r,c)⊤ ⊆ R(1+K)T . sn = (sn,1, . . . ,sn,T )⊤ ⊆ RNT . r =
(rω,1, . . . ,rω,T )
⊤ ⊆ RKT , rω,(·) = (rω1,(·), . . . ,rωK ,(·))⊤ ⊆ RK . c = (c1, . . . ,cT )⊤ ⊆ RT . Note
that r and c are common variables for all PEVs n(n ∈N ).
The vector x is also written as x= (xn,xc,x−n), where x−n = (x1, . . . ,xn−1,xn+1, . . . ,xN)
is the vector x excluding the components corresponding to vector xn. X =X1×X2× . . .×
XN ×Xc. Let Tn ⊆T be the charging horizon of the n-th PEV. Thus, the stochastic game
of PEVs charging strategy is modeled, where individual PEV n minimises its own local cost
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function and the total overload risk subject to the corresponding constraint Xn, such that,
min
xn∈Xn,xc∈Xc
Fn(xn,xc,x−n), (5.13)
where the objective function is
Fn(xn,xc,x−n) =
T
∑
t=1
{
[αt +βt(en,t + ∑
m∈N /{n}
em,t)]en,t + γ
(
ct +
∑Kk=1 rωk,t
K(1−θ)
)}
,
(5.14)
and the common constraint is
rωk,t ≥ max{0, ∑
n∈N
en,t −Lωk,t}− ct . (5.15)
Due to the common decision variables in the charging strategy, the stochastic game
(5.13) is a generalised Nash equilibrium problem (GNEP) which consists of
• Players: Registered PEVs in set N
• Cost functions: Fn(xn,xc,x−n) for each player n ∈N
• Common strategy set: X ⊆ R(2N+K+1)T is nonempty, compact, and convex.
A vector x∗ = (x∗n,x∗c,x∗−n) ∈ X is called a generalised Nash equilibrium (GNE) of
the GNEP if Fn(x∗n,x∗c,x∗−n) ≤ Fn(xn,xc,x∗−n), ∀(xn,xc,x∗−n) ∈ X holds for all n ∈ N .
In other words, a GNE if and only if no player can further minimise his cost function by
unilaterally changing his current charging strategy.
Theorem 9. The GNE of stochastic game (5.13) always exists in the sense of the sampling
average approximation.
Proof. In view of the game model (5.13), the payoff function consists of the two parts. The
one is the cost of power consumption and the other is the risk measurement. Specifically,
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the first part is quadratic with respect to each charging strategy en. By the sampling average
approximation, the second part becomes the linear combinations of the decision variables
(r,c).
Moreover, the Hessian of the payoff function with respect to decision variables xn and
xc is given by which is positive semidefinite if all βt > 0. Concerning the constraints Xn
and Xc, they are affine set. Thus the feasible region is nonempty, compact convex which
implies the GNE of stochastic game (5.13) always exists.
Before proposing the main algorithm for solving the game model, it is essential to guar-
antee the existence of GNE. In this theorem, its existence is investigated by convex analysis.
5.3.3 An Accelerated ADMM Framework for Best Response Strategy
In review of the stochastic game Γ, there is a coupled constraint
rωk,t ≥ max{0, ∑
n∈N
en,t −Lωk,t}− ct , (5.16)
for each player. This implies the strategy set en of the PEV n ∈ N also depends on the
strategy e−n of other PEVs which refers to the generalised Nash equilibrium problem. The
efficient computation of generalised Nash equilibria is still challenging and only a handful
numerical methods are available for solving the problem.
In this section, a best response dynamics based algorithm is introduced to seek Gen-
eralised Nash Equilibrium via a Nikaido-Isoda function. The corresponding ρ-regularized
Nikaido-Isoda function Ψ : (X ×X )→R of the minimization problem (5.13) for all play-
ers n in the stochastic game Γ is defined as
Ψ(x,y) : =
N
∑
n=1
{
Fn(xn,xc,x−n)−Fn(yn,yc,x−n)
−ρ
2
‖xn−yn‖2− ρ2 ‖xc−yc‖
2
}
, (5.17)
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where x = (xn,xc).
A point x∗ ∈X is defined as a generalised (normalised) Nash equilibrium point in the
sense of sample average approximation for the stochastic game Γ if miny∈X Ψ(x∗,y) = 0
holds.
Given a strategy vector x, the best response of each charging strategy is determined by
solving the optimisation problem
min
y∈X
Ψ(x,y). (5.18)
To develop a distributed computation for the risk-averse objective function of the opti-
misation problem (5.18), the coupled constraint (5.16) is extracted from all the strategy sets
Xn. By taking the Lagrange function of (5.18), it gives
L (y;λ ) : =
N
∑
n=1
{
Fn(yn,yc,x−n)+
ρ
2
‖y−x‖2
}
+
K
∑
k=1
T
∑
t=1
λk,t
(
max{0, ∑
n∈N
en,t −Lωk,t}− ct − rωk,t
)
, (5.19)
where λ = (λ1, . . . ,λT )⊤ and λ(·) = (λ1,(·), . . . ,λK,(·))⊤. Moreover, the Lagrange dual func-
tion is given by
D(λ ) := min
y∈X
L (y;λ ), (5.20)
and the dual problem of (5.18) is maxλ≥0 D(λ ).
The reformulation of the minimization problem for each PEV regarding (5.18) and
(5.19) is given by
min
yn,yc∈X
N
∑
n=1
hn(yn)+g(yc), (5.21)
s.t max{0, ∑
n∈N
en,t −Lωk,t}− ct − rωk,t ≤ 0.
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where
h(yn) =
T
∑
t=1
{
[αt +βt(en,t + ∑
m∈N /{n}
em,t)]en,t
}
+
ρ
2
‖yn−xn‖2, (5.22)
g(yc) =
T
∑
t=1
γ
(
ct +
∑Kk=1 rωk,t
K(1−θ)
)
+
ρ
2
‖yc−xc‖2. (5.23)
yxn and yxc are the strategy x observed by PEV n, which is split into two parts. The Lagrange
function is redefined as
Lξ (yn,yc;λ ) :=
N
∑
n=1
hn(yn)+g(yc)
+
K
∑
k=1
T
∑
t=1
λk,t
(
max{0, ∑
n∈N
en,t −Lωk,t}− ct − rωk,t
)
+
ξ
2
K
∑
k=1
T
∑
t=1
(
max{0, ∑
n∈N
en,t −Lωk,t}− ct − rωk,t
)2
. (5.24)
Thus, fast alternating direction Multiplier method (ADMM) based framework can be
proposed in Algorithm 3 to solve the problem (5.21).
Theorem 10. The accumulated point (yn,yc;λ ) converges to the saddle point of the La-
grange function (5.24). Moreover, the Lagrange function of the best response strategy (5.21)
with respect to all PEVs will converge to the ρ-optimal solution and satisfy the following
bound
Lξ (y∗n,y∗c;λ ∗)−Lξ (yn(i+1),yc(i+1);λ (i+1))≤
2 ‖ λ1−λ ∗ ‖2
ξ (i+1)2 , (5.30)
where the convergence rate is O( 1i2 ).
Proof. To check the KKT conditions of the best response strategy problem (5.21), it gives
max{0, ∑
n∈N
e∗n,t −Lωk,t}− c∗t − r∗ωk,t ≤ 0, (5.31)
for the primal variables yn and yc.
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Algorithm 3 PEVs’ Best Response (5.21) By ADMM Framework
1: procedure PEV–STRATEGY(x)
2: for Each PEV’s strategy (xn,xc)(n ∈N ) do
3: Initialize the strategy yn,yc;
4: end for
5: i = 1;
6: Randomly initialize ¯λ (i) = λ (i) ∈ RKT+ ;
7: Randomly initialize ξ > 0 and τ1 = 1;
8: Randomly initialize y¯c(i) = yc(i) ∈Xc;
9: repeat
10: Yn-update: All PEVs n ∈N ’s best strategies are solved by:
yn(i+1) ∈ arg min
yn∈Xn
Lξ (yn, y¯c(i); ¯λ(i)); (5.25)
11: Yc-update: The common variables yc are updated by:
yc(i+1) = arg min
yc∈Xc
Lξ (yn(i+1),yc; ¯λ (i)); (5.26)
12: λ -update: The dual variables λ are updated by:
λk,t(i+1) = [λk,t(i)+ξ
(
max{0, ∑
n∈N
en,t(i+1)−Lωk,t}
−ct(i+1)− rωk,t(i+1)
)
]+; (5.27)
13: The predictor-corrector step:
τi+1 =
1+
√
1+4τ2i
2
; (5.28)
¯λk,t(i+1) = λk,t(i+1)+
τi−1
τi+1
(λk,t(i+1)−λk,t(i)); (5.29)
14: Update i = i+1;
15: until ‖λ (i+1)−λ (i)‖ ≤ ρ
16: Return yn and yc ;
17: end procedure
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The dual variables must satisfy the Lagrange multiplier condition, such that
0 ∈ αt +2βt(e∗n,t + ∑
m∈N /{n}
em,t)+ρe∗n,t +
K
∑
k=1
λ ∗k,tM , (5.32)
where M is the set of subgradient of the function max(0,x) with respect to x, i.e., [0,1].
γ +ρc∗t −
K
∑
k=1
λ ∗k,t = 0; (5.33)
γ
K(1−θ) +ρr
∗
ωk,t −λ ∗k,t = 0; (5.34)
0 ≤ λ ∗k,t ⊥ c∗t + r∗ωk,t −max{0, ∑
n∈N
e∗n,t −Lωk,t} ≥ 0. (5.35)
By ADMM framework in Algorithm 3, with the increasing iteration i, the primal up-
dates in (5.25)-(5.26)and the dual variable update in (5.27) satisfy the primal and the dual
optimal conditions in (5.31)-(5.35), respectively.
Let ξ > 0. The Lagrange function (5.24) gives
Lξ (yn(i+1),yc(i+1);λ (i+1))−Lξ (yn,yc;λ )≥
1
2ξ ‖ λ (i+1)− ¯λ (i) ‖
2 +
1
ξ (λ (i+1)− ¯λ (i))
⊤(¯λ(i)−λ ), (5.36)
which implies that
Lξ (yn(i+2),yc(i+2);λ (i+2))−Lξ (yn(i+1),yc(i+1);λ (i+1))
≥ 1
2ξ ‖ λ (i+2)− ¯λ(i+1) ‖
2
+
1
ξ (λ (i+2)− ¯λ (i+1))
⊤(¯λ(i+1)−λ (i+1)), (5.37)
and
Lξ (yn(i+2),yc(i+2);λ (i+2))−Lξ (y∗n,y∗c;λ ∗)
≥ 1
2ξ ‖ λ (i+2)− ¯λ(i+1) ‖
2 +
1
ξ (λ (i+2)− ¯λ(i+1))
⊤(¯λ (i+1)−λ ∗). (5.38)
Denote
∆i = Lξ (y∗n,y∗c;λ ∗)−Lξ (yn(i+1),yc(i+1);λ (i+1)). (5.39)
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By reviewing (5.37), one has
Lξ (yn(i+2),yc(i+2);λ (i+2))−Lξ (yn(i+1),yc(i+1)λ (i+1))
=−∆i+1 +∆i
≥ 1
2ξ ‖ λ (i+2)− ¯λ(i+1) ‖
2
+
1
ξ (λ (i+2)− ¯λ (i+1))
⊤(¯λ(i+1)−λ (i+1)). (5.40)
Let (5.40) multiplied by τi+1−1, and then substitute into (5.38), it yields
τ2i ∆i− τ2i+1∆i+1
≥ 1
2ξ ‖ τi+1(λ (i+2)− ¯λ (i+1)) ‖
2 +
τi+1
ξ (λ (i+2)− ¯λ(i+1))
⊤
×(τi+1 ¯λ (i+1)− (τi+1−1)λ (i+1)−λ ∗),
which is determined by τi+1 =
1+
√
1+4τ2i
2 .
According to the three vectors inequalities, it gives
‖ b−a ‖2 +2〈b−a,a− c〉= ‖b− c‖2−‖a− c‖2
with a = τi+1λ (i+2), b = τi+1 ¯λ (i+1), c = (τi+1−1)λ (i+1)+λ ∗. Therefore,
2ξ τ2i ∆i−2ξ τ2i+1∆i+1
≥‖ τi+1λ (i+2)− (τi+1−1)λ (i+1)−λ ∗ ‖
− ‖ τ(i+1)¯λ (k+1)− (τi+1−1)λ (i+1)−λ ∗ ‖
Denote ζi = τiλ (i+1)− (τi−1)λ (i)−λ ∗. Finally, it yields
‖ ζi+1 ‖2 − ‖ ζi ‖2≤ 2ξ τ2i ∆i−2ξ τ2i+1∆i+1. (5.41)
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To reorder (5.41), it gives
2ξ τ2i+1∆i+1+ ‖ ζi+1 ‖2≤ 2ξ τ2i ∆i+ ‖ ζi ‖2 .
Note that τi ≥ i+12 and τ1 = 1. Hence, it is obtained that
∆i+1 ≤ 4ξ τ
2
1 ∆1 +2 ‖ ζ1 ‖2
ξ (i+2)2
=
4ξ ∆1 +2 ‖ λ2−λ ∗ ‖2
ξ (i+2)2 .
According to Algorithm 3, one has
2ξ (L(yn(2),yc(2);λ (2))−L(y∗n,y∗c;λ ∗))
≥ ‖ λ (2)−λ (1) ‖2 +2(λ (2)− ¯λ(1))⊤(¯λ (1)−λ∗)
= ‖ λ (2)−λ∗ ‖2 − ‖ λ (1)−λ∗ ‖2 . (5.42)
Thus, it yields
∆i+1 ≤ 2 ‖ λ (1)−λ∗ ‖
2
ξ (i+2)2 , (5.43)
which implies
L (y∗n,y∗c;λ ∗)−L (yn(i+1),yc(i+1);λ (i+1))≤
2 ‖ λ (1)−λ ∗ ‖2
ξ (i+1)2 . (5.44)
Therefore, the convergence rate of Algorithm 3 is O( 1i2 ) measured by the dual variables.
In this theorem, the convergence analysis of Algorithm 3 is presented, where the conver-
gence rate is improved by accelerated gradient method. Note that the standard ADMM [25]
has a rate of convergence of order O(1i ) after i steps. In the proposed method, the lower
bound of the distance between the saddle point and the initial point is measured by dual
multiplier attaining a rate of order O( 1i2 )) which implies this lower bound will be reduced
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more faster.
5.3.4 Generalised Nash Equilibrium based Optimal Charging Strategy
Seeking
According to the best response of each PEV, the Nikaido-Isoda function based framework
for the GNE seeking algorithm can be proposed as Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Seeking GNE By Nikaido-Isoda Function Based Best Response Strategy
1: procedure GNE-SEEKING
2: for Each PEV’s strategy xn ∈Xn do
3: Initialize the strategy xn;
4: Randomly initialize the risk measurement yc;
5: end for
6: i = 1;
7: repeat
8: New best response strategy y at the i-th observation is solved by:
9: y:= PEV–Strategy(x);
10: x(i+1) = (1−pii)x(i)+piiy; //pii ∈ (0,1]
11: i = i+1;
12: until ‖ y−x(i) ‖≤ ε
13: end procedure
Theorem 11. If the convex combination in step 9 of Algorithm 4 satisfies the conditions
pii > 0, i = 0,1, ...;
∞
∑
i=0
pii = ∞;pii → 0 as i→ ∞. (5.45)
Then Algorithm 4 converges to a generalised Nash equilibrium x∗ that solves the PEV
charging game (5.13).
Proof. Given Ψ(x,y) is convex on X with respect to x when ρ = 0 such that
piΨ(x1,y)+(1−pi)Ψ(x2,y)≥Ψ(pix1 +(1−pi)x2,y)+pi(1−pi)νy(x,y)
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for all x1,x2,y ∈X , pi ∈ (0,1) and
νy(x,y)
‖x−y‖ → 0, as ‖x−y‖→ 0,
for all y ∈X . Meanwhile it is strongly concave on X with respect to y, such that
piΨ(x,y1)+(1−pi)Ψ(x,y1)≥Ψ(x,piy1 +(1−pi)y2)+pi(1−pi)µx(x,y)
for all x,y1,y2 ∈X , pi ∈ (0,1) and
µx(x,y)
‖x−y‖ → 0, as‖x−y‖→ 0,
for all x ∈X .
In view of objective functions Fn(xn,xc,x−n) that are quadratic convex functions, it
gives
νy(x,y)+µx(y,x) ≥ 〈ρIT ⊗ IN(x−y),x−y〉,
≥ φ(‖x−y‖), (5.46)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product of matrix and φ(·) is strictly monotonically increasing
function with φ(0) = 0.
Denote a Lyapunov function candidate by
V (i,x) = Ψ(x,Y (x)), for i = 1,2, ...
Obviously, for fixed parameter ρ > 0, one has any vector x∗ ∈ X with V (i,x∗) = 0 is a
normalized Nash Equilibrium.
Note that the convexity of the function Ψ(x,y) with respect to x when ε is close to zero
indicates
V (i+1,x(k+1))≤ (1−pii)Ψ(x(i),Y(x(i)))+piiΨ(x(i),x(i))
+piiΨ(Y (x(i)),Y(x(i+1)))− (1−pii)piiνY (x(i+1))(x(i),Y(x(i))). (5.47)
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On the other hand, the strong concavity of function Ψ(x,y) with respect to the variable
y implies
(1−pii)Ψ(x(i),Y(x(i)))+piiΨ(x(i),x(i))
≤ V (i,x(i))+(1−pii)piiµx(i)(Y (x(i)),x(i)), (5.48)
and the optimum response function Y (x(i)) is single valued which indicates there exists a
generalised Nash equilibrium. Therefore, it gives
V (i+1,x(i+1)) ≤ V (i,x(i))+(1−pii)pii
[
µx(i)(Y (x(k)),x(k))
−νY (x(k))(x(k),Y (x(k)))
]
+(1−pii)pii[νY (x(k))(x(i),Y(x(i)))−νY(x(i+1))(x(i),Y(x(i)))]
+piiΨ(Y (x(i)),Y(x(i+1))). (5.49)
When the iteration i is sufficiently large, the continuity of the optimum response function
Y (x(i)) presents
lim
i→∞
Ψ(Y (x(i+1)),Y (x(i))) = 0. (5.50)
Due to the fact that V (k,x(i)) is continuous, one has
lim
i→∞
‖νY (x(i))(x(i),Y (x(i)))−νY(x(i+1))(x(i),Y (x(i)))‖= 0, (5.51)
which implies
V (i+1,x(i+1))≤V (i,x(i))− (1−pii)piiφ(‖x(i)−Y (x(i))‖).
For any i, if x(i) is generalised Nash equilibrium, there exists a ε > 0, such that
‖x(i)−Y (x(i))‖ ≤ ε.
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Table 5.1 Statistical information on taxi charging
Charging Characteristic
Group NO. Average CF Maximal CF Peak CF Num Taxis
1 2.5863 32 55.3205 78
2 2.4311 17 50.9773 44
3 3.3013 49 62.9160 131
4 2.6894 23 52.7937 63
5 2.6829 30 54.1389 72
6 2.8049 41 56.6078 102
Finally, it gives
V (i+1,x(i+1))≤V (1,x(1))−φ(ε)
i
∑
j=1
(1−pii)pii, (5.52)
which implies Algorithm 4 could converge to a generalised Nash equilibrium of the optimal
charging strategy.
This theorem presents the condition for ensuring the convergence of the algorithm,
where pii is a parameter for reconstructing the convex combination in step 9. Moreover,
the best response of each PEV is calculated by Algorithm 3, where the best response can
be obtained in a distributed manner.
5.4 Data Analysis
This section focuses on the data analysis of the PEV based taxis and the load profile of
commercial buildings. For the former, the raw data is acquired from the GPS information
and the trip meter of 490 PEV based Taxis in Shenzhen City for 12 months in 2013. The
battery capacity of the PEV taxi is about 55 kWh. Assume that the power charging rate
is constantly 20 kW. For the latter, the load profile data is captured from a building of a
commercial area in the same city during the same time period.
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Fig. 5.2 The statistical information on the trip distance of taxis.
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5.4.1 Charging Patterns of Taxis
In order to obtain the charging patterns of PEV based taxis, the statistical information about
the trip distance per day and the trip-to-range number are analyzed. The statistical informa-
tion is extracted from the 490 Taxis within 30 days from the data set. For the trip distance
information, the data is divided into 21 groups. Apart from the first and the last groups, the
distance range of each group is 5 km. The average trip distance of all Taxis is 432 km. As
shown in Figure 5.2, there are 86.98% trip distances per day within the range from 275km
to 575 km. For the trip-to-range number of the 490 taxis, this number means the electricity
consumption to travel 1 km. The data is also split into 18 groups. Apart from the first and the
last groups, the trip-to-range number is increased by 5 Wh/km. The average trip-to-range
number of all taxis is 213 Wh/km. As shown in Figure 5.3, 70.2% trip-to-range number
ranges from 200 to 230 Wh/km. As a result, the expected average number of charging re-
quirements is 2.10 per taxi per day. However, the actual number of charging demands for
most of taxis is more than this due to some other factors, such as the traffic congestion.
The charging data of a taxi is a time series where charging state is 1 and the remaining
state is 0 for one month. Like the household electrical devices, it is rationally to assume that
Taxis are charged regularly at the same time period every day. The Taxis with the similar
charging patterns are clustered into different demand groups. The k-medoids clustering
algorithm is applied. The k-medoids algorithm is partitional (that is breaking the dataset
up into groups) and attempt to minimise the distance between points in a cluster and a
point designated as the center of that cluster. To measure the distance between the charging
patterns of Taxi, the time is partitioned into slots of 10 minutes. Then, each taxi is projected
as a vector in a high dimension space S where one dimension corresponds to a 10 minutes
time slot. The pairwise similarity between vectors is measured using cosine similarity.
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Given two vectors A and B,
sim(A,B) =
n
∑
i=1
AiBi√
n
∑
i=1
A2i
√
n
∑
i=1
B2i
. (5.53)
where n is the number of dimensions of S, Ai is the value of A in dimension i and Bi is the
value of B in dimension i.
The trajectory data of 490 taxi are clustered into six groups as shown in Table 5.1. In a
specific group, average CF (charging frequency) means the average number of charging for
one taxi per day, the maximum CF means the maximal number of charging in one day over
the whole year and the peak CF is the number of charging which happens during the peak
hours. The group 2 has the smallest average CF, that is 2.4311, the group 3 has the largest
maximal CF, that is 49. The group 1, 3 and 6 have the higher number of charging times, that
is 55.3205, 62.9160 and 56.6078, respectively. The optimal charging strategy should reduce
the peak CF to guarantee the transformer working at its normal condition.
5.4.2 Day-ahead Load Forecasting
To forecast the load of tomorrow (Load T), the best results have been observed when us-
ing one hour ago (T-1), one day ago (T-24) and one week ago (T-168) data in training
[100–103]. The next day load forecasting is then conducted hour by hour. The next hour
forecasting is based on the prediction of previous one.
To enhance the accuracy, other factors that affect the energy consumption are consid-
ered as well. The crucial factors can be categorized as weather factors, calendar factors and
economic factors [100]. Weather factors refer to the present condition of the meteorological
elements such as temperature, humidity, wind, cloud cover, and rainfall, etc. Other variables
such as temperature humidity index (THI) , wind chill index( WCI) are also broadly used by
researchers and utilities. There are many types of temperature, such as dry bulb temperature
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Fig. 5.4 Clustering results of PEV charging pattern: (a) Group 1. (b) Group 2. (c) Group 3.
(d) Group 4. (e) Group 5. (f) Group 6.
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Fig. 5.5 The structure of ANN to predict load profiles.
(DBT) and wet bulb temperature (WBT), can be used in load forecasting. Dry bulb temper-
ature is the most widely used one. It is well known that the load is strongly affected by the
temperature, especially for the residential area. Load usually rises as temperature decrease
in winter due to heating appliances; during the summer, load rises even more as temperature
increase by the use of air conditioners. It has been reported that temperature and humidity
plays the dominant role in short time load forecasting [100]. Calendar factor includes time
of the year, the day of the week and the hour of the day. The weekday load shapes are typ-
ically different from the weekend profiles. Also the load on different weekdays can behave
differently. To differential the weekday impact, weekday index [104] which using dummy
variables to represent day of week is used in this chapter. Various weekday index has been
tested. Based on the test result a 3-bit binary number is chosen as weekday index, that is
100 for Monday through Friday, 010 for Saturday and 001 for Sunday. The diagram of the
load forecasting by ANN is proposed in Figure 5.5.
ANN is applied to the one day ahead electrical load forecast. ANN has been widely
studied since 1990 (e.g. [105]). The biggest advantage of ANN is that it able to perform
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non-linear modelling and adaptation while does not require assumption of any functional
relationship between load and weather variables in advance. In proposed method, the next
load is forecasted by iterative forecasting method [106] which forecasts one hourly load at
a time for 24 hours in the one day ahead. In the hidden layer, the number of neurons is
8 which considers the balance of model flexibility and over-fitting [100]. The activation
function is Sigmoid function.
Following [100], the data is cleaned by removing outliers, missing values or any irreg-
ularities before modelling. First, the most widely used method called three-sigma rejection
rule is applied. The rule rejects observations that are outlying beyond mean estimation plus
three times of the estimated standard deviation. Second, the missing value due to failure
or any abnormal things happens are restored by matrix factorization based method [107].
Third, the holiday electricity loads are different from normal day and thus removed.
5.5 Simulations
In this section, the effectiveness of algorithms described in Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 are
illustrated. Particularly, the performance of the ADMM based distributed algorithm for the
best response charging is shown. Then, GNE seeking algorithm for the risk-averse optimal
charging strategy is investigated.
In this simulation, assume that the daily peak demand usually appears during the period
from 10:00 to 20:00, when people start to work at the commercial area for the day simul-
taneously. The parameters of the pricing function are initialized by αt=1 for each time slot
and βt = 0.0035 for peak hours, βt = 0.0015 for off-peak hours. 30 load profile data of the
building is randomly selected for measuring the overload risk over 24 time slots, whereas
the local transformer capacity is 1600 kVar. Let the confidence level θ = 0.95. The initial
SOC of all of taxis is assumed 50% at the first time slot. The charging efficiency (η) is 90%.
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Fig. 5.6 The performance of two algorithms for solving the best response problem (5.21).
5.5.1 Fast ADMM Based Best Response
In this section, high performance of the fast ADMM algorithm is studied. 90 charging de-
mands over 24 time slots are considered from six groups, where each group has 15 charging
demands, that is Dn = 55 kWh. The base load is predicted by ANN method. To better
show the convergence performance of fast ADMM based algorithm on solving the problem
(5.21), the reactive power is assumed to be 0 in this case study. We refer to the algorithm
in [25] as the normal ADMM. The error regarding the value of the Lagrange function is
defined as
Error = Lξ (y∗n,y∗c;λ ∗)−Lξ (yn(i),yc(i);λ (i)), (5.54)
where Lξ (yn,yc;λ ) is defined in (5.24). Let γ = 1, ρ = 0.1, ξ = 0.0019, ε = 0.01 and the
maximal number of iteration imax = 100. The trajectories of fast ADMM based and normal
ADMM based algorithms are shown in Figure 5.6. The fast ADMM based algorithm has a
remarkable performance compared with the normal ADMM based algorithm. The error of
the fast algorithm can achieve at 10−2 at the 5-th iteration while that of the normal ADMM
based one only can reach at 1.545. From the picture, it can seen that the normal ADMM
algorithm cannot further improve the accuracy after 30 iterations.
Concerning the results of best response strategy, the initial charging demand is given in
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Fig. 5.7 Charging demands before and after optimising: (a) The initial charging demand of
90 taxis. (b) The charging strategy by the best response.
Figure 5.7(a) while the charging strategy by best response from this observation is shown
in Figure 5.7(b). The red dash line is the transformer capacity over 24 time slots, which
is 1600 kW. Although the charging cost is reduced from $1.494×105 to $9.076×103, the
peak load at the 14-th time slot is increased from 1867 kW to 2209 kW. It definitely raises
the overload risk that would accelerate the aging rate of the transformer. Thus, this charging
strategy is not a Nash equilibrium that achieves a global optimality.
5.5.2 GNE Based Risk-aversion Optimal Charging Strategy
In this section, the risk-aversion optimal charging strategy of the stochastic game (5.13) is
investigated to show the effectiveness. The thesis considers 180 charging demands over 24
time slots from six groups. Each charging demand of the taxi is 55 kWh. The distribution
network constraint regarding the capacity of local transformer is also predicted by ANN.
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Fig. 5.8 Risk-averse decision-making by different risk weights: (a) The charging strategy
without the data-driven risk measurement. (b) The charging strategy given by γ = 0.1. (c)
The charging strategy given by γ = 0.2. (d) The charging strategy given by γ = 0.3. (e) The
charging strategy given by γ = 0.5. (f) The charging strategy given by γ = 1.
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Let pii = 0.5. Keep the other parameters unchanged.
First, let γ change from the set {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.5,1}. This results in a changing optimal
charging strategy which illustrates how the impact of the weight γ on the risk-aversion
decision making. As shown in Figures 5.8, with the increasingly risk weight, the charging
strategy tends to less aggressive by which the peak demand becomes smaller and smaller
from 2092.67 kW to 1617.96 kW.
Turning concerns to the impact of the risk weight γ on the charging cost and the CVaR
term, the original cost of taxi charging demand and the corresponding CVaR are firstly
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Fig. 5.9 Impact of the risk weight γ on the charging cost and the CVaR term: (a) The cost
of charging strategy. (b) The corresponding CVaR.
calculated, amounting at $3.2223× 104 and $8.1857× 104, respectively. By the existing
method [108], the cost of taxi charging demand is $2.4876×104. If the CVaR term for the
existing method is pursued in accordance with the definition of (6.13), it gives $2.2655×
104. In contrast, the proposed method can achieve a good balance between the cost of taxi
charging strategy and the transformer aging risk through a good risk weight. As depicted in
Figures 5.9, with the increase of γ , the cost of taxi charging strategy rises up from $2.682×
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104 to $2.9789× 104 while the CVaR term drops from $1706 to $731.1. Thus, when γ is
about 0.5, it may be a balance to make the risk-averse charging strategy.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, a data-driven PEVs charging strategy has been introduced by a stochastic
game model, where linear supply function is used for pricing the power consumption of
the charging behaviour and CVaR measurement is applied to estimate the transformer aging
risk. Then, the existence of GNE and its distributed seeking algorithm have been studied.
The convergence of the algorithm is also investigated. Furthermore, the statistical infor-
mation on PEV based taxis and the load profile of commercial buildings are analyzed to
characterize the charging patterns and the distribution network constraint in different sce-
narios.
This contribution fills a gap in the present literature, which mainly proposes the demand
response program in a uncertain environment. A notable finding shows that if a good risk
weight is chosen, the risk-averse charging strategy of PEVs could reach a balance between
the transformer aging risk and the cost of optimal PEV charging strategy.
Chapter 6
Risk-Averse Energy Trading in
Microgrids: A Two-stage Stochastic
Game Approach
6.1 Synopsis
In the previous chapter, the PEV charging problem is investigated where the risk of uncer-
tainties from driving behaviours and local base load is analytically measured by CVaR. In
fact, the risk of uncertainty is widely existing in the renewable energy sources (RES) which
causes a barrier for the development of smart grids. Especially, when the introduction of
renewable energy into electricity market, the supply deficiency of RES frequently occurs.
Therefore, new technique is required to mitigate the risk of uncertainty surrounding the
supply shortage.
In this chapter, a risk-aversion energy trading problem of the microgrids is studied. In
particular, the optimal energy trading strategy is developed by the consideration of the risk
from uncertainty. According to the historical data about energy supply of each microgrid, an
aggregator aims to maximize each microgrids’ profit while minimising the risk of overbid-
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ding for renewable energy resources trading-based microgrids. A novel two-stage stochas-
tic game with Cournot Nash pricing mechanism and CVaR measurement are introduced
to characterize the payoff function of each microgrid. The sample average approximation
technique is employed to approximate the stochastic Nash equilibrium of the game model.
The existence of a sample average approximated (SAA) Nash equilibrium is investigated
and the corresponding Nash equilibrium seeking algorithm is also proposed in a distributed
manner. The results are illustrated by numerical simulations, which show the SAA Nash
equilibrium based strategy could reduce the risk of not meeting the demand and improve
the economic benefits.
6.2 A Two-stage Stochastic Game Model of Microgrid Man-
agement
In this section, an energy trading market model for the microgrid management is intro-
duced. To ensure the reliability of the power system, microgrids only could sell/buy energy
resources to/from the main grid. The infrastructure owners, that is distribution and trans-
mission company, could gain benefits from service charging. Consider that an aggregator
coordinates multiple microgrids for energy trading, where all microgrid operators can sell
energy resources to the energy market. In the context of energy internet, energy resources
can be electricity, demand response capacity or hot/chilled water. Generally, each microgrid
operator is willing to sell more energy to obtain the maximal profit. Nonetheless, with high
penetration, some microgrids with renewable energy-based generation may fail to meet the
expected supply. Indeed, load uncertainty also has a negative impact on the effectiveness of
demand response program. When a supply shortfall occurs, the aggregator could buy cer-
tain energy from other resources or the main grid at a more expensive price. Undoubtedly,
this will reduce microgrid management efficiency. Even it may put a threat on the reliability
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of microgrids if there is a large supply shortfall. Therefore, an optimal strategy for energy
trading is developed to avoid the risk. Then, the corresponding mathematical model for each
microgrid is formulated.
Maximise pro f it = revenue − cost − risk (6.1)
6.2.1 Cournot Nash Equilibrium Based Pricing
The deterministic game theoretic model can be found in [73], where a double auction mech-
anism is used for pricing in the day-ahead market. From a market perspective, the energy
trading is assumed as a two-stage electricity market model, which includes two stages: the
day-ahead (DA) market and the real-time (RT) market. In the day-ahead market, the aggre-
gator can decide the day-ahead prices pDA,t ($/kWh) based on the total expected quantity
of energy bids qDA,t (kWh) through a sequence of market clearing mechanisms at each time
interval t ∈ T . Assume there are I microgrids joining the energy resource trading market.
In this period, the operator of the microgrid i ∈ I sends the expected quantity of energy
qDA,ti that it will sell to the aggregator. A linear supply function is used through which the
Cournot-based price function is defined as
pDA,ti = p
DA0,t
i −
pDA0,ti
DDA0,ti
qDA,ti , (6.2)
where pDA0,ti ($/kWh) and DDA0,ti (kWh) are the day-ahead price and the total demand pa-
rameters for the day-ahead pricing scheme to different microgrids i at time interval t.
For the real-time market, the microgrid elements could randomly change which may
cause an energy seller to undersupply the expected energy resources. If the expected pro-
duced energy of a microgrid is less than the real-time supplied one, the microgrid operator
will be penalized for this shortfall by the aggregator. The aggregator needs to help the
microgrid operator minimise the risk of supply shortfall. Thus, the real-time price is de-
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termined by a process of risk management. The price function is redefined by the random
vector pω,t : Ω → Rn on a probability space (Ω,F ,P) as following
pω,ti = p
ω0,t
i −
pω0,ti
Dω0,ti
(qω,ti + r
ω,t
i ), (6.3)
where qω,ti + r
ω,t
i ≥ 0. ω is a superscript to represent the uncertain variables in a scenario
at time interval t and Ω is finite in cardinality. rωi is the energy resources injected at/taken
from the microgrid i, which is managed by the aggregator to maximise the social welfare
(SW). ∆qω,ti = qω,ti −qDA,ti is the deviation cost of each microgrid i ∈I . If there is a supply
shortfall in real-time market, the market operator has to ensure the supply-demand balance.
In general, this short fall is expensively compensated by the reservation market which leads
to the increase of the management cost.
6.2.2 Payoff Function
The objective is to maximise expected profit considering risk cost. According to the differ-
ent types of microgirds, the payoff functions are modeled by different node prices.
CHP-based Microgrid: The CHP based microgrid with gas input has higher energy
efficiency in comparison to the conventional power plant. It creates both electricity and heat
simultaneously. The electricity, the hot water and the chilled water are token into account
for the model. Due to the fact that heat requirement can be equivalently transferred into
electricity requirement, the corresponding thermal efficiencies is assumed as η for these
three energy output. As usual, the quantity of natural gas used by CHP based microgrid i
is equally transferred into heat input Gti MegaJoule (MJ) and its price is pG,t ($ /MJ), that
is qti = ηGti/3.6. Its maximal energy output capacity Qti = ηGti,max/3.6. Thus, the payoff
function is given by
fi(qDA,ti ,qω,ti ) = pDA,tqDA,ti +E[pω,t∆qω,ti −Ci(qω,ti )], (6.4)
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where Ci(qω,ti ) = pGq
ω,t
i is cost function of CHP based microgrid. The ramping rate con-
straints of CHP based microgrid have to be considered for both the day-ahead and the real-
time markets. The constraint set Qi is defined by
Qi =


0 ≤ qDA,ti ≤ Qti, 0 ≤ qω,ti ≤ Qω,ti ,ω ∈ Ω,
qω,ti + r
ω,t
i ≥ 0,
∆T ·DRi ≤ qDA,ti −qDA,t−1i ≤ ∆T ·URi,
∆T ·DRi ≤ qω,ti −qω,t−1i ≤ ∆T ·URi.


. (6.5)
Note that the energy output of CHP based microgrid is relatively stable. The ramping rate
of CHP based microgrid is deterministic and Qti = Qω,ti for each t ∈ T .
Renewable Energy-based Microgrid: Consider a PV panel or a wind turbine based
microgrid by which there are excess energy that can be sold, the quantity qDA,ti of energy
bidding is determined by the day-ahead market.
For a PV panel based microgrid i in scenario ω of the real-time market, the energy
output gω,ti at maximum power point can be calculated by the solar irradiance and ambient
temperature:
gω,ti = ηPV SPV Φωt (1−0.005(Tω,at )).
For a wind turbine based microgrid, the energy output gω,ti is calculated by the speed of
wind: 

0, ifvω,t ≤ vci orvω,t ≥ vco,
Pr(A+Bvω,t +C(vω,t)2), ifvci ≤ vω,t ≤ vr,
Pr, ifvω,t ≥ vr.
(6.6)
where A, B and C are constants. vci, vco and vr are cut in, cut out and the rated speed,
respectively.
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Thus, the energy maximal capacity Qω,ti is given by Qω,ti = max{0,gω,ti −Dωi } where
Dωi is local demand satisfied by renewable energy.
Besides of capital investment for the renewable energy device, the daily operational cost
Ci is constant that will not depand on the energy output. The corresponding payoff function
is obtained.
fi(qDA,ti ,qω,ti ) = pDA,tqDA,ti +E[pω,t∆qω,ti −Ci], (6.7)
where the constraint set Qi includes
Qi =


0 ≤ qDA,ti ≤ Qti, 0 ≤ qω,ti ≤ Qω,ti ,
qω,ti + r
ω,t
i ≥ 0.

 . (6.8)
Aggregated Demand Response-based Smart Building: The smart building has high
potential to take participate in the demand response (DR) program through heating-ventilation
and air conditioning (HVAC) unit. The DR capacity can be considered as a virtual commod-
ity that is traded between DR supplier and DR buyer. The thermal requirement that partially
or entirely can be used for demand response depends the temperature [109]. As studied in
[110], the thermal dynamics of the temperature evolution is given by
T ω,tin,i = T
ω,t−1
in,i +α(T
ω,t
out,i−T ω,t−1in,i )−βqω,ti ,
where T ω,tin,i and T
ω,t
out,i are the indoor and outdoor temperatures of smart building i at scenario
ω . α and β are the thermal insolation and the energy efficiency of the HVAC unit. If β ≤ 0,
the HVAC unit is on the heating. If β > 0, it is on cooling.
The cost of DR program is modeled by occupant’s thermal discomfort. Given a setpoint
of comfortable temperature T0, the deviation of the actual indoor temperature from this
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setpoint can be used to measure occupant i’s thermal discomfort level.
Ci(qω,ti ) = µ(T
ω,t
in,i −T0)2,
where µ is the weight for convert the temperature deviation to a monetary value.
The payoff function regarding DR based smart building i ∈I is
fi(qDA,ti ,qω,ti ) = pDA,tqDA,ti +E[pω,t∆qω,ti −Ci(qω,ti )], (6.9)
where qω,ti is determined by equ. (6.9). The capacity constraint set Qi of the microgrid at
scenario ω is given by
Qi =


0 ≤ qDA,ti ≤ Qti, 0 ≤ qω,ti ≤ Qω,ti ,
qω,ti + r
ω,t
i ≥ 0.

 . (6.10)
Microgrid Aggregator: The aggregator sets the quantity of energy resources from each
microgrid to rebalance the market at real-time market to maximise the social welfare. Thus,
the payoff function is formulated by the expected revenue minus the cost of all microgrids
at the real-time market.
fa(rω,ti ) =
I
∑
i=1
E
{ˆ qω ,ti +rω ,ti
0
pω,t(τ)dτ−Ci(qω,ti )
}
, (6.11)
where the vector rω,t = [rω,t1 ,r
ω,t
2 , · · ·,rω,tI ] is the energy resource for rebalancing the real-
time market. Thus, it is subject to the rebalance constraint set Ri, such that,
R =


∑Ii=1 rω,ti = 0,
qω,ti + r
ω,t
i ≥ 0.

 . (6.12)
Note that only the energy trading from the neighbourhood microgrid based energy systems
is considered at distribution network level. Thus, the capacity constraints of each line are
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neglected. There are two major reasons that justify this model. First, both in a commercial
and a residential area, buildings are well-integrated with electricity infrastructure, district
heating system and gas pipe network. All energy injecting or taking operations are safe to
guarantee the security requirement. Second, localized energy trading could reduce distribu-
tion losses of heat/power.
6.2.3 Risk Management Based Stochastic Game
Given a market clearing price in this model, the more energy bid, the more revenue receive.
Note that the benefit of energy trading is only considered in the objective function while
the risk of shortfall in the real-time market is neglected. Different scenario ω would give a
different generator capacity Qω,ti for the microgrid i at time interval t.
To model the risk of the energy resource overbidding, the conditional value-at-risk
(CVaR) measurement [60] is introduced as following
CVaRθi(X(Qω,ti ,qDA,ti )) = argmin
cti≥0
{
cti +
E[X(Qω,ti ,qDA,ti )− cti]+
1−θ ti
}
, (6.13)
where X(Qω,ti ,qDA,ti ) = max{0,qDA,ti −Qω,ti } is the loss function for the day-ahead market
bid qDA,ti under a given capacity constraint Qω,ti of the real-time market, [•]+ is the projector
of max(0,•). θi is the confidence level for the microgrid i. The CVaR measurement is
convex with respect to cti and presents a risk measure for overbidding at time interval t. The
constraint set is defined by Ci = {ci ≥ 0} . When a contingency occurs in this scenario, a
part of microgrids could be isolated to avoid the cascading. The load loss can be considered
as the operation cost. The capacity constraint of the microgrid Qti has to be zero for this
rare event.
By consideration of risk-averse energy management, each microgrid i tries to maximise
its revenue against the risk from uncertainty. Therefore, the risk management based two-
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stage stochastic game model of each microgrid is given by
pii(xi,x−i;ω) =
T
∑
t=1
{ fi(qDA,ti ,qω,ti )−ρiCVaRθi(X(Qω,ti ,qDA,ti ))} (6.14)
where xi = [qDA,1i ,q
ω,1
i ,c
1
i ,q
DA,2
i ,q
ω,2
i ,c
2
i , ...,q
DA,T
i ,q
ω,T
i ,c
T
i ]
⊤
. ρi is the risk-averse param-
eter of microgrid i. Xi = Qi ∪Ci. In the payoff function, CVaR of the bid qDA,ti can be
considered as another cost from the risk.
Correspondingly, the microgrid aggregator can only control the net flow rωi for rebalanc-
ing energy resource. Thus, the objective function of the risk management game regarding
the microgrid aggregator is
pia(xa,x−a;ω) =
T
∑
t=1
I
∑
i=1
E
{ˆ qω ,ti +rω ,ti
0
pω,t(τ)dτ
}
, (6.15)
where xa = (rω,11 ,r
ω,2
1 , ...,r
ω,T
1 ; r
ω,1
2 ,r
ω,2
2 ...r
ω,T
2 ; ...,r
ω,1
I ,r
ω,2
I , ...,r
ω,T
I ). Xa = Ra.
6.3 Nash Equilibrium in a Stochastic Game and the Seek-
ing Algorithm
Generally, a Nash equilibrium of a deterministic game model indicates no player can obtain
more benefit through changing his strategy. Given a stochastic game Γ= {I ,{Xi},{pii}}∪
{{a},{Xa},{pi}}, the microgrid i(i ∈I ) solves
max
xi∈Xi
pii(xi,x−i;ω). (6.16)
The microgrid aggregator solves
max
xa∈Xa
pia(xa,x−a;ω). (6.17)
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Then the corresponding stochastic variational inequality is defined as the problem of seeking
x∗ ∈X such that
(x−x∗)T F(x∗;ω)≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω a.s., (6.18)
where a.s. means almost surely under the given probability measure. F(x;ω)= (−∇pi j(x j,x− j;
ω)), j ∈I ∪{a} and X = (∏Ii=1 Xi)∪{Xa}.
6.3.1 Sample Average Approximated (SAA) Nash Equilibrium
Due to the existence of a random variable ω , it is difficult ensure that there exists a solution
x∗ satisfying (6.18) for all scenarios. However, instead of integrating out the expectation of
the stochastic payoff function, the sample average approximated (SAA) Nash equilibrium
could yield a good approximation of the true stochastic Nash equilibrium [111]. In the
sample average approximation method, an independently and identically distributed sample
{ωn,n = 1,2, ...,N} is generated from ω . Then, the payoff function in the stochastic game
Γ is approximated by
piNj (x j,x− j) =
1
N
N
∑
n=1
pi j(x j,x− j;ωn). (6.19)
As long as the sample N is large enough, the SAA payoff functions of the microgrid i and
the aggregator
piNi (xi,x−i) =
1
N
N
∑
n=1
T
∑
t=1
[ fi(qDA,ti ,qωn,ti )−ρiCVaRθi(X(Qωn,ti ,qDA,ti ))], (6.20)
piNa (xa,x−a) =
1
N
N
∑
n=1
T
∑
t=1
I
∑
i=1
ˆ qωn ,ti +rωn,ti
0
pωn,t(τ)dτ. (6.21)
will be infinitesimally close to the true payoff functions (6.16) and (6.17), respectively.
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Before proposing the SAA Nash equilibrium seeking method for the SAA payoff func-
tions (6.20) and (6.21) of the stochastic game Γ, the existence of the SAA Nash equilibrium
is required to guaranteed. Note that the feasible domain X is convex with respect to the
decision variables. First, it requires to show SAA payoff function (6.19) is concave with
respect to xi. As aforementioned, the cost functions C(•) of each microgrid are convex and
the CVaR measurement CVaRθi(X(Qω,ti ,qDA,ti )) are both convex in Xi. Thus, the revenue
function of each microgrid i defined in eqs. (6.4), (6.7) and (6.9) will be focused. To check
the convexity of these payoff functions, the negative revenue function is minimised as
Rvi(qDA,ti ,q
ω,t
i ) =−
(
pDA0,ti −
pDA0,ti
DDA0,ti
qDA,ti
)
qDA,ti
− 1
N
N
∑
n=1
(
pω0n,ti −
pω0n,ti
Dω0n,ti
(qωn,ti + r
ωn,t
i )
)
(qωn,ti −qDA,ti ),
where the corresponding Hessian is given by
∇2Rvi =


2 p
DA0,t
i
DDA0,ti
− p
ω01 ,t
i
Dω01,ti
. . . − p
ω0N ,t
i
Dω0N ,ti
− p
ω01 ,t
i
Dω01,ti
2 p
ω01,t
i
Dω01,ti
. . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
− p
ω0N ,t
i
Dω0N ,ti
0 . . . 2 p
ω0N ,t
i
Dω0N ,ti


.
It is easy to check the Hessian is positive definite when 4 p
DA0,t
i
DDA0,ti
≥ 1N ∑Nn=1
pω0n,ti
Dω0n,ti
. There-
fore, the revenue function is convex which implies the SAA payoff function (6.19) of each
microgrid is concave in Xi.
6.3.2 Distributed Optimisation for SAA Nash Equilibrium
In review of the stochastic game Γ, there is a coupled constraint
qω,ti + r
ω,t
i ≥ 0, (6.22)
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for each player. This implies the strategy set of the microgird i ∈ I also depends on
the strategy of the aggregator a which refers to the generalised Nash equilibrium problem
(GNEP). The efficient computation of generalised Nash equilibria is still challenging and
only a handful numerical methods are available for solving the problem.
In this section, a best response dynamics based algorithm is introduced to seek SAA
Nash Equilibrium via a Nikaido-Isoda function. The corresponding η-regularized Nikaido-
Isoda function Ψ : (X ×X )→ R of the maximisation problem (6.19) for all players j in
the stochastic game Γ is defined as
Ψ(x,y) : =
I+1
∑
j=1
{
pi j(x j,xN− j)−pi j(y j,xN− j)+
η
2
‖x j−y j‖2
}
, (6.23)
where X =
(
∏Ii=1 Xi
)∪{Xa} are the joint constraints, x = [x1,x2, ...,xI,xa]⊤ ∈ X and
y = [y1,y2, ...,yI,ya]⊤ ∈X .
A point x∗ ∈X is defined as a normalised Nash equilibrium point in the sense of sample
average approximation for the stochastic game Γif miny∈X Ψ(x∗,y) = 0 holds.
By this definition, a best response dynamics based optimisation framework is developed
to solve the problem (6.23).
To develop a distributed computation for the risk-averse payoff function of the optimi-
sation problem (6.23), the coupled constraint (6.22) is extracted from all the strategy sets
Qi. By taking the Lagrange function of (6.23), it gives
L (y;λ ) : =
I+1
∑
j=1
{
−piNj (y j,xN− j)+
η
2
‖y j−x j‖2
}
+
N
∑
n=1
T
∑
t=1
I
∑
i=1
λ ωni (−qωn,ti − rωn,ti ).
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Algorithm 5 SAA Nash Equilibrium Seeking By Distributed Optimisation
1: procedure ADMM FRAMEWORK
2: for Each player’s strategy x j ∈X j( j ∈I ∪{a}) do
3: Initialize the strategy x j;
4: Randomly initialize y j;
5: end for
6: k = 1;
7: repeat
8: s = 1; y(s) = y(k); ya(s) = ya(k);
9: Randomly initialize λi(s)(i ∈I );
10: repeat
11: All players i ∈I ’s best strategy set at k-th observation are solved by:
y(s+1) = arg min
y∈X
L (y,ya(s);λ (s)); (6.24)
ya(s+1) = arg min
ya∈Xa
L (y(s+1),ya;λ (s)); (6.25)
λi(s+1) = [λi(s)+ξ (−δ qi yi(s+1)−δ ri ya(s+1))]+; (6.26)
12: Update s = s+1;
13: until ‖λ (s+1)−λ (s)‖ ≤ ε
14: All players update new strategies according to:
x(k+1) = (1−ζ )x(k)+ζ y(s); //ζ ∈ (0,1]
xa(k+1) = (1−ζ )xa(k)+ζ ya(s);
15: Update k = k+1;
16: until ‖ y(k)−x(k) ‖+ ‖ ya(k)−xa(k) ‖≤ ε
17: end procedure
x = [x1,x2, ...,xI]
T ∈X is redefined. The Lagrange function can be rewritten as
L (y,ya;λ ) : =
I
∑
i=1
{
−piNi (yi,xN−i)+
η
2
‖yi−xi‖2
}
−piNa (ya,xN−a)+
η
2
‖ya−xa‖2 +
I
∑
i=1
λi(−δ qi yi−δ ri ya), (6.27)
where δ qi = [0,1,0, · · ·,0,1,0, · · ·,0,1,0] and δ ri = [0, · · ·,1, · · ·,0]. Thus, alternating direction
Multiplier method (ADMM) based framework can be proposed in Algorithm 5.
In step 11, the subproblem of (6.24) can be split and solved with respect to each micro-
grid player i ∈I in parallel while the subproblem of (6.25) corresponds to the aggregator
player a. The stopping criteria ‖λ (s+1)−λ (s)‖ ≤ ε is the dual residual. The convergence
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property of Algortihm 5 can be found in [112].
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Fig. 6.1 The statistical characteristics and 30 sampled data for wind power in a daily basis.
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Fig. 6.2 The statistical characteristics and 30 sampled data for solar power in a daily basis.
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Fig. 6.3 The statistical characteristics and 30 sampled data for DR potential in a daily basis.
6.4 Simulations
In this section, the evaluation of the two-stage stochastic game on the energy management
is studied. To set up the simulation, the data of renewable energy published by Australia
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Energy Market Operation (AEMO)1 in the summer from Dec. 1, 2015 to Mar. 31, 2016
is used. The historical electricity price and the local gas price of Victoria are also supplied
by AEMO. The corresponding meteorology data including wind speed, solar ridiation and
temperature during this period are extracted from Australia Bureau of Meteorology2. The
timeframe of data sampling supplied by AEMO is 5 minutes that implies the total time slots
is 288. The data is normalised as 24 time slots, that is T = 24 and ∆T = 1. The CHP
systems installed in RMIT university is used as the CHP based microgird for case study,
where the parameters given in the Table 6.1. For CHP based microgird, the gas price is set
as pG,t = $10/MJ(t ∈ T ) which indicates the cost of CHP is $0.039/kWh. Regarding the
renewable energy, the cost is from system operation fixed at $ 1 per day. The PV power and
the wind power are considered for the renewable energy based microgrids. In respect to PV
panel, ηPV = 15.7% and S= 7000. Given the outdoor temperature T = 25oC and the solar ir-
radiance 1000 W/m2, the maximal energy output is gω,ti = 1100kWh. For the wind turbine,
the maximal energy output is gω,ti = 3000kWh, vci = 5m/s, vco = 30m/s and vr = 15m/s.
The thermal load of HVAC system is accounted into aggregated demand response based
microgrid, where the data of a large academic building is collected. The building consists
of 11 storeys and provides 6 large lecture theaters for students, where there are more than
80 learning and teaching spaces with total area of 380,000 sq ft. The actual desired temper-
ature setting is T 0 = 23oC for cooling at summer. The parameters of the discomfort µ , the
thermal insolation α and the energy efficiency β from demand response program on HVAC
system are initialised as 1, 0.5, 0.02, respectively. According to Chebyshev’s Theorem, an
Table 6.1 The parameters of the CHP systems
No. Qmax (kWh) DR (kWh) UR (kWh) η pG ($/kWh)
1 1200 600 600 43.7% 0.039
2 1195 600 600 43.5% 0.039
1http://www.aemo.com.au/
2http://www.bom.gov.au/
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Fig. 6.4 The predictive excess energy output of 4 microgrids: Qi(i∈ {1,2,3,4}) correspond
to CHP, wind, PV and DR based microgrids.
approximated probability distribution can be obtained for each data and randomly choose
30 samples for each data, which are shown in Figures 6.1-6.3. It can be seen that the wind
power in this area has a higher degree of uncertainty.
6.4.1 Risk-averse Bidding Strategy in Day-ahead Market
In this section, 1 CHP based, 1 wind turbine based, 1 PV panel based and 1 DR based mi-
crogrids are operated by an aggregator. Thus, the induce number I = 4. The corresponding
excess energy of each microgrid is assumed as 50% of its energy output on a daily basis.
The energy rate of the HVAC system in the academic building is 160 kWh for cooling. The
predictive excess energy outputs with respect to 4 microgrids are illustrated by Figure 6.4.
For pricing function (6.2) and (6.3), the Australia wholesale market clearing price and
the demand are referred. Meanwhile, both of (pPA0i ,D
PA0
i ) and (p
ω0
i ,D
ω0
i ) are chosen as
(1.2,2000). Note that the parameter DPA0 is sufficient large which implies the microgrids
would bid as much as they can. Let the stepsize ξ = 0.2, the weight ζ = 0.5
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Fig. 6.5 The optimal energy bidding without the risk.
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Fig. 6.6 The optimal risk-averse energy bidding (ρ = 1).
and the accuracy ε = 0.001 in Algorithm 5. To show the advantage of proposed method,
the comparative case study is implemented. According to the framework in [69], the uncer-
tainty is neglected by which the quantities qi of optimal energy bidding in Figure 6.5 for
the day ahead market are given with respect to different microgrid i ∈ I over 24 time slots.
All microgrids will sell the energy resource at their the maximal predictive capacity and the
corresponding revenue is $ 35,748.6. However, the renewable energy based microgrids have
an overbidding case in many time slots, especially the wind turbine based microgrid, which
will impose a significant threat on the supply-demand balance and the security of distribu-
tion system. In addition, the quantities of optimal bidding strategy in some time slots tend
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Fig. 6.7 The optimal risk-averse energy bidding (ρ = 1.2).
to be conservative that results in a loss of benefit in the real time market. Concerning the
risk-averse bidding strategy, take ρ = 1 for the weight of CVaR measurement and θi = 0.95.
The corresponding quantities qi of risk-averse optimal energy bidding is given in Figure
6.6 for the day ahead market while the details of CVaR regarding each microgird and the
social welfare are presented in Table 6.2 over 24 time slots. The renewable energy based
microgrids tend to bid less energy than their predictive energy output. If the weight is in-
creased, that is ρ = 1.2, the quantity of the optimal risk-averse bidding for renewable energy
based microgrids is decreased, where the total social welfare is reduced from $ 33,041.2 to
$ 30,125.9. For instance, the quantity of bidding with respect to the wind turbine based mi-
crogrid is largely dropped over 24 time slots, especially the quantities of bidding at the 5-th
and 8-the time slots, see details in Figure 6.7. With the increase of the weight ρ , the quan-
tity of risk-averse bidding strategy will experience a decrease, where this decrease largely
depends on the degree of uncertainty. Note that the CHP based microgrid has no risk over
the whole day when the gas supply is sufficient.
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Table 6.2 The CVaR measurement and the social welfare
CVaR
Hour CHP Wind PV DR SW ($)
1 0 1456.2 0 14.4 1202.9
2 0 1972.4 0 0.0112 1191.5
3 0 686.9 32.8 13.8 1192.7
4 0 1479 5.3 11.9 1192.1
5 0 954.5 8.3 15.8 1165.2
6 0 1046.2 2.2 7.6 1169.8
7 0 866.7 54.4 169.4 1231.2
8 0 1911.1 258.2 110.7 1261.2
9 0 1058.5 348.3 89.2 1422.6
10 0 1128.7 849.9 111.7 1511.1
11 0 1910.1 719.3 88.9 1603.8
12 0 1491.4 707.4 82 1630.8
13 0 1150.5 682.0 121.8 1662.8
14 0 898.9 664.2 113.2 1707.0
15 0 1564.4 790.1 116.4 1695.2
16 0 1153.4 619.4 118.9 1706.7
17 0 1446.5 381.6 120.9 1567.3
18 0 1410.3 191.1 119.8 1409.8
19 0 2016.1 0.4 132.7 1267.9
20 0 1701.9 2.7 166.9 1265.9
21 0 1559.3 0 135.6 1276.9
22 0 2094.1 0 40.4 1277.3
23 0 1616.9 3.7 13.9 1207.8
24 0 1749.1 9.5 18 1221.7
6.4.2 Impact of Pricing Mechanism on Bidding Strategy
In this section, the impact of pricing mechanism on the optimal strategy is studied. To
clearly illustrate this impact, only the optimal bidding strategy among the CHP based mi-
crogrids is investigated. This is because there is no influence from uncertainty in the energy
output of the CHP based microgrid. Two CHP based microgrids are considered as the en-
ergy trading game in a single time slot, where the parameters are given in Table 6.1. Let
pDA01 = 1.2 and p
DA0
2 = 0.6. Keep the parameters unchanged as before in Algorithm 5. By
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taking DDA0i = 1000(i ∈ I ), the results are shown in Figure 6.8. We can see from Figures
6.8 (a) and (b), the quantity and the node price of two CHP based microgrids converge at
their Nash equilibrium. Both microgrid try to maximise its profit by bidding more.
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Fig. 6.8 Case study on the impact of pricing mechanism: (a) Iterative trajectories of the
bidding quantity. (b) Iterative trajectories of the node price. (c) The relationship between
the bidding quantity and the profit. (d) The relationship between the bidding quantity and
the price.
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However, Cournot Nash equilibrium based pricing mechanism drives the price decreas-
ing. The microgrid cannot always gain more benefit by increasing the quantity of bidding
strategy, which is illustrated by Figures 6.8(c) and (d). When the bidding quantity q is more
than 350 kWh, the profit begin to decline and the price will drop to its optimal node price.
Note that although two microgrids have a similar capacity to participate in energy trading,
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Fig. 6.9 The tendency of the optimal bidding with the increment of DDA0i (i ∈I ) .
they present different quantity of optimal bidding. A larger node price will encourage
the microgrid to sale more energy. By changing the parameter DDA0i from 500 to 10000 with
the increment of 500, it can obtain the tendency of the bidding quantity for both microgrid.
The bidding strategy of both microgrids are rising along with the increasing of DDA0i . When
DDA0i = 2500, both microgrids bid at their maximal capacity. Afterwards, the quantity of
bidding is saturated which indicates the market operator should choose the parameter not
greater than this value. Instead, the parameter should be selected according to the day ahead
demand. Otherwise, the pricing theme will not play any role in the energy trading.
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6.5 Summary
In this chapter, a risk-averse energy trading problem has been studied to develop the optimal
energy resource trading strategy for microgrid. By the two-stage stochastic game model, the
dispatchablility of different energy resources, such as electricity, demand response capacity
and gas, have been investigated in the day-ahead and the real-time market from the historical
data. The node prices is determined by Cournot Nash Equilibrium and the risk of bidding
mismatch is measured by the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) measurement in the payoff
function for each microgrid operator. The sample average approximation (SAA) method is
used to seek a SAA Nash equilibrium that could approximate the true Nash equilibrium.
The existence of the SAA Nash equilibrium and the corresponding seeking algorithm are
proposed.
This stochastic game model provides a solution to mitigate the risk in energy trading.
The results show that the proposed method can effectively reduce the risk of overcommitting
energy supply that may cause security problems in the power system.
Chapter 7
Distributed Event-triggered Scheme for
Economic Dispatch in Smart Grids
7.1 Introduction
The communication bottleneck is another key issue that widely exists in the smart grid.
As aforementioned in Section 3.4, the communication infrastructure becomes less reliable
when the system is much complicated than before. Moreover, the cost of communication is
another outstanding issue that impedes the progress of smart grids.
To reduce information exchange requirements in smart grids, an event-triggered com-
munication based distributed optimisation is proposed for economic dispatch. In this work,
the θ -logarithmic barrier based method is employed to reformulate the economic dispatch
problem and the consensus based approach is considered for developing fully distributed
technology-enabled algorithms. Specifically, a novel distributed algorithm utilizes the min-
imum connected dominating set which efficiently allocates the task of balancing supply and
demand for the entire power network at the beginning of economic dispatch. Further, an
event-triggered communication based method for the incremental cost of each generator is
able to reach a consensus, coinciding with the global optimality of the objective function.
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In addition, a fast gradient based distributed optimization method is also designed to ac-
celerate the convergence rate of the event-triggered distributed optimization. Simulations
based on the IEEE 57-bus test system demonstrate the effectiveness and good performance
of proposed algorithms.
7.2 Problem Formulation
In this section, some preliminaries about algebraic graph theory of communication network
are introduced in advance. Afterwards, the economic dispatch problem is described and
reformulated to derive a fully distributed computational model through the distributed con-
sensus method.
A connected dominating set of a graph G is a set D of vertices, such that,
• Any node in D can reach any other node in D by a route that stays entirely within D .
D induces a connected sub-graph of G .
• Every vertex in G either belongs to D or is adjacent to a vertex in D .
7.2.1 Economic Dispatch Problem Reformulation
Before proposing the event-triggered optimization scheme, the problem (3.2) is reformu-
lated by the θ -logarithmic barrier. Specifically, for a parameter θ > 0, the primal problem
is considered as follow
min
Pi∈Pi
Φ(P) =
N
∑
i=1
φi(Pi), (7.1)
s.t.
N
∑
i=1
Pi = PD, (7.2)
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where P = (P1,P2, ...,PN). Denote
φi(Pi) = θici(Pi)−
2
∑
r=1
log(hi,r(Pi)),
hi,1(Pi) = Pi−Pi,m, hi,2(Pi) =−Pi +Pi,M.
Note that this function is available only for the box constraints strictly satisfied, which
implies the trajectory of each Pi lies in the feasible domain, and refers to the interior point
method. The interior point method is initialized within a feasible domain and a sufficiently
large parameter θi, where the approximation error of the objective function (7.1) is upper
bounded by ∑Ni=1 2θi . It indicates that when θi goes to infinity, the optimal solution P⋆i of
problem (7.1) converges to the global minimiser P∗i of the original problem (3.2).
7.2.2 Distributed Optimisation For Economic Dispatch
The Lagrange function of problem (7.1) is defined by
L(P,λ ) =
N
∑
i=1
φi(Pi)+λ (
N
∑
i=1
Pi−PD), (7.3)
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. A centralized optimization method can simply employ
the gradient of the Lagrange function with respective to Pi(i ∈N ) and λ , respectively.
In order to achieve a global optimal dispatch, the distributed gradient algorithm is de-
veloped to locally update the state by considering the communication topology G , such
that
˙Pi(t) =−
N
∑
j=1
wi j
∂φ j(Pj)
∂Pj
, (7.4)
where wi j is the element of the weight matrix W , the graph Laplacian, corresponds to the
topology of the underlying information exchange graph G . t is the time. It is noticeable that
if the initial values Pi(i∈N ) are properly chosen to satisfy the equality constraint (7.2), the
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updating of λ is not necessary. Because W is symmetric and zero row-sum, i.e. 1TNW = 0N ,
where 1N and 0N are the vector of N ones and zeros, respectively then
1
N
N
∑
i=1
˙Pi(t) = − 1N
N
∑
i=1
N
∑
j=1
wi j
∂φ j(Pj)
∂Pj
= 0
which indicates, for any t ∈ [0,∞),
1
N
N
∑
i=1
Pi(t) = PD,
1
N
N
∑
i=1
Pi(0) = PD, (7.5)
always holds. As known, when θi is large, ∇φi(Pi) is highly nonlinear due to the variety
of Hessian near the boundary of the feasible domain. Consequently, it is difficult to min-
imise the original problem. However, the problem can be solved in a stepwise way. The
dynamics of the whole process can be considered as a switching system with respect to Pi
and a switching parameter µ . Provided a desired accuracy εd and initial θi(0), θi will grad-
ually switch for a sufficient large number, which promotes the gradient ∇φi(Pi) reaching a
consensus. Hence, a distributed consensus based optimization algorithm can be proposed in
Algorithm 6. ζ is a sufficiently small stepsize. Denote the time interval between two state
switching by t ∈ [T θK ,T θK+1). At each subsequent iteration, 1θi adaptively decreases in a way
that the resultant problem is ready to solve if the global minimum of its immediate prede-
cessor P⋆i = Pi(t) can be available as the new initial point. Mathematically, the sequence of
solution Pi will converge to the global minimum of the problem in (3.2).
7.3 Event-triggered Distributed Optimisation Scheme
As aforementioned, the optimization technique requires the interior points to be the initial
values. Thus, a feasible start point can be guaranteed by a distributed algorithm to allocate
the task of each generator at the beginning of economic dispatch. And then, the distributed
optimization in (7.4) can be implemented successfully to attain the global optimizer.
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Algorithm 6 Economic Dispatch by Distributed Consensus
1: procedure DISTRIBUTEDCONSENSUS(P0)
2: Initialize ζi(i ∈N ), Pi(0), K = 1, µ > 1;
3: θi(K) = θi(0)> 0, ε(K) = ε(0), εd;
4: repeat
5: /*Approximately minimise ∑Ni=1 φi(Pi)*/
6: k = 1, tk = T θK ;
7: repeat
8: /*Computing Pi in parallel*/
9: Pi(tk+1) = Pi(tk)−ζi ∑Nj=1 wi j∇φ j(Pj(tk));
10: k = k+1;
11: until ‖ P(tk+1)−P(tk) ‖≤ ε[K]
12: θi(K +1) = µθi(K), ε(K+1) = µ−1ε(K);
13: K = K +1;
14: until ∑Ni=1 2θi ≤ εd
15: return P∗i (i ∈N );
16: end procedure
Considering the nature of economic dispatch, it is executed about every 15 minutes [113]
in accordance with the predicted demand, which can be recognized as a periodic event-
triggered task distribution. An economic dispatch period can be divided into two parts, see
Figure 7.1. As shown, economic dispatch is triggered by the predictive demand event. The
period T 1 initializes the feasible starting points of each power generator in a distributed way,
which has to guarantee the equality constraint (7.6) satisfied at the beginning. The period T 2
runs an event-triggered iterative algorithm that enables local information exchange amongst
neighbour generators. In the meantime, the accumulative sequence Pi(t) generated by this
algorithm will converge to the optimal solution of the problem.
7.3.1 Event-triggered Distributed Task Allocation Toward Feasible Ini-
tialization
Technically, a fully distributed algorithm for economic dispatch requires that a technology-
enabled strategy provides a distributed way of matching supply to demand over the entire
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Fig. 7.1 Event-triggered distributed optimization scheme of economic dispatch
time horizon in the power network, such that
N
∑
i=1
Pi(t) = PD, ∀t ∈ [0,∞). (7.6)
As known, the minimum connected dominating set of a graph provides the least cost for
information exchange and routing in a network environment, which helps operators mak-
ing an economic decision to allocate a task. A minimum connected dominating set based
procedure [114] to allocate the initial output of each generator can be sketched as follows:
• Step 1. Given a connected topology of power network G , it can be recursively divided
into different connected dominating sets D in terms of different levels L .
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Fig. 7.2 Demonstrational decomposition of IEEE-118 bus system: (a) The minimal con-
nected dominating set DG in L1. (b) The minimal connected dominating set DB in L2.
(c) The minimal connected dominating set DR in L3. (d) The entire topology of different
levels.
• Step 2. From the top level to the bottom level, task allocation of each power gen-
erator is executed among adjacent nodes at the same level, where event messages of
information exchange are delivered by immediate nodes in the predecessor level.
• Step 3. If there are some new nodes of power generation that join into the network,
then they are connected in the bottom level and the corresponding nodes of the pre-
decessor level are notified by event messages, which does not have any impact on the
previous steps. However, if some nodes in a higher level want to quit from the net-
work, it is necessary to restart Step 1 and Step 2. The event messages are then passed
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to all nodes to reconstruct all minimum connected dominating sets and corresponding
levels.
The distributed minimum connected dominating set (CDS) searching algorithm can be
employed from [115] as a part of the proposed algorithm, such that
(NL ,D) = DistrMiniCDS(G ),
where D , G are all minimum connected dominating sets in terms of different levels and
the graph of a power network. Denote NL is the number of total levels in a power net-
work. SumL j,MIN and SumL j,MAX (j=1,2,...NL ) are the summation of minimal and that of
maximal output capacity at j level, respectively, which can be easily obtained by message
routing. Now, it is ready to introduce Algorithm 7.
To illustrate the proposed algorithms, the topology of IEEE 118-bus test system [116] is
chosen as an example. There are 54 generators spatially connected into 118-buses. In fact, it
only needs to run 19 generators to meet the load demand over 24 hours. Assume that 19 dis-
patchable generators are connected by a cyber network. First, the minimum CDS searching
algorithm is used to obtain L1, as shown in Figure 7.2(a), where green nodes are connected
into a minimal connected dominating set DG = {10,25,26,49,54,61,65,66,80,100}. Note
that gray nodes in L1 can communicate with green nodes directly. Second, by removing the
gray nodes, a new minimum connected dominating set DB = {10,26,65,80} is organized
by blue nodes into L2, see Figure 7.2(b). Likewise, by taking away green nodes, the set
DR = {10} is found as L3 in Figure 7.2(c). Finally, the entire topology of different levels
and the minimum connected dominating set of each level can be obtained in Figure 7.2(d).
Each minimal connected dominating set supplies computational service in each level.
At beginning, each node of power generator Pi is initialized by its minimal power capacity
Pi,m. From L3, Node 10 of DR is able to check the rest of mismatched output. If the demand
could be satisfied and completed in this level, Node 10 would communicate with the other
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Algorithm 7 Minimal CDS Based Distributed Task Allocation
1: procedure DISTRIBUTEDTASKALLOCATION(G ,PD)
2: Initialize Pi = Pi,m,∀i ∈ G ,
3: (NL ,D) = DistrMiniCDS(G );
4: k = NL ; /*the number of levels*/
5: PD = PD−{SumL1,MIN + ...SumLk,MIN};
6: repeat
7: Ptemp = PD−{SumLk,MAX −SumLk,MIN};
8: if Ptemp > 0 then
9: Pi = Pi,M ∀i ∈Dk;
10: PD = Ptemp;
11: k = k−1;
12: else
13: for i ∈Dk do
14: if Ptemp > Pi,M−Pi,m then
15: Pi = xi +{Pi,M−Pi,m};
16: Ptemp = Ptemp−{Pi,M−Pi,m};
17: else
18: Pi = Pi +Ptemp;
19: Break;
20: end if
21: end for
22: end if
23: until k = 0
24: return P;
25: end procedure
nodes except in DR and allocate the task for them by event message. Otherwise, all nodes
in L3 take their maximal capacity and pass the rest of the task to L2. Recursively, the
task would be completed by some levels in this distributed way. Note that if the demand is
overloading, the task could not be executed and the warning message will return.
7.3.2 Event-triggered Distributed Optimisation
Due to the fact that the communication service amongst different generators is only avail-
able in discrete time instants, the economic dispatch procedure is involved in continuous-
time optimization and discrete-time communication. To avoid continuously communicating
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with neighbours, self-triggered mechanism for each generator and an event-triggered mech-
anisms for information exchange over the network are designed.
˜Pi(i ∈ N ) is defined as the last known state of the i-th generator that transmits to the
neighbours. Let {T is }(s = 1,2, ...,∞) denote the time instants of self-triggered mechanism
when the generator i broadcasts its incremental cost to the neighbours, i.e., for t ∈ [T js ,T js+1),
˜Pi = Pi(T is ). Let {T ie}(e = 1,2, ...,∞) denote the time instants of event-triggered mechanism
when the generator i broadcasts its incremental cost to the neighbours, i.e., for t ∈ [T je ,T je+1),
˜Pj = Pj(T je ).
According to the dynamical system in (7.4), the corresponding discrete dynamical sys-
tem is defined as follow
Pi(tk+1) = Pi(tk)−ζiwii∇φi(Pi(tk))−ζi
N
∑
j=1; j 6=i
wi j∇φ j( ˜Pj), (7.7)
where tk ≥ 0(k = 1,2, ...,∞). This means that each generator can sample its own state Pi
at time instant tk and can only update the state by using its neighbours’ state ˜Pj( j ∈ N )
received by the last communication. ζi(i ∈N ) is the stepsize regarding the i-th generator,
which is able to avoid Zeno behaviour.
To derive the event trigger criteria for the system (7.7), define
zi(k) = −[wii∇φi(Pi(tk))+
N
∑
j=1; j 6=i
wi j∇φ j( ˜Pj)], (7.8)
z˜i(k) = −[wii∇φi( ˜Pi)+
N
∑
j=1; j 6=i
wi j∇φ j( ˜Pj)], (7.9)
∇Φ(P(tk)) =
N
∑
i=1
{−zi(k)+
N
∑
j=1; j 6=i
wi j(∇φ j(Pj(tk))−∇φ j( ˜Pj))}. (7.10)
Due to the fact that φi(Pi)(i∈N ) is strongly convex, it yields that li ≤∇2φi(Pi)≤ ui, where
li and ui are the lower bound and the upper bound, respectively. Let M = maxi∈N {ui}. It
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gives lower bound and the upper bound as following
Φ(P⋆)≤ Φ(P)− 1
2M
‖∇Φ(P)‖2, (7.11)
where P⋆ is the optimal solution of (7.1). Thus, one has
Φ(P(tk+1))≤ Φ(Pi(tk))+∇Φ(Pi(tk))(ζ · z(k))+ λmax(W )M2 ‖ζ z(k)‖
2
2, (7.12)
where λmax(W ) is the maximal eigenvalue of W .
Define Lyapunov function V (P(tk)) = Φ(P(tk))−Φ(P∗), it gives
∆V (P) = Φ(P(tk+1))−Φ(P(tk))
≤
N
∑
i=1
{ζizi(k)[−zi(k)+ N∑
j=1; j 6=i
wi j(∇φ j(Pj(tk))−∇φ j( ˜Pj))]
+
λmax(W )M
2
(ζizi(k))2}. (7.13)
Note that, for some positive scalar εi,
zi(k)
N
∑
j=1; j 6=i
wi j(∇φ j(Pj(tk))−∇φ j( ˜Pj))
≤ εi
2
z2i (k)+
[∑Nj=1; j 6=i wi j(∇φ j(Pj(k))−∇φ j( ˜Pj))]2
2εi
. (7.14)
For the constant ρi ∈ (0,1), it yields
∆V (P) ≤
N
∑
i=1
{−ζi(1− εi2 − λmax(W )Mζi2 )z2i (k)
+
ζi
2εi
[
N
∑
j=1; j 6=i
wi j(∇φ j(Pj(tk))−∇φ j( ˜Pj))]2
}
≤
N
∑
i=1
{wiiζi
2εi
N
∑
j=1; j 6=i
w2i j(∇φ j(Pj(tk))−∇φ j( ˜Pj))2−ζi(1− εi2 −
λmax(W )Mζi
2
)z2i (k)
}
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≤
N
∑
i=1
N
∑
j=1, j 6=i
{w2i jwiiζi
2εi
(∇φ j(Pj(tk))−∇φ j( ˜Pj))2
−w
2
i jζiρi
wii
(1− εi +λmax(W )Mζi
2
)z˜2i (k)
}
−
N
∑
i=1
{ζi(1− εi2 −
λmax(W )Mζi
2
)(z2i (k)−ρiz˜2i (k))}. (7.15)
By considering of the strong convexity Φ(P), it yields
∆V (P) ≤
N
∑
j=1, j 6=i
N
∑
i=1
{w2i jwiiζiM2
2εi
(Pj(tk)− ˜Pj)2
−w
2
i jζiρi
wii
(1− εi +λmax(W )Mζi
2
)z˜2i (k)
}
−
N
∑
i=1
{ζi(1− εi +λmax(W )Mζi2 )(z
2
i (k)−ρiz˜2i (k))}. (7.16)
If the inequalities
(Pj(tk)− ˜Pj)2 ≤
∑Ni=1 w2jiζiρiw−1ii (2− εi−λmax(W )Mζi)z˜2i
M2 ∑Ni=1 w2jiζiwiiε−1i
, (7.17)
z2i (k)−ρiz˜2i ≥ 0, (7.18)
hold with the stepsize ζi ∈ (0, 2−εiλmax(W )M ), then ∆V (P) ≤ 0 which implies the system (7.7)
asymptotically converges to the global minimiser of problem (7.1).
Therefore, for tk ∈ [t je , t je+1)(e = 1,2, ...,∞), the generator j monitors Pj(tk), the commu-
nication events are triggered at
t je+1 = inf
{
t ∈ [t je +ζ j,∞) | (Pj(tk)− ˜Pj)2
≥ ∑
N
i=1 w
2jiζiρiw−1ii (2− εi−λmax(W )Mζi)z˜2i
M2 ∑Ni=1 w2jiζiwiiε−1i
}
. (7.19)
For tk ∈ [t is, t is+1)(s = 1,2, ...,∞), the generator i monitors zi(k), the communication events
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are triggered at
t is+1 = inf{ t ∈ [t is+ζi,∞) |z2i (k)≤ ρiz˜2i }. (7.20)
By considering the update of the θi-logarithmic barriers and the accuracy ε , for tk ∈
[T θK ,T
θ
K+1)(K = 1,2, ...,∞), the updates occurred at
T θK+1 = inf{t ∈ [T θK ,∞)|(Pi(tk+1)−Pi(tk))2 ≤ ε[K]}. (7.21)
Note that condition (7.20) only relies on the neighbour generators’ information and their
states, which implies it is a self-triggered mechanism. Each generator executes its own
event-triggering criteria and broadcasts information individually. Hence, an asynchronous
communication can be implemented by the proposed event-triggered scheme to prevent an
undesirably high demand on the communication resources in smart grids.
7.3.3 Accelerated Event-triggered Optimisation
When the networked system is large, the convergence rate of the ordinary first-order gradient
method tends to be slow. In fact, the event-triggered optimisation method in (7.7) may
further degrade the convergence rate.
Note that the objective function (7.1) is strongly convex with twice differentiable gra-
dient. Intrinsically, a fast distributed gradient method enabling a better convergence rate of
event-triggered optimization is desired, which searches the minimiser P∗i with the additional
momentum term ξ (Pi(tk)−Pi(tk−1)).
For tk ≥ 0(k = 1,2, ...,∞), the fast gradient based event-triggered optimisation is intro-
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duced, such that 

Qi(k) = Pi(tk)−Pi(tk−1),
Pi(tk+1) = ξ Qi(k)+Pi(tk)−ζ wii∇φi(Pi(tk))
−ζ N∑
j=1; j 6=i
wi j∇φ j( ˜Pj),
(7.22)
where the parameters of momentum ξ and stepsize ζ are determined by
ξ =
(√
maxi∈N λi(WH∗)−
√
λ2(WH∗)√
maxi∈N λi(WH∗)+
√
λ2(WH∗)
)2
, (7.23)
ζ =
(
2√
maxi∈N λi(WH∗)+
√
λ2(WH∗)
)2
. (7.24)
H∗ is the Hessian matrix of the objective function (7.1) at the optimal solution. By the
result in [117], the convergence rate of the new event-triggered optimisation is O( 1k2 ) which
approximately minimises the objective function (7.1). The conditions of the event-triggered
optimisation are presented in (7.19), (7.20) and (7.21). The proof is the same procedure as
Section 7.3.2 and omitted here.
7.4 Case Study
The IEEE 57-bus test system with 7 generators is considered in a numerical simulation. The
parameters of each generation are given in Table 7.1 and the topology of the entire power
networks is assumed in Figure 7.3(d).
7.4.1 Minimal CDS Based Distributed Task Allocation Test
To verify the event-triggered distributed optimisation method, the generators of IEEE 57-
bus system are initialized by the minimal CDS based distributed task allocation algorithm,
where the predicted demand is 235.26 MW and the minimal cost is $6036.40. The dis-
tributed CDS searching algorithm produces the minimal connected dominating set in each
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Table 7.1 Parameters of 7 generators in IEEE 57-bus
Generator No. α β γ Pmin Pmax
1 0.0775795 20 0 0 78.78
2 0.01 40 0 0 38
3 0.25 20 0 0 33
6 0.01 40 0 0 45
8 0.0222222 20 0 0 56.5
9 0.01 40 0 0 30.5
12 0.0322581 20 0 0 45
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 7.3 Decomposition of IEEE 57-bus system: (a) Green nodes in L1. (b) Blue nodes in
L2. (c) One red node in L3. (d) The entire topology of different levels.
level as shown in Figures 7.3(a)-(c). Specifically, the sets of L1, L2, and L3 are
{1, 2, 3, 6}, {2, 3}, {2}, respectively.Thus, the initial value of the task is P(0) = {78.78,
38, 33, 45, 9.98, 30.5, 0}. Note that each node in the upper level could communicate with
the nodes in the lower level in one hop, which significantly reduce the cost of information
exchange and routing. Meanwhile, some generators are already operated at the optimal
solution, i.e. P∗1 = 78.78 MW and P∗3 = 33 MW.
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Fig. 7.4 Numerical results by the event-triggered communication based algorithm: (a) Ac-
tive power output. (b) Incremental costs of 7 generators. (c) The time instants of an event
with respect to 7 generators.
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Fig. 7.5 Numerical results by the periodic communication based algorithm(a) Active power
output. (b) Incremental costs of 7 generators. (c) The time instants of an event with respect
to 7 generators.
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7.4.2 Performance Evaluation
The performance evaluation on event-triggered distributed optimisation is set up as fol-
lows. First, the results of event-triggered scheme are compared with the classic gradient
based method in Algorithm 1. Let θ = 10, ε = 1, εd = 10−4 and µ = 10. Set the step-
size ζ = 0.0003 and randomly choose ρi ∈ [0.85,1)(i = 1,2, ...,7) for each generator. The
topology parameters λ2 = 0.753 and λmax = 4.5321. Also, the period of communication is
∆T = 0.0003s. The existing algorithms for economic dispatch, [78] and [79] referred as the
periodic communication based algorithms, are used to compare the performance.
First, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified. To initialise all generators
with P(0) = {58.78, 23, 22, 35, 46.5, 18, 31.98}, the results of the event-triggered commu-
nication based algorithm are shown in Figure 7.4 while those of the periodic communication
based algorithm are given in Figure 7.5. As shown, the trajectories of active power and the
incremental cost are similar, which implies the event-triggered communication based al-
gorithm has a similar performance to reach the optimal solution. During the evolution,
all values about the active power always lay in their bounds, which implies the solutions
by the θ -logarithmic barrier method are always feasible. After 5 seconds, the minimal
costs of the event-triggered communication based algorithm and the periodic communica-
tion based algorithm are $6039 and $6037, respectively. The number of communications
by the event-triggered communication based algorithm is 7625 messages while this number
by the periodic communication based algorithm is 1.1667×105. Noticeably, the number by
the event-triggered communication based algorithm is much less than the counterpart by the
periodic communication based algorithm. The communication by the event-triggered based
algorithm makes up only a small proportion (6.54% ) of the communication by the periodic
one, see the details in Figures 7.4(c) and 7.5(c).
Second, to clearly illustrate the good performance in terms of reducing the number of
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communications, the relative error is defined as
e(tk) =
Φ(P(tk))−Φ(P∗)
Φ(P∗)
,k = 1,2, ... (7.25)
which measures the accuracy of two algorithms regarding the optimal solution. All param-
eters are kept unchanged. The trade-off between the accuracy of the optimal solution and
the number of communications obtained by two algorithms is illustrated by Figure 7.6 (a).
Generally, for both algorithms, the more number of communications used, the better accu-
racy achieved. However, in comparison with the periodic communication based algorithm,
the event-triggered algorithm has a remarkable less number of communications to achieve
the same accuracy. To achieve the accuracy of e(t) = 10−1, e(t) = 10−2 and e(t) = 10−3,
the numbers of communications by the event-triggered algorithm merely are 15, 4237 and
6098 messages, respectively. For the same accuracy requirements, the numbers of commu-
nications by the periodic one needs 1190, 24860 and 37776 messages, respectively.
In Figure 7.6 (b), the trade-off between the accuracy and the computational time is given,
where a logarithmic scale is applied to the accuracy of the computational values. Until
t =1.648s, two algorithms almost has the same performance to reach the same accuracy
from e(0) = 1.126×10−1 to e(1.648) = 4.828×10−4. After this time, compared with the
periodic algorithm, the event-triggered algorithm requires more time to achieve the same ac-
curacy. To converge at e(t) = 4×10−4, the event-triggered algorithm needs 4.918s whereas
the periodic one only requires 1.655s. This implies if an extreme high accuracy is expected,
the event-trigged scheme, i.e. in this case less than 10−4, is not superior to the periodic one
in the sense of the computational time. However, if only an acceptable accuracy of the min-
imal cost is required, for example 10−3, the event-triggered scheme has significant benefits
over the periodic scheme.
Third, the switching parameter ε plays a significant role in reducing the number of com-
munications. The effect of different ε on the trade-off between the accuracy of the optimal
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Fig. 7.6 Case study on the trade-off: (a) between the relative errors and the number of
communications. (b) between the relative errors and the computational time t.
solution and the number of communications is considered. Let ε = {0.1, 1, 10, 30}, µ = 12
and keep other parameters unchanged. Overall, there is a tendency that, with the increase of
the value ε , the number of the event-triggered communications will grow up. The numbers
of the event-triggered communications with respect to ε = {0.1, 1, 10} have a slight differ-
ence to achieve the accuracy of e(t) = 0.02, which are 1257, 1710 and 2186, respectively.
To reach this accuracy, the number with respect to ε = 30 dramatically increases to 3649.
As aforementioned in Section 6.2.2 for the interior point method, the switching parameter ε
has an impact on the number of iterations regarding to the central path. When ε increases,
the iterations of the θ -logarithmic barrier algorithm will prematurely switch to the next
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stage from the boundaries of the feasible domain, which finally increases the number of the
event-triggered communication.
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Fig. 7.7 The trade-off between the relative errors and the number of communications in
terms of different ε .
7.4.3 Accelerated Event-triggered Economic Dispatch
To verify the advantage of accelerated event-triggered economic dispatch, let the total en-
ergy demand be 235.26 MW and all generators will run to meet the demand. Thus, 7
generators cooperatively generate active power until they reach a consensus, which is the
optimal status of power output for the entire power network. Let θ = 10, ε = 1, εd = 10−4
and µ = 10. ρi ∈ [0.9,1)(i = 1,2, ...,7) for each generator are randomly chosen. The topol-
ogy parameters λ2 = 0.753 and λmax = 4.5321. The parameters of the momentum term
are computed by (7.23), that is ξ = 0.6703 and ζ = 0.0002. As shown in Figure 7.8, the
results by accelerated event-triggered economic dispatch is significantly faster than that by
the periodic counterpart with the same stepsize and the same event triggering parameter
ρi(i = 1,2, ...,7), where the optimal solution is P∗ = {78.78, 7.3267, 33, 7.3266, 56.5,
7.3267, 45}. The convergent time of the incremental cost by the event-triggered commu-
nication based economic dispatch is less than 0.7s while this time of the incremental cost by
the periodic communication based economic dispatch is more than 2s.
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Fig. 7.8 Comparative results on IEEE 57-bus system : (a) Active power output by event-
triggered economic dispatch. (b) Incremental cost by event-triggered economic dispatch.
(c) Active power output by accelerated event-triggered economic dispatch. (d) Incremental
cost by accelerated event-triggered economic dispatch.
7.4.4 Plug and Play Test
Plug and play is critical for modern power networks. This is because the renewable energy
may participate into or leave from the economic dispatch arbitrarily. The characteristics of
the accelerated event-triggered economic dispatch is illustrated by a three-phase experiment.
Similarly, the demand is 235.26 MW and all other parameters are kept unchanged. In the
first phase, G12 is disconnected in the time interval [0,2). Afterward, it participates in the
entire network in the second phase. In final phase, G6 is deleted from the entire network.
The minimal CDS based distributed task allocation algorithm is used to reallocate the initial
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Fig. 7.9 Case study in plug and play: (a) Active power output. (b) Accelerated event-
triggered economic dispatch of incremental cost. (c) Supply-demand balance. (d) The total
cost.
values at the beginning of each stage. As depicted in Figure 7.9, the incremental cost of the
generators could reach a consensus in all stages while the supply-demand balance is always
guaranteed within this three-phase running.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, the event-triggered communication based scheme for economic dispatch has
been investigated. The distributed interior point method has been employed where the θ -
logarithmic barrier is used to reformulate the cost function. A distributed algorithm has been
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designed to allocate the task of supply-demand balance for the whole power networks in ad-
vance. Hybrid event-triggered communication mechanisms are developed to minimise the
objective function in a distributed way. Moreover, the fast gradient method has been utilized
to accelerate the convergence rate of the distributed optimisation. This method provides a
safety technique that all the generators are running below their capacity with lower commu-
nication requirements. Meanwhile, the perfect supply-demand balance is always guaranteed
over the entire time horizon in the electricity market by the proposed event-triggered dis-
tributed optimisation.
The results fill the gap that is associated with the key issues of the communication bot-
tleneck. One remarkable feature is embedded in the event-triggered scheme which shows
the trade-off between the accuracy of the optimal solution and the number of communica-
tions. The power operators of economic dispatch can balance the trade-off depending on the
network resource condition.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Introduction
This chapter starts with the summary of the previous chapters. Section 8.2 proposes some
recommendations for the future research in the subjects of distributed optimisation on en-
ergy management in smart grid.
8.2 Research Findings Summary
An efficient energy management strategy, that is power system planning and operation, plays
a significant role on the supply-demand balance of the electricity market. In this thesis, the
distributed optimisation methods have been proposed for power system planning and op-
eration to coordinate integration of renewable energy resources. New models have been
developed for different energy management problems, where the corresponding theory and
methodology have been established. The research in this thesis takes significant method-
ological step forward in making energy management a possibility for smart grid users.
Moreover, distributed computation algorithms proposed for different problems of power
system planning and operation is highly scalable for large customers in metropolitan areas.
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1. For the demand side management problem, the thesis has demonstrated that peak
shaving strategy over peak hours can be achieved by a minimum number of interrup-
tions in terms of load shifting. The main contributions can be summarized as follows.
(a) A game theory is studied for load shifting strategy in the residential demand side
management problem, where sparsity-promoting method is used to reduce the
number and duration of interruptions.
(b) To improve the computational efficiency, a distributed computational framework
for solving the game theoretical model is proposed, where the whole system is
divided into two sides. Load shifting strategy is updated by the Newton method
which is able to accelerate the convergence of coordination at the control center
side.
(c) At customer side, a dual decomposition based fast gradient method is developed
for solving l1-norm regularized optimisation problem, where the convergence
rate is analyzed. By this way, computational efficiency of the distributed opti-
misation algorithm is significantly improved to quickly handle each customer’s
best response problem.
2. Concerning the demand response program of PEV, a data analytic framework is pro-
posed for the optimal PEV charging strategy, where the goal of this framework is
reduce the aging risk of transformer at a distribution network level. The characteristic
of driving behaviours and load profiles at a specified area is obtained to model the
risk-averse decision-making problem on PEV charging:
(a) The day-ahead PEV charging strategy is investigated through a data-driven stochas-
tic game model, where the objective of this research is to minimize PEV charg-
ing cost while decrease the aging risk of local transformer.
(b) A linear supply function based pricing method is designed to avoid the demand
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congestion. Moreover, CVaR measurement is defined to acquire the transformer
aging risk.
(c) The stochastic game model is reformulated by SAA method, where its existence
of generalized Nash equilibrium is proved. Furthermore, the Nikaido-Isoda
function of the game model is defined to pursue a ADMM based distributed
Nash equilibrium seeking algorithm.
(d) Data technique is implemented to analyze the real data from a specified city.
Specifically, GPS information and the trip meter data are used to characterize
the charging patterns. By the clustering analysis, the charging pattern is catego-
rized by different charging demands. In addition, the load profile prediction of
commercial buildings is processed artificial neural network (ANN) and matrix
factorization.
3. In order to improve the energy usage produced by RES based generation, energy
resource trading problem in microgrids is considered. In this research, a two-settle
market model involving the day-ahead market and the real-time market for different
types of microgrids is pursued.
(a) By assuming that the energy trading is operated by an aggregator, Cournot Nash
equilibrium based pricing mechanism is introduced. In the energy trading model,
the bids by various microgrids can be used to determine a market clearing price
via this pricing mechanism in the day-ahead market. Moreover, CVaR measure-
ment is used to quantize the output uncertainty from RES based generations in
the real-time market. The goal of the energy trading game is to maximize the
quantity of the energy resources traded and minimize the risk of energy shortfall
from overbidding.
(b) Theoretically, the existence of the stochastic game is shown by convex analysis.
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Moreover, an ADMM based distributed optimisation algorithm is developed for
this two-settle stochastic game. Specifically, SAA technique is applied to trans-
fer the stochastic game model into the deterministic game one.
4. In the research on event-triggered scheme for economic dispatch, reducing the com-
munication burden for the distributed computation is achieved. A centre-free dis-
tributed optimisation method is proposed for the problem of economic dispatch by
which a fully distributed computation is implemented.
(a) In the scheme, the initial output of all generators is allocated according to the pre-
dicted load demand by a minimum connected dominating set based distributed
algorithm. Given a topology of the power network, generators are divided into
different level in order to guarantee the supply-demand balance at a minimal
communication cost in a distributed manner.
(b) An event-triggered distributed optimisation is developed to minimise the genera-
tion cost and reduce the communication requirement. Different event-triggering
criteria are established on asynchronous communication. Indeed, each generator
only needs to communicate with neighbours when these event-triggering criteria
satisfied.
8.3 Future Research Directions
In further research, there are many aspects to the distributed computation on energy man-
agement of smart grid that could be studied further. A few possible directions of future
research can be listed as follows.
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8.3.1 Big Data Analysis for DSM
DSM programs are facing a challenge, where thousands of smart meters generate a huge
scale of data every 30-mins that requires to be analyzed and use for improving energy ef-
ficiency. Data captured by AMI would be advantageous for both utilities and customers,
and if integrated with other information such as real-time price, GIS, weather and various
grid behavior based readings, would help discovery great values from high-volume data
and put ancillary services into actionable insights that are critical for efficient operations of
DSM. On the one hand, smart meter data can help utilities to design more effective incentive
program for different customers to shave the peak load and identify the fault in time. On
the other hand, it can facilitate end customers to participate into these DSM program more
smoothly. However, big data analysis for DSM program is still unavailable.
8.3.2 Cloud Computing based Ancillary Services
Cloud computing of smart grid has been a very recent developed through which ancillary
services such as demand response can be implemented across the country. Cloud computing
brings out benefits such as on-demand self-service, ubiquitous network access, location
independent resource pooling and measured service, which leads to a scalable, demand-
based smart grid IT infrastructure. At the utility level, energy usage and power system
reliability can be monitored in real time. Data and knowledge from smart grid can be shared
amongst different regions. However rapid elasticity through the use of a cloud architecture
based energy management system raises security and privacy issues.
8.3.3 Internet of Things (IoT) Based PEVs Charging
In future, PEVs tends to become a large scale cyber-physical system via wireless sensor
and communication techniques, which can be integrated into IoT due to the proliferation of
RFID, sensors, smart devices on the Internet. Meanwhile, this mobile system can also ex-
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change information with external sources. Effective charging/discharging strategy of PEV
can be achieved by using the IoT computing paradigms as a dynamic global network infras-
tructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and interoperable communi-
cation protocols. It requires efficient computational methodology to solve the complicated
problems in system design, such as the PEV charging station sitting and sizing problem.
8.3.4 Energy Management from a Urban Computing Perspective
As pointed out, the deployment of numerous smart meter would result in a huge scale of
data which can help microgrid operator make more effective energy trading strategy. The
connectivity and accessibility that the smart meters bring in further enhances customer expe-
rience and efficiencies allowing greater interaction and control for consumers. Additionally,
more data for manufacturers and utility providers can be acquired to reduce costs through
diagnostics and neighborhood-wide meter reading capabilities. Ultimately, the urban com-
puting will be instrumental in building a more connected, cost-effective and smarter energy
management system.
8.3.5 Dynamical Economic AGC
The problem of dynamical economic dispatch has been studied for many years. However,
with the increasing number of RES integration, dynamical economic dispatch is required to
be more frequency to meet the security demand which implies AGC would be implemented
more frequent than usual. The cost of system operation will significantly rise. Further
research can combine dynamical economic dispatch and AGC together to reduce power
system operational cost.
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